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I Introduction and Statement of the Problem 
An etude, or a study, be it only a mechanical exercise or & 
characteristic piece, is as a rule, distinguished from all other 
musical forms by the fact that it is evolved from a single phrase 
or motif , be it of harmonic or melodious character, upon which the 
changes ar~ r ung and which is disigned to exercise the player on 
some special technical problem. 
This definition of an etude as given by Groves Dictionary oi 
Music and Musicians can be applied both to its previous and present 
day form. 
The origin of the "study" or "etude"" as a musical type or body 
goes back to the first half of the 18th century, the period of the harp-
sichord. During those years musicians who took pupils composed technical 
studies for them as a matter of course. As a consequence, many simple 
pieces were written by great composers. Among the earliest of those 
which have been preserved are the foll owing: 
a) two little collections of pieces , mostly in dance forms, 
composed by J.S.Bach for his second wife, Anna Magdalena , 
and his eldest son, Wilh elm Friedemann. 
b) a set of toccatas by Alessandro Scarlatti. Tnese toc~~tas 
are accompanied by a short preface containing a drawing of 
two outspread hands with each finger marked by a distinctive 
sign. This was Scarlatti's method of elucidating the system 
of fingering which he indicated in the score. 
c) a tiny five-finger exercise preceding a Menuet en Rondeau 
in Jean Philipp Rameau's "Pieces de Clavecin" (1724). Thia 
showed his concern for technical efficiency in the playing 
1. Eric Blom,ed.,Groves Dictionar 
8 , (London: Macmillan and Co .,Ltd.,l9 
and Musicians, Vo1. 
1 
, 
of his works. 
d) A supplement of Eight Preludes included by Francois Couperin 
in his textbook "L' Art de Toucher le Clavecin" (1716) involves 
exercis-es for loosening the player's fingers before performing 
the composer's Ordres. 
Some of the works which were written primarily as studies have 
become concert pieces. Outstanding examples of these are: J.S.Bach's 
Clavier Ubung (Keyboard , Practice) which is written in four volumes 
includes his Six Partitas, the Italian Concerto, the French Overture, 
t he Goldberg Variations, and several compositions for the organ; 
Domenico Scarlatti's set of 30 sonatas were originally issued as 
"Exercises" in 1738; Handel's Suites , which he wrote for his royal pu-
2 pils, were published as "Lessons". 
With the advent of the piano in th~ 19th c entury , the barpsi-
chord was displaced . The piano became the most important k eyboard ins-
trument for both concert and domestic purposes. Th e individual labours 
of a group of pianists, Clementi, Cramer, Hu~mel, Mosc heles, a nd Czerny, 
opened up various possibilities in the way of execution and expression 
and laid a foundation on which future pianists could ·deve~op their --
playing. The work of these master s has kept its influence up to the pre-
sent day. They realized the fact that something more than mere finger 
manipulation would be necessary if any great executive skill were to 
be achieved on the pianoforte. They compiled exerctises which would 
enable the player to acquire manual skill. 
2. Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth Century Piano Music, (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1954), p.lBl-182. 
Muzio Clementi (1752-1832) worked on the extension of the sphere 
of the etude and t his is evidenced in his "Gradus ad Parnassum" (1817) 
wherein he introduced fugues, tocca tas, and c a nons. The entire piano-
forte technique of that period is represented by practical studies 
found in this work . These aim at independence of fingers, equalization 
in strength a nd endurance , and the training of both hands in runs of 
thirds and sixths, in rolling and undulating pass ages, in broken chords, 
a nd octave playing. The canons afford an opportunity of occupying both 
hands in full equality. The f ugues, written in true pianoforte style, 
help in focusing the player's attention on the significance of the inner 
parts, the changing of fingers for repeated notes, the crossing of the 
hands , the scales, the triplets, a ppoggi aturas , turns a nd trills are 
all studied in these interesting compositions.3 
John Baptist Cramer (1771-1858) wa s a pupil of Cl ementi . His 
contribution to t h e etude l a y in the direction of making studies less 
mechanical and more musical. He displa~ed invention and variety in his 
technical figures ~nd experiments . 4 
Cramer's representative work 11 84 Studies" (written i n two parts 
,J 
of 42 studies each~ combines s ignificant musical ideas with instructive 
mec hanical passages. It forms the fifth part of his " Grosse Praktische 
Pianoforte Schule" and has appeared in numerous editions, the last re-
vised by Cramer himself. The original English edition of Cramer and Co., 
3 . C F Weitzmann, A History of Pianoforte Playing and Pianoforte 
Literature, (NewYork: G. Schirmer , 1893)! p.95. 
4. Thomas Fielden, The History of the Evolution of Pianoforte 
Technique, Proceedings of the Musical Association, Vol.LlX,l933, Leeds: 
Whitehead & Miller Ltd.,Elmwood Lane,p.46 . 
contained, as Op. 8l,"Sixteen Nouvelles Etudes" , thus making 100 studies 
in all. This must be distinguished from the .}'Schule der Gelaufigkeit" 
(Op.lOO), a lso containing 100 daily studies and forming the second. 
part of the Grosse Pianoforte Schule.5 
It is a known fact that Bee~ven thought very highly of Cramer's 
84 Studies. He selected the twenty-one which he considered the most 
suitable for players of his own compositions and annotated them in accor-
dance with his individual views on interpretation . These twenty-one 
pieces , now known as the Beethoven-Cramer Studies, were first edited 
and published by J.W.Shedlock in 1893 with Beethoven's invaluable com-
6 
mente. 
Johann Nepomuka H~mel (1778-1837) published his celebrated 
Pianoforte School during the latter part: "of -lri..s- .li.fec 1fe .;c0111pile.d ·a: . c::oJ.l~ 
tion of more than 2000 exercises which included more than a hundred 
exercises of the five - finger type . He advocated a rational system of 
fingering, stressing that the same shaped passage or figure should be 
fingered in the same way wherever it occurred. This typifies the modern 
method of using the s~e fingering in all keya. 7 
Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1870) published"24 Etudes, Op.70" ill 1825 
and 1826. This work was well known in North Germany during his time and 
it has been classified under Classic Pianoforte Literature. 
5 . Eric Blom,ed. , Groves Dictionar of Music and Musicians , V~l. 
2, (London: Macmillan and Co.,Ltd.,l95 , p.513. 
6. Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth Century Piano Music, (London: Oxford 
University Press,l954), p.l85. 
7. Blom, Op . Cit .,Vol.4,p.408. 
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In his book "Method de Methode" (published in collaboration with F~tis)· 
a discussion on the use of the thumb on black keys is found in the 
8 pre.face. 
After this came the famous and useful "Technical Studies" of 
Carl Czerny( these are discussed in the next chapter) 
The definition of an etude which appears at the beginning of 
this chapter has been used a s the main point of departure in the re-
search done for this paper. Specifically, this paper attempts to find 
out what developments, if any, have taken place in the piano etude from 
the time of Frederick Chopin to that of Claude Debussy. Have the co~-
posers, within this period, adhered closely to the form and style of 
the early 19th century,etude9 or have they deviated : from it and . made 
their own , romantic and modern· etu·de? 
This document will be confined to the study and analysis of the 
most important piano etudes of Chopin , Schumann, Liszt , Rubinstein , 
Scriabin , and Debussy , the studies of Carl Czerny being us ed merely a s 
a starting point for this resea rch. 
From the following chapters it is hoped that readers will gain more 
information and a clearer insight of the real significance of the piano 
etude as it has developed from the e arly 19th to the early 20th centuries. 
8. Thomas Fielden, The History of the Evol~tion of Pianoforte 
Technique, Proceedings of the Musical Association, Vol.LlX,l933, Leeds: 
Whitehead & Miller Ltd.,Elmwood Lane, p.46. 
II. The Technical Studies of Carl Cze~ 
Carl Czerny, who lived from 1791 to 1857, was a prolific Austrian 
composer, a great pianist, and teacher. He was known to have taught only 
students who showed unusual musical ability; Kullak, Liszt, and Lesche-
tizky were among his many outstanding pupils. A great deal of his time 
was devoted to composing and arranging works for the piano. Though his 
works include lnllSSes, offertories, requiems, symphonies, overtttres, con- • 
certos, trios, quartets, choruses, and song.s, he is best known for his 
1 
pedagogical works. 
Generally, his works are divided into 3 classes - scholastic, so-
lid, and brillant. The best of his works are undoubtedly the scholastic 
ones, his "Piano Studies", which include the following: 
One hundred and sixty eight measure Exercises, Op. 821 
Preparatory School of Finger Dexterity, Op. 6.36 
School of Velocity, Op. 299 
School of Dexterity, Op. 740 
40 Dai~ Exercises, Op. 337 
School of the Virtuoso, Op. 365 
School of the Left Hand, Op. 399 
Toccata in C, Op. 92 
School of Legato and Staccato, Op. 335 
School of Ornaments , Op. 355 
School of Fugue Playing, Op. 400 
The studies in Op. 299, 300, 335, 399, 400, and 500 together have 
been published under the title "Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano-
2 
forte School" 
6 
, 
All thes e studi'/ , are basically finger exerci~es ; ea ch is de-
signed to help the student in mastering some special technical problem 
as scale passages, arpeggios , broken chords, double thirds, running 
figures, rhythmic patterns, staccato , legato, and· the like. They are 
g~nerally short, the length of each etude '•arying from on e to three or 
four pages. The short motifs are usually wor ked out by means of re_peti-
tion, use of sequence , or ascending and descending a r p eggio patterns. 
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Although Czerny's compositions are generally described as lack-
ing in depth, his studies , which are considered valuable, have earned 
him the title "Father of Virtuosi". 
Because of the tremendous output of Czerny in the field of 
"study", which has never yet been s urpassed, it can justifiably be 
said that the piano etude has had its beginning in the early part of 
the 19th century. 
In the following pages it will be seen how other composers, -~ 
after Czerny, have treated this particular form. 
111 The Etudes of Frederick Chopin 
Chopin composed 27 etudes for the piano. They are divided into 
three groups: twelve in Opus 10, published in 1833; another twelve in1 
Opus 25, published in 1837; and three others which appeared in tho 
" Methode des Methodes" for the piano, by Moscheles and Feti.s in 1840, 
and which were subsequently republished separately as "Trois Nouvelles 
Etudes" without opus number. 
With the exception of No.l2 of Opus 10, the Revolutionary Etude, 
which was written when Warsaw was taken by the Rus.sians in September, 
1831, the exact date of the composition of any of these etudes is un-
known. It is probable that they were written from. his 19th to his 24th 
years, t ha t is between 1829 to 1834. He brough~ the first volume, Op . 
10, to Paris in 1831 and played these etudes first in public in 1834.1 
~aurice J .• E. Brown in his recent book "Chopin, An Index of IUe 
~ orks11 gives the following inf ormation concerning publishers: 
1 Publica t ion of 12 Etudes, Op .lO 
a) Probst - Kistner, Leipzig, August,l833 
b) M. Schlesinger, Paris, July , 1833 
c) Wessel, London , August , 1833 
11 Publication of 12 Etudes , Op.25 
a) Breitkopf & Haertel, Leipzig, Oct~ber, 1837 
b) M. Schlesinger, Paris, October, 1837 
c) Wessel, London, October, 1837 2· 
. . . 1. G. c .. Ashton Jonson, . A ffiurdboolt ~o Chopin.•s. Works , (. London:-
.Yiilliam Re~Vef$ Books~lier Ltl.d.· , 1912), p.93 · , ·- 4 
2. Maurice J.E.Brown, Chopin, An Index of His Works,(New r~: 
St. Martin's Press, 1960), P• ~4 . 
• 
The Mikuli edition of Chopin's Etudes has been used as the basis 
for analytical work in this particular chapter. For purposes of com-
parison the Breitkopf & Haertel edition (1880), the oldest available 
copy of Chopin's Etudes in the Boston Public Library, and the Pade-
rewski edition (1949), the newest and most complete Polish edition 
of Chopin's Works, have been consulted. Outstanding differences in 
these editions are noted in the concluding section of this chapter. 
12 Grandes Etudes - Opus 10 
These first twelve etudes are dedicated to Liszt- a.nd it has been 
asserted that their style was influenced by the great virtuoso. 
Etude 1 
Form: A A 
16m. 32m. 32m. 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark:- Allegro 
Key signature: C major 
Key relationships: A (C: I-I), B- (a:- r-c:v7) , A (C:: I-r> 
Main technical aspect: The single technical aspect that Chopin deve-
lops in this first etude is that of extended arpeggio~. 
Outstanding features: Throughout the whole study, the right hand is 
written in difficult ascending and descending arpeggio 
patterns that extend to four octaves while the left han~ 
plays a melody in loud sustained octaves. 
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In all three sections a steady grouping of four sixteenth 
notes to a beat is found in the right hand part while the left 
hand uses whole, half, and a few quarter notes. 
The first A part, written mainly in C major, is followed 
by the B part which is in the relative minor key (A minor) . 
At the 23rd measure of t he B s ection, t he music rises to a 
climax till it reaches the last bar of this s ection which is 
marked "diminuendo" in prepar a tion for t he return of the A 
part. I t is only i n t h i s 10 - measure passage tha t the left hand 
melody moves in half a nd quarter notes. 
The second A part, an extended and altered version of the 
first A, is again in C major. 
Etude 11 
Form: A B 
18m. l?DP. l~a. 
Time signature: 4/~ 
Tempo mark: Allegro 
I~ 
, 
./ Key signature: A minor 
Key relationships: A (a:r-r), B· (F:V9-a:-V) 1 A (a:-I·-I Picardy 3rd) 
Main technical aspect: The aim of the second etude is to produce a 
perfectly even chromatic scale with the third, fourth; 
and fifth fingers of the right hand while the thumb 
and second finger play the harmonies underneath the 
scale on each_ beat of the measure . 
Outstanding features: In the three parts of the piece t he chromati-
ca lly asce~ding and descending melodic line in t~e right 
hand part is written in groups of four sixteenth notes 
to a beat. In both A sections, the left hand plays accom-
paniment in the form of stacca to octaves, chords, and 
single notes. In the middle section, however , there are 
s everal measures wherein the left hand accompaniment is 
written in legato octaves. 
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The first A part, mainly in A minor, starts and ends on 
the tonic chord. The middle section begins with the v9 of Vl 
of A minor ( dominant 9th ofF major) , continues in F maj or, 
modulates to nl1major, G mi.nor , E~major, goes back to A minor , 
passes through F major and E~major to a~ organ point on E 
major . The abbreviated return of the A part . is in the original 
A minor key. 
Etude 111 
Form: A B A 
21m. 40m. 16m. 
Time signature: 2/4 
Tempo mark: Lento ma non troppo 
Key signature: E maj or 
Key relationships:· A (E:I- I) , B (B:V-E:V?) , A(E:T-I) 
Main technical aspect : A songful melodic line is maintained above the 
difficult double thirds, .fourths , fifths , and sixths 
in the right hand part . 
Outstanding features: ThQugh fundamentally a study in expression 
this etude presents interesting technical features in 
\ . both left and r1ght hand parts . rn both A sections a 
13 
\ 
Unlike the two preceding etudes wherein the right hand 
maintains one rhythmic pattern throughout, various rhythmic 
figures are noticeable in the right hand part of this piece • . 
The soprano, alto and tenor lines are woven together in such 
a way that they form a difficult type of melody and accompa-
niment to be played by one hand alone • 
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The alto line, actually an accompaniment to. the melodious 
soprano,is written in a steady pattern of four sixteenth notes 
while the soprano presents several patterns among which are the 
following: 
This first section is in the key of E major. 
The B part, animated and quite chromatic in nature, uses 
double thirds, fourths, fifths, and sixths in contrary motion. 
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In the 8-measure passage that leads back to the A section 
irregular rhythmic figures are found in the left hand part • 
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This section, which starts on t he V of B major and ends on the 
v7 of E major, brings in .an interesting passage of diminished 
sevenths chords. 
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The last part, in E major, is a shortened version of the 
first A. It brings back only the first five and the last 
seven measures of the main theme. 
Etude lV 
Fora: A B 
20m. 30m. 32m. 
If 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Presto 
Key signature: C# minor 
Key relationships:· A (c#:V-B~V9), B· (f:-I-c#:·V1, A (c#:r-r) 
Main technical aspect: · This is a brillant and rhythmical study in 
sequential running passages which alternate between 
the left and right hands. Accentuation is intended 
to be well marked. 
Outstanding features: In both A sections the alternating runni.ng 
passages are written in groups of four sixteenth notes 
mar ked legato. _The staccato chords and octaves likewise 
appear alternately between the left and right hand parts. 
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While the same technical aspect appears in the 
beginning of the B part, the rest of this section shows a 
more balanced movement between the left and right handf• 
Sequential passages in contrary motion are played by both hands. 
- --'------- - --- ---- . 
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This part starts in F minor, modulates to E minor, and in the 
Etude V 
last six measures just before the beginning of the second A 
part , a definite return to the original key of C# minor is 
shown by the consistent use of its v7 chord. 
The third section is an almost exact repetition of the first 
A, and the furious 12-measure coda utilizes the same sequential 
passages in contrary motion that were noticed in the a part. 
Form: A B- A 
32m. 16m. 37m. 
Time signature: 2/4 
Tempo mark: Vivace 
Key signature:- G~ major 
Key relationships:: A (Gb : ·I-E~ :V), B (nbv-Gl> :v7), A (~ ::I-r) 
17 
., 
I 
f 
It 
Main technical aspect:· In this etude the right hand aims at the 
smooth and rapid playing of triplets in broken chor~ 
form while the left band has to maintain a definite 
bounce and rhythmic flow with staccato chords and 
octaves, and chords and octaves phrased in groups of 
twos and threes. 
Outstanding features: Known as the "Black Key " etude, this piece 
is one of the most delightfully conceived of Chopin's 
studies. It is primarily meant as a show piece in dexte-
rity and brillance. It, however, carries a graceful 
little theme · which is first announced in the A part, 
further developed in the B part, and repeated in the 
second A part. 
The right hand figure, while kept consistently oa the 
black keys, undergoes slight intervallic changes at. the 
end of each period. The following are the main figures 
used in the three sections; 
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The coda is particularly interesting in its use of triplets 
in contrary motion. The piece ends with an array of staccato 
parallel octaves. ____ _.:.__:._..::= 
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Etude Vl 
Form: A A 
20m. 8m. 25m. 
Time signature: 6/8 
Tempo mark: Andante 
Key signature:: E~minor 
Key relationships: A (e~:T-B:Vll07 ), B (E:·I-c# :V), A (DV:V~-e~: -r 
Picardy 3rd) 
Main technical aspect: The sixth study is a nocturne whose dar·k, 
sorrowful theme is sustained above an ingenious 
figure composed of major and minor seconds, major 
and minor thirds, and occasional ' perfect fourths and 
fifths. 
Outstanding features: In the A sections, the figure mentioned above 
appears in the left hand part while the theme is playe~ 
by the right hand . The B sect ion , however , combines 
both the t heme and accompanying figure in .the right 
hand part. This a l ternating hand accompaniment preser~es 
unity throughout the piece and at the same time avoids 
the monotony that is frequently found in left hand accom-
panimenta. 
tl 
Both Niecks and Von Bulow believed that there was a 
psychical prograQ to this study, some record of a 
youthful disillusion, but the expression of it is kept 
l) 
well within chaste lines.3 
.J..O 
3. G. C.Ashton Jonson, A Handbook to Chopin's Works,(London: William 
Reeves Bookseller Ltd., 1912), p.lOl . 
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The beautiful but sad melody of the first A sect i on is relieved. 
by t he entrance of the B part which is in E maj or. Here the piece 
broadens to dramatic vigor. The re t urn of t he A s ection is altered. 
I ts f i r s t part s tems out from t h e B s ection with the theme and 
accompaniment in the righ t hand part. The main theme comes back 
only in t h e latter part of this s ection and is i mmediately follo-
wed by the coda which closes on a n E~major triad. 
Etude Vll 
Form: A B 
16m. 17m. 26m. 
Time signature:· 6/8 
Tempo mark: Vivace 
.l/ 
Key signature: C major 
i! 7 Key ,;'elationships:· A (C:I-V miner) , B (C: 11 -V ) , A (C:T-I) 
Main technical aspect: This is basically a study in double notes 
for the right hand, and in learning how to change 
fingers on one key. 
Outstanding features: Throughout the entire study the double notes 
are written in this interesting fashion - a second, a 
double third, a double fourth, or a double fifth is aiways 
fD1lowed by a double ' sixth. The lefthand · is .i~s~hgle. n~t,& 
octaves, chords, and a few double thirds. 
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The right hand maintains .a steady rhythmic pattern of 
two groups of six sixteenth notes in a measure. A chroma-
tic melodic figure appears in the left hand part in both 
A sections, but this is laid out in various rhythmic pat~ -4· 
terns among which are the following= 
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The B section which begins on measure 17 is mainly written 
in the original C maj or key. Starting on a secondary dominant 
chord (V7 of 11 of C) , it presents a working out of the theme 
and the chromatic double note figure of the first section. ~ere 
, the left hand utilizes more rhythmic patterns against the single 
dominant figure of the right. 
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The last section, the s econd A part, is an altered and ex-
tended return of the first A. In the last twelve measures both 
left and righ t hands work up to a dramatic close. 
Since this etude demands great lightness of hand , playing 
with wrist stroke may prove helpful in acquiring clear articu-
lation, staccatc , and finger memor7. 
Etude Vlll 
Form: A. B 
28m. 32m. 35•· 
Time signature:· 4/4 
Tempo mark; Allegro 
I 
Key signature:· F major 
v9 
Key relationships: A (F:l-I), B (F:.Yl-ffi)• A (F:-I-I) 
Main technical aspect: Though this aims at cultivating fluenc~ in 
the right hand, the lef t hand plays single notes in 
characteristic patterns and phrases. 
Outstanding features: In the first A part the right hand, employing 
ascending and descending running figures that extend. ta 
three octaves, is written in groups of four sixteenth 
notes. Each group starts with the same note· an octave 
higher or lower. The left hand plays single notes and 
octaves in the fol lowing manner:· 
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The ff section, which starts on the Vl of F major, uti-
lizes different patterns - the groups of four sixteenth 
notes are now in sequential patterns and the left and 
right hands move in contrary motion. 
i 
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As in the third section of the preceding etude, the second 
A part of this study is an altered and extended return of the first 
A. Aside from the ascending and descending movement of the right 
hand part mentioned in the first section, and the contrar.y motion 
employed by both hands in the second section, a third type of motion · 
is evident in the coda - parallel motion. Here both left and right 
hands play the same notes an octa ve apart . 
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Etude lX 
Form: A B 
, 
A. · 
16m. 20m. 31m. 
Time signature: 6/8 
Tempo mark: Allegro molto agitAto 
Key signature: F minor 
Key relationships: A (f:I- I), · B (c : II-f:.Y), A (f:I- r) 
Main technical aspect:· A beautiful but morbid melody in the right 
hand is supported by a wide-stretched figure in the 
left hand , the stretch being the main technical 
object in this etude . This affords good exercise for 
close-knit fingers. 
Outstanding features: The 9th study shows a remarkably clear evolu-
tion from a small motive - t wo notes and a rest . rn the 
fir s t bar the motive i s us ed twice, the second part of 
the measure fol l ows t he first part quite naturally . rn 
the succeeding measure t he motive is us ed again, and 
following this is a development of the little motive till 
it reaches the V of F minor in the fourth measure . This 
is the antecedent phrase of the regular eight-measure 
period which announces the entire theme of this study. 
The consequent phrase starting on the fifth measure 
shows a repetition of t he motive and widening o! the 
melodic curve, and closes on a little figure which ie 
actually a diminution o! the moti•e. 
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Following this is an exact repetition of the theme. These two 
regular eight-measure periods constitute the whole first section, 
Tt is to be noticed that t he left hand plays an organ point 
on the tonic chord throughout the whole A section. 
The B section, mainly a development of the theme heard in 
the A part,outlines interesting harmonies in the left hand part. 
The following harmonic progressi ons may be traced from the first 
bar of the B part - c:116 ; e~V~-1 ; D~·v7-r-v6 ; e~VI; G~V~ -I-I-V~-
V~- V11°7 ; e:I~; C:I7 ; c~ Vll0~; b~Vl~; return to original key· of 
6 6 4 F minor - 114 1~ - V - l - V - Vl2 - V 
- Vl~ - V - ~ - V - 1~ - V -
Vl~- 1 - Vl~- V. 
The second A part is fuller in texture . The main theme is now 
presented with ornaments(mordents ) and then repeated in octaves. The 
theme is further developed, ris es t o a climax, and suddenly calms 
down to a four-measure pianissimo s ection. An intereating coda then 
foLlows. This is written alternatel y in f,pp,ff,pp, and finally closes 
·on ppp . 
Irregular rhythmic patterns - 5 against 6 and 5 against 4 are 
evident in the second and third sections. 
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Outstanding among the characteri s t ics of this study is · the com-
bination of two different touches - p c>rtamento in the right hand 
part and legato in the left hand. This is marked in the first musi-
cal example. This particular etude s eems to be more of a tone study 
than any of the preceding onea. J 
Etude X 
Form: A B A 
16m. 18m. 44m. 
Time signature: 12/8 
Tempo mark: Vivac e 
Key signature: A~major 
Key relationships: A (A~I-!), B ( E:I-A:I), A (A~~-I) 
Main technical aspect: Chopin brings out in this study the exer~ise 
of rhythmic contrasts, the alternation of two and 
three part meter in the same bar • 
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Outstanding features: A feature which is seen throughout the three 
sections of this study is the use of embellished octaves 
in the right hand - a single note is followed b7 a 
double sixth, the three notes being within the range o! 
an octave. The left hand uses broken arpeggios with big 
leaps. 
An interesting feature of the first A part is the 
irregularity of accents in the right hand and the different 
phrasings. In the first three measures ac~ents are placed on 
the first notes of every second and fourth group of eighth notes. 
In the next two measur~s all double sixths, with the exception 
of the last one, are accented. The three measures following these 
are similar to the first t hr ee measures and an additional accent 
is placed on the first note of the first and third groups o! 
eighth notes. There is hardly any accent for the rest of the A 
section. The last four measures of this part are marked staccato. 
In the B section the music is written alternately in E major 
and A~major. The first six measures are in E major; the next 
six are in Abmajor; and the las t six are in E major again. 
The second A section is in the original key - A~ major. I~ 
is more extended than the first A s ection but it is not marked 
with t he complica t ed accents of t he first A part. 
Von Bulow considers t h i s s t udy the most typical piece of 
the set. He said , "He who ca n play t his study i n a rea l fini~hed 
manner may congratulate himself on having climbed to the highest 
point of t he 'pianist's Parnassus . The whole repertoire of piano-
forte music does not contain a s tudy of perpetual motion so 
full of genius a nd fancy as this particular one is acknowledge~ 
4 1 
to be, except perhaps Liszt's "Feux Folleta". 
4. Ibid., p.lo4. 
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r;ude Xl 
Form:· A B-
16m. 16m. 22m. 
Time signature: 3/4 
Tempo mark: Allegretto 
Key signature: E~ major 
Key relationships: A (E~:I-I), B· ( eh·Vl-Eb:-"lf7), A (EP:I-r) 
Main technical aspect: This nocturne-like etude is a study in 
extended broken chords f or both left and right hands. 
The stretches for both hands are enormous and diffi-
cult. 
Outstanding features: The following characteristic phrasing occurs 
almost throughout the entire piece. 
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The single staccato broken chord at the beginning o! 
the measure affords a break from the succeeding legato 
broken chords. 
In some passages the arpeggiated chords !or the 
right hand are stretched t o almost two octaves. 
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The B section, starting on measure 17, is a development of the 
main theme presented in the firs t 8 measures of the A part. rt starts 
on the Vl of the tonic minor (CPminor chord) and ends on the v7 of EP 
major , the original key. 
As in the preceding etudes, the second A section of this study 
is a slightly alt ered version of the first A. 
The 3/4 time signature indicated at the beginning is kept 
constant throughou t the piece and there is absolutely no change in 
the stereotyped r hythmic pattern of six eighth notes to a measure. 
There are , however, two dynamic signs that indicate a slackening of 
the rhythm: a "ritard." in the B section just before t he re-entrr. 
of the A part, and a "smorz." in the coda. 
Etude Xll 
Form: Introduction A B A C-oda 
10m. 18m. 12m. 32m. 12a. 
Time signature: 4/4 
' 
Tempo mark: Allegro con fuoco 
Key signature: C minor 
Key relationships: A (c:V7-Ef:v),B (E~:1Vminor-c:V9incomplete), A (c:V7-
I Picardy 3rd) 
Main technical aspect: Technically , this is a bravura Rtu~y for the 
left hand, the part for which is written in furious 
unrelieved running passages. These passages are in 
strong contrast with the powerful chordal presentation 
of the ~elody in the right hand. 
Outstanding features: Written when Warsaw fell into the hands of the 
Russians in 1831, this study, known as the "Revolutionary" 
etude, i8 considered as one of the greatest dramatic out-
bursts in the literature of the piano. 
In both A sections the full dramatic chords of the 
righ t band which are phrased and shaded differently from 
the ascending and descending r uns of tt.e left band require 
a good d eal of coordination and control of the hands . 
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The broad, extended return of the A part which starts 
on measure 41 shows a .variety of rhythmic patterns in the 
right hand passages which were not evident in the first A section. 
-------- I 
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The B section is a development of t he thematic material of the 
A part . It is, however , interesting to note the harmonic progressions 
that appear in this section. The 28th mea sure, the end of the first 
A part,uses the V chord of E~major, the relative major of C minor. 
The B part then starts in G# minor, t his being enharmonically equi-
valent to A~minor, the lV minor of E~ Th~ bass line continues to 
progress downwards to C# minor or nPminor, then to the V of C# or ~ 
minor. From here we get a relief from s harp and double sharp signa 
and the flats are again evident. The bass moves on to F minor - v7 
I - lV - I,and a chord anticipating the V of C minor is played by 
the right hand in the last measure o! the B part. 
The second A section, starting on the V of the original C minor 
key, stays mainly within this key . The coda which begins with chro-
matic sequences in the . left hand against a sustained double sixth in 
the right ends with a staccato C major chord, an unmistakable pi-
cardy third. 
From this first set of twelve studies, the RevolutionRry Etude 
stands unique as being the only one that has been written with a 
definite programmatic background . In this great tone poem "Chopin 
uttered the feelings of every Pole who, hearing of the fall of the 
capitol, realized that it was the death-knell of their independent 
national life."5 
12 Etudes - Opus 25 
The second set of twelve etudes is dedicated to Marie, Comtesse 
d' Agoult (1805-1876), French authoress (Daniel St~rn), the mother of 
Liszt 's children. 
Etude 1 
Form: A B A 
16m. 19m. 14a. 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Allegro sostenuto 
I 
Key signature: Abmajor 
Key relationships: A (A~I-f:V), . B-: (t:V~ - A~:v7), A (Ab:r-I) 
5. ~·· p.lo6. 
J:r 
Main techni~l aspect: Basically this is a study in broken chords. 
In both left and right hand parts the stretches are 
enormous and varied. There are but a few measures 
wherein the right hand plays chord tones within an 
octave . 
Outstanding features: The left hand is in uniform patterns of ascen-
ding and descending chord tones which are in groups of 
six except for a few measures in the middle part where 
groups of four or five notes are found. The right hand, 
also written in groups of six, carries the melodic line , 
the notes of which are heard on each beat of the measure. 
It is to be observed that only the first notes of each 
group are regular sized notes;- the rest are small notes. 
Chopin must have meant to emphasize only the melody notes. 
Even Schumann said that "it would be an error to think 
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that Chopin permitted every one of the small notes to 
be distinctly heard." 6 
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6. James Huneker, Chopin, The Man and His Music, (New Fork:· 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923), p.l73. 
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In the first f our mea sures of the B section t he tenor voice 
becomes prominent in the mids t of chords. This section starts on the 
v7 ofF minor (the rela tive minor key), modulates to A ~ajo~ and 
closes on the v7 of AVmajor. 
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The steady 4/4 meter in the A s ections is somewhat relaxed here . Ir-
regular rhythmic patterns of six notes a gainst four, or six notes 
a gainst five are found. 
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The third sect i on brings i n a fragmentary a nd extended form of 
the main theme. This is followed by a six measure coda wherein the 
the A~major chord is extended over four octaves. 
According to Kleczynski, Chopin himself suggested a poetical 
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and romantic idea for this study. Chopin explained the programme in 
this manner: "I imagine a little shepherd who takes refuge in a 
peaceful grotto from an approaching storm. In the distance rushes the 
wind and the rain, while the shepherd gently plays a melody on his 
flute.n7 
Etude 11 
Form: A B A 
34m. 16m. 19m. 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Presto 
Key signature: F minor 
Key relationships: A (f:V~ - A~V?), B- (Ab :I-f:·V), A (f::V~ - I') 
Main technical aspect: A rhythmical more than a technical aspect ia 
presented ~n this study. Chopin combines two opposing 
rhythms in a very subtle way. The right hand plays 
four groups of triplets written in eighth notes 
against two groups of triplets in quarter notes in 
the left hand. 
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?.G.C.Ashton Jonson, A Handbook to Chopin's Works , (London:· 
William Reeves Bookseller Ltd., 1912), p.l51. 
Outstanding features:· The whole study is developed from the one-
measure motive that is heard at the beginning. The first 
A part consists of two sections: a double·period closing 
in A~(the 16th measure is extended to the 19th); a repe-
tition of this portion ending on the V of A~ 
The 16-measure B part shows a sequential development 
of the motive, starting on the r of APand ending on the 
V of F minor. 
The third s action is only a partial return of the A 
part. The complete 8-mea sure theme is heard only once; 
its repetition is in an altered form and this is imme-
diately followed by the coda. 
Written in a steady 4/4 meter, this study maintains 
only one r hythmic pattern throughout. Phrasings and 
dynamics are clea rly marked and a few accents in the 
left hand passages are found us ually on t he first note 
of the second triplet. 
Von Bulow believed tha t t he interpretation of this 
piece should be without sentimentality, almost withouu 
shading - clearly, delicately, and dreamily executed. 
"An ideal pianissimo, an accentless quality and completel~ 
without passion and rubato~B 
B. James Huneker, Prefa ce to Chopin's Etudes, (New ~ork: G. 
Schirmer Inc., 1943), p.6. 
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Etude 111 
Form: A B A 
28m • . l6m. 28m. 
Time signature: 3/4 
Tempo mark: · Allegro 
Key signature: F major 
Key relationships: A (F:I-I), B (B:I-II), A (f~I-F:I) 
Main technical aspect: The t hird etude in F major, a spirited 
caprice in four voices, is mainl y a study in phrasings . 
The third voi ce is the principal one and the first 
voice is second in i mportance. These two voices deter-
mine melodic and harmonic contents. The melodic line, 
however, is carried by the second voice which is 
written in eighth notes. 
~ 
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Outstanding features: Written in 3/4 meter, this etude utilizes 
three rhythmic patterns. 
It is to be noticed tha t throughout the study the ~ 
left and right hand parts move in contrary motion. 
1/1 
This study is written alternately in F maj or, B major, and F 
major , and th~ three s ection are clearly marked by double barlines 
and changes in key signature. 
The return of the A s ection is slightly different from the first 
A. A four-measure phrase leads into the A part before the main 
theme is presented again. A change in the rhythmic pattern is also 
evident. This section is in a less extended form as the theme is· 
not developed in the same manner as t he theme in the A part. 
Dynamics , phrasings , and a ccents are clearly mar ked. In the second 
A part eac h group ~~ n?tes of th~ 8- measure theme i s c har acteristi-
u 
Etude lV 
BOSTON UNWERSIT't 
!)HE ANO APPLIED ARTS LIBRARY 
Form: A A 
16m. 22m. 27m. 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Agitato 
Key signature: A minor 
Key rela t ·ionships: A (a: I-I), B ( e: I-a :Y 7 ) , A (a: I-r picardy 3rci) 
Hain technical aspect: rn the fourth study Chopin emphasizes slurs-, 
staccato notes and syncopations. 
Outstanding featur es: In the first A section the 8-measur~ theme 
is presented in staccato notes and chords. This theme 
is then developed in an interesting manner wherein 
Chopin utilizes slurs , staccato notes and syncopations. 
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It is to be observed that the uppermost voice now carries 
a cantilene which appears in syncopated form opposite the 
strong beats of the bass. 
In the return of the A part the theme appears in this 
very same manner, the simple presentation of the theme 
being omitted. 
The left hand is in a steady rhythmic pattern of eight staccato 
eighth notes in a measure. In the righ~ hand part some variations 
to the original pattern of four eighth notes and four eighth rests 
are evident; tied notes, long value notes, and double dotted notes 
are found in the upper voice. 
The B part is a development of the theme in the A sections. rt 
starts and ends on the V minor chord of A minor (E minor tonic chord), 
Thou~seemingly a very technical etude, the slight changes in 
tempo and other dynamics make it most interesting . The whole study 
is marked " Agitato" but the coda presents this unique sequence of 
dynamics - p pp f dim. rall. Lento. 
Etude V 
Form: A B A 
44m . 53m. 30m. 
Time signature: 3/4 
Tempo mark: Vivace 
Key signature: E minor 
6 Key relationships: A (e:I-V), B (E:I-I ), A (e:I-I Picardy 3r~ 
Main technical aspect:· ~~re Chopin emphasizes the playing of ~ 
double sixth, fifth, fourth, or third, or a chord 
followed by a single note. 
Outstanding features: Though this etude is longer than the pre-
vious ones of Opus. ~5, its three sections are clearly 
marked by double barlines and changes in tempo and key 
signatures. 
In the A section the tJeme is first _ presented in an 8-measure 
period wherein the following is the main rhythmic pattern:· 
,FJ. ,FJ. ,f),. A development of this theme is then heard in the next· 
20 measures. Following this is the second presentation of the .theme. 
Instead of the sixteenth and dotted eighth note figure Chopin su~ 
stitutes a grace note and quarter note pattern. The first part of the 
theme (now in eighth notes) is heard for the third time before this 
section ends. 
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The B section, written in E major, the parallel major of the 
original E minor key, presents rhythmic pa tterns that were not 
evident in the first section. ff~re the right hand employs three 
groups of triplets or three groups of sixteenth notes in a measure 
against simple melodic left. hand patterns of half and quarter notes. 
The third section is noticeably- more sonorous than the first 
, 
A part, the theme being presented in ful~ chords but in a concise 
form. 
Etude Vl 
Form:· A B A 
26m. Bm. 30m. 
Time signature:· 4/4 
Tempo mark: Allegro 
Key signature: G# minor 
Key relationships: . A (g#:I-C:V~), B (C:V7-g#:V~), A (g#:r-r ·Picardy. 
3rd) 
Main technical aspect: · This is a difficult study in double thirds . 
The right hand plays thirds for 64 measures during 
which it has only a harmonic relationship to the 
melody bei~sounded by the left hand in single notes 
and chords. 
Outstanding features: As in the preceding etude, the three sections 
of this piece are clearly marked by double barlines 
and changes in key signature; the A and A' sections 
being in g# minor, and the B section,starting on the 
V of C major goes through chromatic sequential pa~ 
terns and ends on the v7_ of g# minor. 
Throughout the whole piece the thirds in the right 
hand are either in trill-like, ascending and descending 
chromatic or broken chord-like patterns. 
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Rhythmically , this s t udy is simple ; the right hand is in regular 
four groups of sixteenth notes in a measur e and the left band is written. 
mostly in eighth notes . 
Although this ·etude s eems extremely technical in nature, it can-
not be denied that there is a graceful expressive thought associated 
wi th the general upward and downward motion of t h e thirds in the right 
hand and the characteristically phrased left band part which carries 
t he melodic line. 
Huneker said that "in piano literature no more remarkable merging 
of matter and manner exists. The means jus tifies the end, and the 
means employed by Chopin are beautiful. With the Schumann Toccata 
t his etude stands at the portals of the delectable l and of douele 
notes . This study is first music and then a technical problem. 9 
9. G.C.Ashton Jonson, A Handbook to Chopin 's Works , (London:· 
William Reeves Bookseller Ltd., 1912) , p.llO. 
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Etude Vll 
Form: A B A 
28m. 16m • 24m. 
Time signatur e :· 3/4 
Tempo mark: L en to 
Key signature: C# minor 
Key relations hips: A (c#:V- : enharmonically changed), B (E::V-c#:·V:~), 
A (c#:T-r) 
Main technica 1 aspect: This poetic study is not so much concerned 
~ 
with technique, in the ordinary sense of difficulty, 
as it is with interpretation. Although Chopin uti-
lizes chords, double notes, runs, and a couple of 
cadenzas, he wrote this etude as a study in expression. 
Outstanding f eatures: A nocturne-like etude, this piece is written 
i n a duet form. There are two related, diverging, but 
e qually important simultaneous ~elodies. One melody 
i mmediately begins in the left hand in the first measure 
a fter the introduction; the other begins in the top-
m ost· voice of the right hand in the sec ond measure. This 
g oes on throughout the three sections of the piece. 
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As in most of his nocturnes, Chopin uses various complicated 
rhythmic patterns in this etude. The following are some of the rhyth-
mic patterns found in this study:· 
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It is to be pointed out that Chopin used cadenzas at the end of 
the first and second section• . The first A par t c loses on a secon-
dary dominant chord which is written out enharmonically (V of G#). 
The B section starting on the V of E major anticipates the last 
part by ending on t he v7 chord of the original key - C# minor. The 
altered A' section begins and ends on the t onic chord of C# minor. 
Etude Vlll 
Form: A A 
12m. 8m~ 16m. 
Time signature: ~~~ 
Tempo mark: Vivace legato 
I 
Key signatur e : D~maj or 
Key relationships: A (tP :V7- v) , B (D~ : Vminor-!6 ) , A (D~:v7-I ) 
Main technical aspect: This is a study in double sixths which some-
times move in parallel motion, sometimes in contrar~ 
motion, a nd sometimes in both motions alternately . 
The right ha nd is written in double sixths throug~out; 
the left hand though mostly in double sixths uses also 
single notes, seconds , double thirds , fourths , and 
fifths . 
Outstanding features: The eighth etude is considered by Von Bulow 
as the most useful exercise in the whole range of etude 
literature . He further said , " As a remedy for stiff 
fingers and preparatory to performing in public , playing 
it six times through is recommended even to the most 
expert pianists. 1110 
A steady 4/4 ~eter is predominant; four groups of trip-
lets are used in both hands . Phrasings i n the left hand, 
however , differ ·from t he right hand . The most common 
phrasings for each hand . are the following: 
10. Herbert Weinstock, Chopin, The Man and His Music , (Bew 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), p . 214 . 
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Written in three part form, the second A section is only slight~ 
similar to the first A part . The first two measures of the main theme 
are repeated and the r est of the section is a development of the 
theme . The B part , a sequential development of the main theme, starts 
on a maj or seventh c hord on ~and ends on the tonic c hird of ~major. 
Etude lX 
Form: A A 
16m. 8m. 27m. 
Time signature: 2/~ 
Tempo mark: Allegro vivace 
Key signature: G~major 
Key relationships: A (G~ :I-V), B (A~ :Vll-G~ :V), A (<t :·I-I) 
Main technical aspect: Although this is one of the shortest etudes , 
it is primarily an important study in varie·d touch 
and accent. Tt also aims at keeping a melodic line 
distinct from rapid figures contain~ng notes of 
equal time value but less interest. 
Outstanding features: Von Bulow considers this etude of litt le worth 
but other critics remark that it is a very effective 
little piece, and is co!Dl!lonly known as the "Butterfly " 
etude. 
The whole study evolves from a figure containing an 
embellished octave (a single note followed by a double 
third, fourth, or fifth, these three notes being within 
the range of an o~tave) and two staccato octaves. This 
figure is characteristically phrased in the following 
manner: 
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With the exception of measure 8 and the ·last eighth · 
note of measure 32, the 1eft hand is written in staccat4 
notes throughout. 
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The staccato octaves in the right hand and the staccato notes 
and chords in the left hand give the whole study a unique quality 
which is certainly characteristic of a butterfly. 
Etude X 
Form: A B A 
28m. 75m. 16m. 
Time signature: 2/2 
Tempo mark : Allegro con fuoco 
Key signature : B minor 
Key relationships: A (b:V-v7), B (B:~-V), A (b:Vl-r) 
Main technical aspect : The technical end of this piece is the cul-
tivation of legato octave playing. 
Outstanding features: The first section and the short third section~ 
both in B minor, are full of wild sounds , crescendos, 
fortissimos, sforzandos, and accents. 
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The songlike character of the middle section is in strong 
contrast t o the A sections although octaves still predominate in the 
right hand part. 
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This section which is in B major presents simple but more var~ed 
rhythmic patterns . Six eighth notes in a measure are predominant in 
the right hand part . The left hand is mostly in quarter notes , 
eighth notes, and a few half notes , and a combination of these 
three values. 
rn both A sections we find only the stereotyped rhythmic figure 
of four groups of triplets in a measure. This is seen in the first 
musical example. 
. 
Etude Xl 
. 
Form: Introducti on A B A 
4m. 36m. 28m. 28m. 
Time signature: 2 /2 
Tempo mark: Alleg ro con brio 
Key signature : A minor 
Key relationships 
Main technical as 
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.7 Introduction (C:I-a:V), A (a:I-C:I), B- (C:Vl: -
a:V), A (a:I-I) 
pect: In this study Chopin develops a constant 
guration in the right hand which is supposed to 
semble the wind . The notes are in groups of six 
teenth notes and are written in ascending and 
cending waves. Close intervals as well as big 
ps may be found in a group of six notes. The left 
d part utilizing a dotted note figure gives melo-
character to the piece. 
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Outstanding featu res: Composed in 1834, this study, popularly 
known as the "Winter Wind", is one of the longest and 
consid ered to be one of the most important of Chopin's 
f} 
, 
studies. 
Constructed on · the A B A pattern , the first A section presents 
the 8-measure theme four times . 
a) first presentation of the 8-measure theme in A minor 
b) the first phrase of the A minor theme is repeated; the 
second phrase is slightly altered , starting on the V of V~ 
of A minor and ending on the ~onic chord of C major . 
c) the theme in A minor is transposed a fifth above, it is now 
written in E minor. 
d) the first phrase of the E minor theme is repeated; the second 
phrase is altered, starting on the tonic of E minor and ending 
on the tonic of C major. 
I n the B section the theme is partly heard in the right hand 
while the left hand plays the complicated figuration which was ori-
ginally for the right hand . Towards the end of this section the left 
and right hand parts are both in groups of six sixteenth notes 
written i n contrary motion. In some measures the same notes are 
played by both hands. 
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The return of the A part is brief - the theme is heard twice 
in the tonic key and leads directly into the coda wherein both hands 
plays together in groups of six sixteenth notes and in six against 
four patterns. 
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Except for the four measures of introduction and the first four 
measures of the H part, the melody is carried by the left hand while 
the right hand ~upplies the harmonic and melodic · color . Ah the end1 
the last four measures are unique - there is a simple cadenc e and 
this followed by the melodic minor scale running upwards over the 
range of four octaves and finally ends on a staccato note~ 
Von Bulow says of this etude - "Tts particular merit is that while 
producing the greatest fulness of sound imaginable it keeps i tself 
entirely unorchestral and represents piano music in the most accurat e 
~1 
sense of the word. " 
Etude Xll 
Form:· A B A 
22m . 32m. 29m. 
Time signature: 2/2 
Tempo mark: Allegro molt o, con fuoco 
Key signature: C minor 
Key relationships: A (c:I-C:I), B (A' :I-Vl), A (c:I-I picardy 3rd) 
Main technical aspect: The last etude in C minor is an impressive 
study in arpeggios for both hands . 
Outstanding features: The rhythmic pattern of four groups of sixteenth 
notes in a messure is constant throughout the .piece. 
Except for a few measures in the first A part and in 
11. G.C.Ashton Jonson, A Handbook to Chopin's Works , (London:· 
William Reeves Bookseller Ltd.,l912) , p . 161 . 
the B part just before the return of the A section , wherein sequential 
patterns are evident , the notes are written in a wave- like fashion -
ascending and descending, over the range of three octaves . 
The sameness of the form of the arpeggio figure may seem t o be 
monotonpus but the accents and dynamic signs render an interesting a s-
pect. The accents are found mostly on the first notes of the second , 
third a nd fourth groups . 
Another aspect which must not be overl ooked is the proper use 
of the pedal - it must change with every new harmony . 
This grand etude is considered Beethovian in its ruggedness . It 
seems to be f ar removed from some of the etudes of both sets - Op . lO 
and Op . 25 because of its large sonorities. 
Trois Nouvelles Etudes 
These were possibly composed about the same time as the studies 
of Opus 25 . It is said that they are the weakest of his etudes , al-
though by no means uninteresting and, certainly, Yery characteristic. 
They are comparatiYely shorter in length than t h e etudes in the two 
i3 
previous sets. 
Etude 1 
Form: Introduction A B A Coda 
Bm. 13m. 25m. llm. 10m. 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Andantino 
Key signature: F minor 
6 Key relationships: A (f:I-I), B (f:I-V5), A (f:I-I) 
Main technical aspect: The first etude is primarily a study in irre-
gular rhythm ( 3 again&t. 4) • 
Outstanding features: The piece begins with an interesting 8-measur~ 
introduction. The first four measures , played by the 
right hand alone , introduce the triplet grouping of 
quarters evident throughout t he study; the left hand 
plays an extended arpeggio figure on the F minor chord, 
using the rhythmic patt e r n of ei ght eighth note s in a 
measure. 
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The consistent A- B A pattern found in the etudes of Op.lO and 25 
is discernible in this study but not as clearly marked as in the 
previous etudes. The three parts are in a more concise and compact 
form. 
The B section, starting on measure 22, shows a sequential deve-
lopment of the motive presented in the A section. 
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The second A part . presents the theme in an aLtered manner. Only 
the first note of each group of triplets match with the notes of the 
original. theme. 
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The coda brings back sequential figures presented in the B" 
section. 
Etude 11 
Form: A B A 
24m. 16m. 20m. 
Time signature: 2/4 
Tempo mark: Allegretto 
Key signature: A} major 
Key relationships: A (AP :I-C:V). B CAP :I-v7). A ui :I- I) 
Main technical aspect: Lke the previous etude this is a study in 
irregular rhythm (3 against 2) wherein the right band · 
plays two groups of triplets in eighth notes against 
four regular eighth notes in the left hand . 
Outstanding features: This is the best known of the last three etudes. 
Huneker says of it: "Again the composer demonstrates his 
exhaustless invention a nd his power of evoking a single 
mood , viewi ng all its lovely contours and letting it melt 
away. like dream magic. Full of gentle spriteliness and 
12 lingering sweetness is this study." 
The tempo mar k "Allegretto" designates not only the tempo 
but at the same time the c haracter of the piece. The melo-
dious A~theme in the first A part comes ba ck in full in the 
second A section. 
The B section, which shows a sequential development of 
the main theme, also utilizes the chords, double notes and 
octaves predominant in t he right hand part of the A sections. 
The left hand pattern of this second s ection, however, is 
slightly different fr om that of the A sections. 
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In the A section the left hand skips back and forth on the chor~ 
tones while in the B section it plays extended a scending and descend-
ing arpeggio _figures. 
Etude 111 
Form: A B A 
23m. 9m. 4lm. 
Time signature: 3/4 
Temp o mark: Allegret to 
Key signature: D~major 
Key relat ionships: A ( D~ :I-Vl), B (A~ :V-I), A ( DP :I-1) 
Main techni cal aspect: This etude emphasizes the playing of legato 
and sta ccato simultaneously in one and the same hand. 
Outstanding featu res: The right hand passages, written in double 
notes , are fairly well ornamented with grace notes and 
a few mordents. The left hand uses single notes, chords, 
and double notes. 
Based on the same form as the two other etudes, the 
r hythm of this study, however, is regular throughout, 
with the right hand using six eighth notes against three 
, 
three quarter notes in the left hand. 
A few staccato notes, broken chords, and grace notes are also 
found in the left hand . 
The last line of the coda is particularly interesting as it 
displays different touches and an array of dynamic signs. 
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Huneker comments on this study: "It is like an idealized valse 
in allegretto tempo, the very incarnation of joys tempered by aristo-
cratic reserve. Chopin never romps, but he jests wittily and always 
in supremely good taste. This study fitly closes his extraordinary 
labours in this form, and it is as if he had signed it F. Chopin, et 
ego in Arcady."l3 
.. 
13. ~·· p.282. 
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Summary of General Charact eristics of all of Chopin's Etudes 
1. Chopin's approa ch to the piano etude is unusual and original. A 
g reat diversity of c har acter is evident in his studies. Some of them 
emphasize technique (Op.lO no.l&2; Op.25 no. 8 ), while others lean 
more towards the a esthetic point of view (Op.lO no.3, Op.25 no.l, 
7). In many of them the tw~ are evenly balanced (Op.lO no.6,9,11,12; 
Op.25 no.5,11). 
2 . The t hree part form A B A is used consistently. In most of the etudes 
the form is well marked particularly in Etude no.4,op.l0 where the 
first A part is separated from the sec6nd and third sections by 
double barlines and change in key signature, and in Etudes no.6 and 
10 , Op .25 where each section is clearly marked by double bars and 
changes in key signature. In a few of these studies the form is less 
clear but still discernible. This is true in Etudes no.7,0p.lO, no. 
9 and 12, Op.25. 
The B section in each of the 27 etudes (except no.lO, Op.25) is a 
development or working-out section of the main theme presented in 
the first A. In Etude no .lO, Op. 25 the slow , songful middle section 
is in contrast to the fast and furious A part. 
The A section generally returns with the main theme slightly altered 
and ornamented. 
3. The the~tic development evident in these etudes is admiraple~ I~ 
many studies one finds a remarkable evolution from a ver~ small 
germ, i.e. two notes and a rest (see analysis of no.9, Op.lO), or 
a group of four descending sixteenth notes (see first musical 
example of no.8,op.l0). 
rt is easy but interesting to follow the building processes em-
ployed ~n Etudes Op.lO no,7 and , ll, . Op.~5 ~o.~, 9 ,10,and 12. Ea~ 
of these studies has evolved from simple one-measure motives.(see 
the first musical example of each of the above mentioned etudes). 
Edgar Stillman Kelley in his book "Chopin the Composer" says that 
the combination of compactness and great expansive powers evident 
in Chopin''s Etudes entitle them to rank wii<h the themes of Hach's 
inventions, preludes and fugues; and their. development is not less 
14 
exemplary. 
4. All his etudes put together give a summary of his own pianoforte 
language. He used various pianistic means to achieve particula.r 
phases of expression. Among these are:· embellished octaves, chro-
matic octaves , extended arpeggios , double notes mingled with scale 
fragments , chromatic figures with leaps, double thirds, double 
sixths, c har acteristic phr asings and irregular groupings of notes. 
In each etude, however, he aims t o present only one technical 
aspect . 
Chopin's pianistic invention was closely related to the improve-
menta in the instrument itself - the wider ranges of. tone , extension 
of the keyboard, refinements in action - and much of his novelty 
turns out on examination to be an inspired elaboration of the simpler 
art of his less adventurous predecessors, Field, Cramer, HUmmel and 
others. rt is in his use of the pianoforte as a means ot creating 
14. Edgar Stillman Kelley , Chopin the Composer,(New Fork~ G. 
Schirmer, 1913), P• 128. 
those impressions which are described by words as "atmosphere", . · . 
.. 
"color", "suggestion" that Chopin is a great originator .:t5 
5.~is preference for using only one basic rhythmic pattern throughout 
each etude is predominant. Tn the more aesthetic studies, particu-
larly the Etude no.3,0p.l0 and the Etude no.7,0p.<l, a va riety of 
rhythmic patterns is noticeable. 
6. Regarding harmony , from a study of his etudes, it can be said that 
Chopin felt not only profound respect for tonic and dominant, but 
also showed a keen appreciation of the relative importance of ~he 
related and affiliated keys and gave to each its due value. 
In Etudes Op .lO no. 1,11,12; Op . 25 no.1,2,7,11, the B sections are 
in the respective relative major or minor of the original key 
each etude. 
In s ome studies as in Etudes Op.lO no . ll , Op.25 no . 5 and 10 the H 
sections are written in the parallel major or minor of the original 
key. 
7 . In his cadences, Chopin remains for the most part true to the tradi-
tions of the song form. The cadences of the first part usually mark 
the key, but he also frequently closes on scale degrees seldom em-
ployed. When more conventional cadences are used, he creates variety; 
by beginning the second part in a relatively different key . The 
following are examples of · this :· 
15. Eric Blom,ed., Groves Dictionarl of Music and Musicians, 
Vol.2, (London: Macmillan and Co.,Ltd.,l954 ,p.26o. 
, 
Etude '"/ from Op.lO 
Close of first ,Eart Be~innin5 of Part .11 
No .1 (C) 1st time in key of v In key of Vl(relative minor) 
2nd time in key of I 
No •. 3 (E) 1st time in key of v In V of V (dominant of the 
2nd time in key of I dominant) 
No . 5 ccb 1st time in V of Vl In V of V 
2nd time in key of V 
Etudes from O,E .2,2 
No .1 (AP) 1st time in key of v V of Vl ( dominant of the 
2nd time in key of I relative minor) 
No . 3 (F) Twice in key of T V through various keys t~ 
the V of B~ 
8. Dynamics , phrasings, indications of different touches, various tempi, 
and pedal sig ns are clearly mar ked in the Mikuli edition of Chopin's 
Etudes . The Breitkopf & Haertel and Paderewski editions are identical. 
From a comparison of the t hree editions the f ollowing differences 
have been noted: 
In the original edition (Breitkopf & Haertel and Paderewski) 
a) No fingering marks are indicated in Etudes Op.lO no.3,4; Op.25 
no.l,3,4,7,9,10,12; in the Mikuli edition all etudes are fingered. 
b) In the last measure of Etude no.3, Op.lO the notes are marked 
legato not portamento as in the Mikuli edition. 
c) In Etude no.2,0p.25 each line is marked ·by one long phrasing 
sign; in the Mikuli edition a four-measure phrasing is predo-
ndnant. 
9. There is no particular order in the keys that Chopin used in these 
studies. In the first four etudes of Op.lO the relation of major an~ 
minor keys is evident - Etude I is in C major, Etude 2 is in A minor; 
Etude 3 is in E major, and Etude 4 in C# minor . 
A summary of the various keys used is as follows= 
C major - 2 etudes, C minor - 2 etudes, C# minor - 2 etudes 
D~ major - 2 etudes 
E major - 1 etude, E minor - 1 etude, E~ major - 1 etude, E~ minor-
1 etude 
F maj or - 2 etudes, F minor - 3 etudes 
aP maj or - 2 etudes, G# minor 1 etude 
A~ maj or - 3 etudes, A minor - 3 etudes 
B minor - 1 etude 
The analysis has shown that Chopin kept technical problems in mind 
while composing these etudes. However, he also sought to do more than 
this so that each one at least to some degree gives expression either 
to a poetical idea, a musica l sentioent or a dramatic situation. Thus 
they serve a dual purpo se for the piano student: studies in technique 
and style. 
To anyone who will atte~pt to make a study of these etudes Schumann's 
words can be found to be most convincingly true. He said,nThey· are 
models of bold, indwelling, creative force, truly poetic Creations, 
th~ugh not without small blots in their details, but on the whole 
striking and power!u1."16 
16. J. Cuthbert Hadden, Chopin,(London: J.M.Dent & Co.,l903), 
p.231. 
lV The Symphonic Etudes of Robert Schumann 
In 1834 Schumann was asked to examine a theme with variations 
for flute which was composed by Baron von Fricken, an amateur. 
Schumann worked intently on this theme and wrote a nUmber of varia-
tions on it himself . Harold Bauer has raised the question whether or 
not Schumann would have given as much attention as he did to t his theme 
if it had not been written by the father of Ernestine von Fricken, the 
girl he had hoped to marry . Regardless of the answer to this question, 
whether it be affirmative or nega tive , this set of Etudes has become 
one of the monuments of piano literature. 
At first Schumann had hesitated about the title of this work. 
He considered other titles like Davidsbundler Et ~den and Etudes in 
Orchestral Character , but when the piece was published in 1837 it bore 
the name "Twelve Etudes Symphoniques" with a footnote stat;ing that the 
melody was composed by an amateur. 
In 1852 a rev i sed edition entitled"Etudes en forme de Varia-
tions" was published . In t his edition i mportant c hanges were made . How-
ever, five years after Schumann's death in 1856, his father- in- law, 
Friedrich Wieck, issued a third edtition under the title by which the 
work is known today - Twelve Etudes Symphoniques with the subtitle 
Etudes en forme de Variations. 
Five more Etudes published posthumously were in reality a part 
of the original scheme but were omitted when the work was submitted for 
publication. In 1893 Brahms had them printed in the Supplementary Volu-
me of Schumann's Complete Works and they have subsequently been i .nclu-
71 
ded in most of the standard performing editions of the works . 1 
It is a known fact tha t Schumann never thought of naming his 
work simply "Variations" . Though he may not ha ve realized at the time · 
that he was paving a new path for the varia tion form , this work is 
actually a unified composition based on the the~e and variation scheme; 
each etude, however , being an ipdependent piece. 
Of the t welve divisions of the work only nine are s pecifically 
designated a s Variations . Etudes 3 a nd 9 a re not marked as Varia tions, 
and Etude 12 is the Finale . 
Th e Finale, an entirely different piece, echoes t he beginning 
s 
of t he original theme , but its main theme is taken from Marchner's oper a 
"Der Templa r und die JU'din" which is bas~d on Sir Walter SC'ott.' s-
"Ivanhoe". In making us e of t his new materia l , Schumann intended a com-
pliment to the young English composer , William Sterndale Bennett, t o 
whom he dedica ted the work . 2 
Each of the Five Post humous Variations a t the end of this com-
position is mar ked "Variation". / 
The Harold Bauer edition of Schumann's Symphonic Etudes pub-
lished by G. Schirmer , Inc . has been used for analytical work in this 
chapter. A comparison of this edition with the original one published 
by Breitkopf & Haertel in Leipzig ( the 1887 publication is the oldest 
one available at the Boston Public Library ) has been made . Subtle dif-
ferences were · found and these are noted in the concluding section of 
this chapter . 
1. Gerald Abraham , ed., Schumann, A Symposium,(London: Oxford 
University Press, 1952) , p . 25 . 
2. Harold Bauer, · ed. Prefface to Schumann Symphonic Studies~Op.l3 1 (New York:G . Schirmer , Inc . ,i944) , p . 2. 
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Analysis of the Symphonic Etude~ 
Theme - stated in 16 measures in the key of C# minor. It is simple and 
uses mainly chords, intervals of tenths and thirds, occasional 
fifth~s and sixths, and a few broken chorda. 
Written in a broad "Andante" tempo, only half, quarter, and 
eighth notes are employed. 
Etudes I 
Form: A B A 
8m. 4m. 4m. 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark : Un poco piu vivo 
Key signature: C# minor 
Key relationships: A (c# : I - I), B (c# : V - - V), A (c# :· r - I ) 
Main technical aspect: staccato f igures alternating with legato and 
characteristic phr asings. 
Outstanding features: The etude is based on one r hythmic pattern 
which appears alternately bet ween the left a nd right hand. 
Aside from the single notes which make up this basic pat-
tern , chords, octaves, a nd double notes also a ppear. 
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The ~~in theme is heard first in the I of C# minor, then in its IV, 
II, V, and VI. The four-measure B part is written in chords and oc-
taves, and the returning A part is brief a nd slightly altered. 
Etude 11 
Form: \: A l B A :1 
~ 8m.l4m. 4mA 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Andante 
Key signature: C# minor 
Key relationships: A (c#: I-E: I), B (c# : V -V), A (c#:: r- I). 
Main technical aspect:· the holding of two notes of a chord and playing 
the inner notes in thirds , octaves, and chords. 
Outstanding features: This etude is based on the main theme which is 
predominant in the b ass , while a new melody is heard in 
the upper voices. The theme is written in this characte-
ristic rhythmic pattern: 
-
7f 
Variations of the rhythmic scheme for the upper melody are in di-
minution. 
--- ---
Dynamics a re l avishly marked ; in a few measures dynamic signs are 
different for each hand. 
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The right hand steadily rises to a "sf" while the left band has 
crescendo and decrescendo signs. Accents are also found in abundance. 
Etude 111 
Form: j; A ~: B A. ~ 
l 8m. :J: 4m. 8m. :l 
The second A part is an exact repetition of the first 
A part with the exception of the first two measures 
where ornamentals are evident in the left hand. 
- -- ---- -
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Time signature: 2/4 
Tempo mark: Vivace 
Key signature: C# ~inor 
Key relationships: A (c# : I - E: I), B (c#: V- V), A (c#: I - E: I) 
Main technical aspect: A Paganini-like virtuosic study employing 
staccato notes for t he right hand , the skips of which 
i nvolve 2nds , 3rds , 6ths, and 7ths; and lega to figures 
for the left hand. 
Outstanding features: A steady rhythmic pattern of four groups of 
four thirty-second notes ·in the right hand, and eighth 
notes and quarter notes in the left hand is used in both 
A parts. In the B part, the pattern cf four thirty-second 
notes is played by both hands. 
l7 
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Etude l V 
Form: I: A :{: B A-I 
f. 8m . :l: 4m. 4m. =l 
Ti me sign~ture: 4/4 
Tempo -mar k: Alle gro marca to 
Key signa t u re : C# minor 
Key re l a tions hip s : A (c# : I - V) , B (c# : V - V) , A (c# : I -I) 
Main technica l aspect: a study in f ull s t a c cato ch ords for both hands 
Outsta nding fea tur e s: In t h i s e t u de Sc human n displ a ys a canonic treat-
ment o f the t h eme t h e f i r s t f ou r c h ords of which are the 
following: 
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The rest of the etude is a development of this motive. A characteristic 
rhythmic pattern is prevalent throughout the etude with the exception 
of a few more ornamented measures in the B section. 
Etude V 
Form: j: A :l; B A :I 
4m. :1 I. 8 .1.4 m.·; m. 
The second A part, i n a concis e four-measure phras e, is deriued 
from t he s econd phras e of t he first A part. 
Time signature : 12/8 
Tempo mark: Scherzando 
Key signature: C# minor 
Key relationships: A (c#: I - E: I), B (c#:· V - V), A )c#: I - E: I) 
Main technical aspect: Reminiscent of Mendelsshon's lightness, this 
. ' 
study employs mainly staccato chords and double notes. 
Outstanding features: This is the only etude written in 1218 time. 
Eighth notes and eighth rests, sixteenth notes and six-
teenth rests, and a few quarter notes a.re used. 
7i 
Only one basic rhythmic figure is used in this study -
. Etude Vl 
F • J· A .1 . B orm. . t· 
1: 8m. "t: 4m. 
A :( 
4m. :J 
Time signature : 2/4 
~empo mark: Agitato 
Key signature: C# minor 
---- ·-1 
Key relationships: A (c#: I-E: I), B (c# : V -V ) , A (c#: I - l) 
Main technical aspect: a bra vura study in broken chords and octaves, 
tenths, and larger intervals; the tied notes and 
accents in the left hand give a syncopated effect. 
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Outstanding features: One basic rhythmic figure is constantly used 
throughout the etude; no variat i on of this figure is 
evident in all the parts. Unlike the B sections of the 
previou_s etudes this B part is an extension of the A 
part, the rhythmic pattern thus remains the same for 
both hands. 
Etude Vll 
Form: 1: A :1: B A :l 
1: 8m. ·\1.om. 1·2m. :j 
The second A par t which is extended and ornamented includes 
a short coda wherein the left hand uses a sequential pattern 
of octaves. 
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Time signature: 2/ 4 
Tempo mark: Allegro molto 
Key ~ignature: E major 
Key relationships : A (E: I - V), B (E: I?- V) , A (E: I - V) 
Main technical aspect: Also written in a bravura style, and utilizing 
a particular phrasing, this etude is basically a study 
in double notes, chords, and octaves . 
Outstanding features: The first A part employs this rhythmic pattern 
~ ~ f==r=,,, ~ for both hands - 2/4 ) ) } ) J ) ) ) • The B section 
brings in a new figure which a ppears alternately between 
the left and right hand n n • Both of these fi -
gures are utilized in the second A part. 
Etude Vlll 
Form: ( A j: B A :) 
( 9m. l;4m. 5m. :J 
Time s ignature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Sempre marcatissimo 
Key signature: C# minor 
Key relationships: A {c#: I - E: I), B (c#: V - f: V), A {f#:· I - c:::: I) 
Main technical aspect: Technically a simple study, using single notes1 
a few chords and octaves, the main point here is the 
clear execution of the running figures found through-
out the piece. Trills are used in the first A part. 
Outstanding features: The whole study is based on one rhythmic pat-
tern; this is used alternately between the left and right 
Jt 
band. 
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Form: f A f: B :( C t 
I 24m. \:24m. :l39m. \ 
Th e C part wh ich includes a coda is derived from the A theme , 
now writ t en i n a n ascending pattern. 
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Tim~ signature: 3/16 
Tempo mark: Presto possibile 
Key signature : C# minor 
, 
Key relationships: A ( c# : I - I), B (c# : V - E: I) , C (c#:· lV - r) 
Main technical aspect : a light and fast study using mainly chords , oc-
taves , and double notes. It is advisable to follow a 
carefully "thought-.out fingering. 
Outstanding features: The basic pattern of t h r ee sixteenth notes in a 
measure is used steadily in all the three sections. It is 
the only etude in the set that includes a C section instead 
of a return to the fir5t A part. 
Etude X 
Form : J: A :f: B A :I 
I: 8m.:J:4m . 4m . :I 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark:Allegro con energia 
Key signa ture: C# minor 
Key relationships: A(c#: I - E: I), B (c#: V - V), A (c#: I - I) 
Main technical aspect: an etude in bravura style employing full 
chords in the right hand as against sequential pat-
terns in single notes and octaves in the left band. 
These sequential patterns usually employ a skip of a 
third, fourth, fifth, or sixth between the first two 
notes , and a major or minor second between the second, 
third, and fourth notes. 
..--------- - - ---
- -~---
Outstanding features: One rhythmic pattern is predominant - four groups 
of sixteenth notes in the left hand a gainst two sixteenth 
notes and two sixteenth rests in the right hand • 
. Etude Xl 
Form: / A :! B A I 
l·lOm. :I 3m. 8m . 
The returning A section is abbreviated but more ornamented. 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark: Andante espressiTo 
Key signature: G# minor 
Key relationships: A (g#: I - Vl), B (g#: V- V), A (g#: I- I) 
Main technical aspect: This etude employs a characteristic stereo-
typed accompaniment in broken chords. Except for the 
third note of each group of four notes which is wri~ 
11 
ten as a double third or double fourth , this base line is like 
an Alberti bass . Th~ right hand carries the melo dy part and 
is wr itten in va rious rhythmic patterns. 
----~-------------------------
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Outstanding features: Lik e Etude 11 , this is a slow piece , and is 
marked "Andante espressivo" . 
One of Schumann's most chara cteristic meth ods of treating 
the t he matic material is seen here - t he left hand supplies 
a mur muring accompaniment of demisemi quav e rs to the leisurely 
two- part playing of the right hand . 
Et ude Xll - Finale 
Form : I; A :( B I A I B I A Coda J 
(: 16m. :l l5m . l l6m.l65m. \15m. \18m. I 
Time signature: 4/4 
Tempo mark:Allegro brillante 
Key signature: D~ - A~ - D~- G~- A~ - Db 
Key relationships : A (U: I - I), B (A~ I- I), A (D~ I - I) , B (G~ I -
R: I) , A } c n\ I - I) 
Coda 
Main technical aspect: this etude is written in full chords, octaves , 
and repea ted notes, which are mainly in dotted rhythmic 
figures . 
Outstanding features: As has been stated, the Finale is based on an 
entirely different theme (Marschnet ' s oper~ · "Der Templar 
und die J~din"}, but the original theme which was stated 
at the beginning of this work, appears occasionally in 
fragments. Various r hythmic patterns a re use d . The basic 
figure of the A sections is this :· 
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The Five Posthumous Variations which were actually rejected by 
Schumann from his own editions are definitely more like technical ex-
ercises t han any of the previous t welve etudes. Though not as interes~ 
ting as the others, these variations , however , echo fragments of the 
main theme in an explicit and distinct manner. The following excerpts 
from each of the five variations show how the main theme is developed -
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Like t he other t welve etudes , the~ are also based on the three-
part form A B A, the A sect ion returns in a more concise but ornamented 
way. 
The first four variations are written in the original key of 
the main theme (C# minor) while Variation V is in n Pmajor. 
Variations 1,111, and V ar~ each based . on one r hythmic pattern 
while Variations 11 and lV make us e of various figures . 
Summary of Gener al Char acteristics of Schumann's Symphonic Etudes 
1. The fact that Schumann based his composition on the theme and varia-
tion scheme ma kes his approach to the piano etude quite different 
from t hat of Chopin who regarded eac h s tudy as a separate and inde-
pendent piece. 
In both sets of etudes , however, one can t race the remar kable 
t h emat ic development used by both composers . While Chopin evolved 
each etude from a s mall motive , Schumann crea ted a set of etudes 
each based on a longer sipgle ·theme. 
2. Though Schumann's etudes are based on one main theme , either harmo-
nically, melodically, or rhythmically , it i s und~niable , however, 
that they are of markedly individual character. Authors and editors 
have even classified some of them as sufficiently independent to 
stand apart from their context . Strong contrasts in mood and tempo 
are evident thoughout the work. Each etude has its own tempo mark . 
Etudes ll and Xl, a.nd Posthumous Variation 1 are the only slow 
pieces of the set. · Others are marked Un poco piu vivo, Vivace, Alle-
gro, Allegro marcato, Scherzando, Agitato, Allegro molto, Presto 
II 
possible , Allegro con energia, Allegro brillante, Meno mosso , 
Allegretto, and Moderato. 
3. In most of the etudes the theme seems to play a minor part. This 
is due to Schumann's ingenuity in employing the technique of varia-
tion. The appearance of the theme is almost always fragmentary. 
Among the purely technical devices utilized in varying the theme are:: 
its employment as the bass or the tenor part (Etude 11); its trea~ 
ment by canon in chords (Etude IV); and its decoration by one persia-
tent metrical figure (Etude VI) . 
Robert H. Schauffler is of the opinion that Schumann was in-
clined to be subtle in his use of the main theme since it was not 
his own original idea.3 
4. All of these etudes, with the exception of No .9, are based on the 
A B A form, the regularity o~ periods and phrases within each part 
being quite chara cteristic and di s tinct . Since h e was so~ewhat 
bound by the structure of his t h eme, h e a dhered clos ely to the strict 
four-~easure phrase and t he eight-measure period. Thus Schumann 's 
clearness in structural form is more evident than that of the Chopin 
Etudes. 
5. The theme including Etudes l,ll,lll,lV ,V,Vl,Vlll,lX,X, and the first 
four Posthumous Variations are in the key of C# minor. Etude Vll is 
in E major; Etude Xl is in G# minor; Etude Xll is mainly in the 
3. Robert Haven Schauffler, Florestan, The Life and Work of 
Robert Schumann, (New York: ffenry Holt and Co., 1945), p.323. 
key of If major but also modulates to A~ major and at~ major. The last 
Posthumous Variation is in ~major. 
With a few exceptions the key relationships between the three parts 
of each of the etudes may be sketched thus: 
A section (I ••• V), B section (V ••• v), A section (I ••• I) 
6 . As regards the nature of his cadences, Schumann shows in this work 
his preference for the authentic and plagal cadences . It is, however, 
interesting to note tha t the main theme ends with a half cadence -
C# minor: lV- v6• 
7. An outstanding characteristic of this work is the fact that each 
etude, with the exception of Nos . Xl and Xll and Posthumous Varia• 
tions 2 and 4, is based on only one rhythmic pattern which is used 
consistently throughout the piece. In this aspect, Schumann and . ··; 
Chopin were alike. 
8. In t h e Bauer edi t ion of Schumann's Symphonic Etudes interesting 
climaxes and dynamics , particularly in Etudes ll,X and Y.ll are evi-
dent . Expr ession ma r ks are explicit and well- marked. From a compari-
son of the Bauer edition a nd t h e original Breitkopf & Haertel edition 
the following differences were found: 
In the Breitkopf & Haertel edition -
a) No ·metronome speed is indicated . for the Theme; in the Bauer edi-
tion the Theme is marked thus: ) ~ 54 
b) Etude 11 bas no tempo mark , the metronome speed is ,P -=- 72; in 
the Bauer edition Etude 11 is marked "Andante", the metronome 
speed is l "'" 84 
90 
c) Etude lV has no tempo mark; in the Bauer edition Etude lV is 
marked "Allegro marcato";• 
d) In Etudes ll,lll,lX, and Xl a few notes have fingering marks, 
the rest of the etudes are unfingered; in the Bauer edtition 
fingering marks are evident in all the etudes. 
e) In Etude X the return of the A part is unaltered; in the Bauer 
edition this third part is written in octaves~ 
f) In Etude Xl the metronome speed is ,\ :. 66 , but no tempo mark is 
indicated; in the Bauer edition this etude is marked "Andante 
espressivo" and the metronome speed is ) : 60. 
g) In the B section of Etude Xll some repeated notes and octaves 
are not marked staccato; in the Bauer edition all the repeated 
notes and octaves are marked staccato. 
9. Being a unified continuous composition of some length, the Symphonic 
Etudes present more difficulties to the pianist than any single 
Chopin Etude. While one would have to be concerned with a single 
technical point in the playing of a Chopin study , one would have to 
cope with Schumann's whole piano technique in his Symphonic Etudes, 
for in each study he aims to develop two or more technical aspects. 
It is said that since Schumann composed this work a year after 
Chopin published his first set of etudes, Schumann knew and was 
doubtless inspired by their expressive and pianistic possibilities. 
rt is probable that by using the form "theme and variations" he in-
tended to make an innovation in the field of the piano etude, thus 
presenting a composition which partakes of the character o! both 
etude and variation. 
9t 
Schumann composed other sets of etudes which, however, do not stand 
on the same 1evel of importance as the Symphonic Etudes. These are the 
~ Six Studies after Caprices of Paganini,Op. 3, and the Six Concert 
Etudes on Caprices of Paganini, Op.IO. 
In I832, two years before the Symphonic Etudes were written , Schumann 
attempted to enrich the pianist's "study" repertory with something more 
interesting than the Czerny - Clementi - Humme1 - Kalkbrenner Etudes. rn 
these sets of studies Schumann aimed to make a transcription,whieh,though 
well adapted to the character_and mechanical resources of the piano, 
should adhere as closely as possible to the original Paganini score. 
The Six Studies,Op.3 are clever but litera1 transcriptions. The secon~ 
set show'a .more imaginative Schumann. Both sets of studies, however, are 
considered more t echnical in approach than the Symphonic Etud·es , and were 
never really very effective. 
In Schumann there was little of the Paganinesque showman that when 
Liszt, the arch Paganini, wrote his version of the same Capriccios the 
Schumann studies were cast aside. 4 
4. Ibid, p. 283. 
, 
The basis of Liszt's piano style may well be traced from 
another picturesque figure of the Romantic movement, the great Ita-
lian violin virtuoso, Niccolo Paganini. During the first part o! 
the !9th century, Paganini dazzled all Europe with his transcenden-
tal playing. 
When Liszt heard Paganini play in Paris in I83I, he was 
:so mucli : inspired by the virtuoso's performance that it changed 
the whole course of his life. Technical possibilities and potentia-
lities of showmanship were disclosed to him. For the next seventeen 
years, Liszt became known as the"Paganini of the Piano". This title. 
however, did not convey the whole truth. Aside from his marvelous 
technical achievements which were modeled after those of Paganini, 
Liszt added his unique conception that an interpreter should strive 
to r eveal the composer's inmost self.1 
A. The Transcendental Etudes 
The present form of the Transcendental Etudes is a resUlt 
of several revisions of the original v ersion which dates back to 
Liszt's !6th year. He had then entitled the work "Etude on 48 
Exercises", but onl~ twelve were .written. It is believed that in 
following Bach's example, Liszt wrote t wo studies in each major 
and minor ke~ , and the twelve completed studies are arranged in a 
. I. Mccld.lmey -~nd .AndersQtlt Mu~ic · . in Jlistor~, {New ~orlt: 
American Book co.·,· I957), pp·. • 493-"497•. 
definite sequence (C,a,F,d,B,g , etc.) This first version was dedica-
ted to Mlle . Lydie Garella, a lady in Marseilles with whom Lisz~ 
used to play piano duets, and it is written more or less in the 
. st)'lec of · Czer~. 
In !839 this work was published under the name "!2 Grandee 
Etudes". The pieces of the first version were now transformed and 
2 
enlarged as a result of his new transcendental technique. 
In both the !826 and !839 versions the individual pieces 
bear no titles. In I 847,however, Liszt published the fourth one 
with the name"Mazeppa" and altered slightly the ending to fit the 
well known story treated by Byron and Victor Hugo. 
In !852 Liszt revised his work for the third time and called 
it"Etudes d'Execution Transcendente" . This is the present day form . 
No great differences exist between the last t wo versions . Aside 
from the addition of titles for each piece, a certain amount of 
smoothing out of difficulties is evident in the last version.3 
Etude I - Preludio 
This is a bril-lamt extemporized ~e- of.. atuli:y;-.;1 Wr±t~ .i:D, 2. pages 1 
it .is an excellent "warming up" piece for the pianist. Different 
techniques are utilized - arpeggios, full staccato chords, sequen-
tial patterns involving 2nds, 4ths, · 5ths, 6ths, 8ves , and larger 
intervals, trills, staccato and legato passages. The sequentia1 
2. Humphrey Searle, ~he Music of Liszt, (London: Williaaa 
and Norgate Ltd. ,!954), ,p •. I4 •. 
3. ~·• p.I5. 
patterns demand particular attention on the fingering. 
Being a kind of introduction to the whole volume of etudes, 
this prelude reveals no formal scheme. 
Etude 11 
Having no specific title but a tempo mark "Molto Vivace":, this_ 
interesting study is based on the theme and variation scheme. The 
whole etude,which is fantasy-like in character, is developed from a 
simple motif , the main interest of which is rhythmic rather t han me-
lodic. 
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Numerous variations to this theme appear and are clearly marked b7 
accents and staccato signs. The use of staccato chords, octaves, dou-
ble notes,and wide skips is especiall7 emphasized. Added difficult7 
is found in many passages where the hand.s repeat the same notea in 
close succession . There are but a few passages where the hands pla~ 
together, the predominant rhythmic figure heing the following: 
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As in the pieces of his Annees de Pelerinage volumes wherein he 
expresses his reactions to the beauties of art and nature during his 
tour in Switzerland and rtaly, Liszt makes a vivid portrayal of a lan~ 
scape in this study . He emphasizes tonal quality and phraseola:gy·. Essen-
tially a study in legato and portamento, three dominant technical as-
pects are involved in these two types of pianisti c touches - octaves, 
chords, and thirds. 
Like the previous etude, this study is also evolved from one 
main theme , a graceful melody spun out tranquilly against a racking 
accompaniment. This theme appears in both left and right hand passages. 
Written in regular 6/8 time, the predominant rhythmic pattern 
is six eighth notes in a measure. Throughout the piece no complex 
figures are eTident. 
The etude is mainly written in the key of F major. There is, 
however, a short section of twelve measures wherein a modulation to 
D"major ~ppears . This is clearly marked by double barlines and change : 
in the key signature . 
This is one of the most brillant and effective pieces of the 
set. It is based on the well-known story recounted in verse by Byron 
and Victor Hugo. 
Mazeppa was a young Polish nobleman
1
who, as a punishment for 
an offence at court, was tied to the back of a wild horse which was 
driven towards the Ukraine. After a wild ride the horse collapsed and 
died. Mazeppa was found by the Cossacks of that region, who appointed 
him their leader. 
Victor Hugo gives a somewhat symbolic interpretation of the 
story, in \7hich the young nobleman is likened to the artist "lie 
, 
vivant sur ta croupe fatale, Genie, ardent coursier"; and in prefixing 
Hugo's poem to his work Liszt showed that he too was chiefly interested 
in the symbolic aspects of the story. 
The music, being highly pictorial, is mostly a description of 
Mazeppa's ride which is represented with every device of excitement 
and imagination. The beginning, which is like an introduction, ia iA 
loud broken chords; the cadenza consists of runni.~g scale passages and 
leads into the single theme of this study - a strident march-like 
91 
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motif. This theme, presented in the Allegro section, is develope din 
a series of variations characterized by galloping rhythms. The f ive 
variations to the theme are easily recognizable as each of these sec-
natures. tions is set off by double barlines, changes in key and time sig 
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Numerous rhythmic patterns appear throughout the piece; com-
plex figures are particularly noticeable in the first variation. 
The sudden change to the major at the end is well in place 
' . for here Li.szt quotes Hugo's words "ll tombo en fin!" ••• et se releve 
Roi." ( he falls at last ••• and rises up a king ) 
Etude V - Feux Follets 
Quite contrasting to the bravura style of the "Mazeppa", this 
study, a description of "Will 'o the wisp", is an extremely delicate 
and pianistic piece. It is a fanciful Allegretto movement maintaining 
a light t~ne throughout. 
The dominant technical points brought out here are chromatic 
double notes in sequential form, chromatically ascendi.ng patterns · 
against full chords. 
~ _lr; -------------------------------~~~~--------------------~, 
----------~-----------· ---- - --
_ _ _ _ l 
Though based on a single theme, as the preceding etudes, the 
variations to the theme are not easily discernible. There are simpl~ 
\ 
too many notes in this study. This also presents the difficulty of 
bringing out the theme clearly. The melody notes, though usually 
marked staccato, are coupled with full inner voices. A good control 
over these inner voices is always at demand. 
~he piece starts out in B~major, modulates to F# minor and 
goes back to B•major. 
Though there are no complex rhythmic patterns in this etude
1 
the abundant 32nd and 16th notes create a rhythmic problem. Being 
true to its name, .Will •o the wisp, this extremely difficult study is 
quite angelic in sound. 
Etude V1 - Vision 
The sixth etude, Liszt's musical portrayal of a "Vision", is 
broad and impressive but somber and mysterious. It is, however, diffi-
cult to trace the clue to the nature of the revelation. 
The study s hows the development of t he following technical 
points: extended arpeggio passages in the left hand a s against thirds 
and chords in the right hand, and vice versa; arpeggio passages in 
similar and contrary motion; chromatic octaves in both hands; full 
chordal skips; the use of the tremolo in several left hand parts. 
Also built on the theme and variation form, the theme of this 
study appears in these ways: 
a) in double thirds in the right hand part 
b) in broken chords in the left hand decorated by groups of 
six chordal tones 
c) in the left hand part written out in octaves and ornamented 
by ascending and descending arpeggio patterns 
d) in octaves for the right hand part , also ornamented by 
arpeggio patterns 
e) in full chordal skips in the right hand passages. 
The rhythmic patterns change with each variation. Though complex fi-
fures are not emphasized, they are evident in some of the variations. 
Etude Vll - Eroica 
The introduction of this piece is derived from the early 
Impromptu on themes of Rossini and Spontini . Though the whole study 
resembles the style of Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsodies, it depicts a 
"mar~h of Titans celebrating a somewhat youthful conception of a he-
4 
roism which knows no doubt." 
Full chords, octaves of inhuman difficulty, and running passa-
ges in various rhythmic patterns are predominant in this etude . All 
these are extremely powerful , characteristic of a violent military 
march. 
The theme in the first section ( comparable to the Lassan of 
a rhapsodie) which is actually derived from the openning bars of the 
introduction is developed in an extended manner. 
4. ng. t p.l8 
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The second section (the Friska part) , entirely different from 
the preceeding one, merits particular attention because of the complex 
rhythmic patterns that appear. The most dominant are: 
------
I} ·------. 
The last section is a return to the first part but this is 
altered and abbreviated. 
~tit~ed_ Wilde Jag~, or ~Wil4 _Hunt , t~is eighth etude is actuall~ 
a romantic hunting song. Like the old German ballads, a narrative idea 
is present in this stud~. 
The piece utilizes octaves, chords, chromatic running passages, 
broken octaves divided between the left and right hand, sequential 
patterns involving octaves, thirds, fifths, sixths, and sevenths. 
Based on the t hree-part forQ, the first A section develops 
the following theme in a brillant manner 
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Its "presto furioso" tempo in 6/8 time suggests a hectic ride. This 
renders problems to the pianist who must strive for clarity of rhythm 
and harmony in s pite of the furious pace. 
The second part has a more expr essi ve melody which is heard 
in the upper notes of the right hand. 
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Though a change in rhythm (!rom 6/8 to 4/4) is evident in this section, 
no complex patterns appear. Unlike the first part where the rh~thm ~ 
irregular and agitated , this part is smooth and flowing. 
The second A section. is an a ltered version of the first A, and 
it incorporates the main themes of the preceding parts. This is par-
ticularly interesting as the irregularity, . ~nd the regularity and 
smoothness in rhythm of the other two parts are combined together . 
The coda makes u s e of full staccato c hords and the pause jus~ 
before the last five notes. renders a charact~ristic ending to this 
brillant etude . 
Etude lX - Ricordanza 
The beautiful, nostalgic ' t heme of this etude could immediately 
be called Chopinesque. ffowever, it is said to have actually appeared 
in this form i n the 1826 version. Chopin was only 16 at the time and 
Liszt could not have known his music. Field, ffu~el , and Dussek are 
influences, too, but it is probable that Liszt and Chopin derived this 
type of cantilena f rom t he Italian opera; or perhaps it was simply 
natural to them both from their earliest years.5 
A distinctly elegiac and lyric c harac t er permeates this nocturne-
like etude . The whole study is based on the following theme:· 
5. ~· · p.l8 . 
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The appearances of the theme do not always conform to this first state-
ment ; they are often altered and sometimes on~y fragments of it are 
reiterated. 
The long cadenzas are clearly Chopinesque , and are usually 
written in sequences , in scale like or chromatic passages . 
Chords and double notes are also much used. Like in the noc-
turnes of Chopin , complexity in r hythm abounds throughout the piece. 
Etude X 
Like ·No . 2 ,this is untitled, but it is marked "Allegro agitato ' 
molto". It is considered the most violent and tempestuous of the lot, 
and is definitely bravura in style. 
The main theme which is stated in the openning !our measures 
is developed in sequential form in various ways ; these appear in the 
right hand parts. 
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The left hand pass ages aim at independence of fingers and 
involve mostly intervals of fifths, sixths, sevenths, and octaves. 
Though irregularity in rhythm is evident, it is not emphasized 
as in the preceeding etude. 
Etude Xl - Harmonies du Soir 
In this, Liszt's portrayal of a soft and delicate tona1 
landscape is clear. Its musical persona.lity is more akin to the 
Annees de Pelerinage than to the other etudes. A richly coLored piece, 
its nuances range from softest "piano" to resounding "forte". 
Full and extended chords, and octaves, which appear in both 
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left and right hand parts, are the main. technical asp~~ts in this 
study;. 
This etude ,as well as most of the others in this set--. follows 
the theme and variation scheme. 
A short but slow section in the middle shows an interesting 
imitation of the harp. 
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An unusual feature of this study is the presentation of a unique 
sequence of c hanges in tempo - Andantino, Poco piu mosso, Piu lento, 
Molto animato, Piu animato , and finally ends with a "tranquillo" . 
Fr.om a musical point of view, the last etude "Snow St:orm" is 
the most impressive of the set. Today "chasse neige" is a term which: 
is used solely to mean "snow plow"·, but in the early 19th century it 
indicated a violent swirling snowfall~ 
Beginning with an "Andante con moto" tempo, suggestive of lull-
ing motion, the whole piece which is based on a simple motif develops 
this particular technique - tremolo on chord tones done by one hand; 
JC [ 
by both hands together; tremolo divided between the two hands· 
, 
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Long cadenzas and chromatically ascending and descending 
passages in the left hand contribute to the pianistic quality of 
this piece. "Good fingering" is required in these. 
The difficult extended intervals for the right hand found 
at the beginning of this work demand a big hand with a wide stretch. 
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The combination of two pianistic touches (staccato and 
legato; legato and portamento) also require particular ·attention 
and perfect control. 
These etudes are said to have been composed during Lisz~'s 
early period (1822-1839), The first version of this set was pub-
lished in 1830, Twelve studies were announced for publication but 
only six were completed. · Of these, five are transcriptions of some 
of Paganini's Caprices for violin which were also published about 
a H 1830, One etude is based on the Clochette Fantas~. 
A revised and simplified version appeared in I85I and this 
is the present da~ form. 
The exact date of the composition of these studies is not 
known, 
Etude I 
A five-measure introduction in a cadenza-like fashion pre-
faces this etude; this is marked"Preludio". In the etude proper, 
Liszt aims to develop only one technical point - the use of the 
tremolo by each hand separatel~. 
Having no definite form, it is, however, interesting to 
follow the development of the whole etude from this simple motif -
1 
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This motif never reappears in its first statement . Fragments of it 
are heard in several ways - in octaves in the right hand, and in the 
left hand; in chords and in broken chords in left and right hand 
parts; in double notes in the left hand. 
The etude is written in the key of G minor ; however, the 
five-measure coda which is in the same style as the introduction 
brings in a definite change in key signature, and the study finally 
closes in the relative major key - G major. 
Etude II 
Like Etude I, this study has an introduction, a four-mea-
sure phrase which is marked "Andante". In the first t wo measures 
an interesting pattern involving a quadruple-dotted half note ia 
used (3/4 J.... } ) • The third measure presents chords in the right 
hand in portamento style; while the fourth measure is a cadenza 
which utilizes chords and double notes. 
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This study follows the A B A form; the first A seation, which 
is marked "Andante capriccioso" presents the main theme in a four mea-
sure phrase. Running figures, octaves and chords are predominant in 
this section. Several rhythmic patterns utilizing running figures are 
used. 
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The B section, clearly set off by double barlines is more 
animated in character. A new theme is brought in, and here Liszt 
emphasizes octaves. 
The returning A section i s an exa ct repetition of the first 
A part. A nine-measure coda, which echoes the main theme of the A 
sections, brings the piece to a close. 
Etude III 
The third etude, the only one with a specific title, is the 
famous "La Campanella". It is an extremely virtuosic and pianiatic 
piece which emphasizes · · large:·~ skips, octaves, repeated notes, and 
chromatic runa. 
/i~ 
, 
The whole piece wrl .ch is evolved from a simple theme is d.i-
vided into four sections, the last one being the most difficult. 
This theme is developed, using the different techniques mentioned 
in several ways: 
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Complex rhythmic patterns are absent in this study; the 
rhythm being noticeably smooth and even. 6/8 time is used through•·~ '!. 
out. 
A great deal of practice and a good calculation of spaces 
on the keyboard is required in the performance of this etude. 
Etude IV 
Though Etude IV is the most technical of the six Paganjni 
Etudes, it renders one unique point of interest, namely, it is the 
only etude which utilizes a single staff for both left and right 
hand parts. This facilitates the reading of notes and affords the 
pianist a better concentration on the specific part of the keyboard 
being used. 
Large skips involving the crossing of hands is the predomi-
nant technicality in. this piece . 
This is assigned to the left hand parts. The right hand plays most-
ly single chord~ tones, and a few passages of double thirds. 
Three main divisions are discernible in this short etude. 
The first A part is written in E major; the B section, whose theme 
is derived from the A part, is in the relative minor - E minor. The 
second A section, clearly marked by a return to the original E maj-
or key, is altered and extended. 
Etude V 
This is the only stud~ based on a five part form - A B A C A 
(like a first rondo form). Section A, written in E major, is in two 
parts;each part is written in r6 measures. The theme which ~ stated 
in double thirds followsa descending and ascending pattern. 
,,~ 
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The B section, in E minor, is in chords and octaves , and 
utilizes this particular phrasing. 
The second A section, which is back to the 9riginal ke7 1 
is a partial return of the first A - only the second part comes 
back. 
C section incorporates interesting glissandos for both hands; 
running figures for the right hand and staccato chords for the left 
hand . This is in the IV of the original ke7(A minor), 
The last section, the third A, is an altered version of the 
first A. It goes back to the original E major key and ends the piece 
on two precise I chords. 
Etude VI 
The last etude, based on the theme and variation scheme,uti-
lizes the same -unpretentious theme that attracted Brahms and Rachma-
ninoff; both composers wrote more variations on it ·~ Liszt. 
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The theme which is in 24 measures uses this particular rhythmic 
,1"~. J· ,~ f I ,I ,1 pattern.- 2/4 r , , 
In each of the eleven variations the theme is easily tra-
ceable in a melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic treatment. Each varia-
tion presents one or more technical aspects. In this, Liszt resem-
bles Schumann in his conception of the Symphonic Etudes. 
Variations 3 , 4 , 6 , 8 are based on octaves and chords. Varia-
tions I and 9 are each I6 measure sections and are based on staccato 
broken chord tones. In the second variation, the left hand presents 
a trill-like figure while the right hand plays an ascending or des-
cending pattern of four I6th notes. The fifth variation utilizes 
a characteristic phrasing which involves double and single notes -
</1 f ) J /J J~ I J" Variation 7 uses triplet figures 
. ......___... .....__...... . 
in ~9quenoe. In Variation IO the left hand plays trills almost 
throughout. The last variation is the longest and presents an inte-
resting combination of technical aspects - octaves; single notes 
combined with double notes; chords and arpeggio passages. 
/ I f. 
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With the exception of Variation 2 which. is in the ke~ of 
F major, the whole etude is written in A minor. The rhythm, however , 
is based on a regular 2/4 time signature. 
Lisz~ composed five concert etudes which he divided int~ 
·two groups with the following s pecific titles: 
I Three Etudes de Concert - No.I in Allmajor, "Il Lamento"; 
No.2 in F minor, "La Leggi_erezza"; No.}.in Wmajor, 
"Un Sospiro". These were written in I848, and were 
dedicated to Eduard Liszt .• 
II Two Concert Studies - No.I " Vlaldesrauschen"; No.2 
"Gnomenreigen". These were composed between I862 and 
I863, for the Pianoforte School of Lebert and Stark; 
and dedicated to Dionys Pruckner. 
The Three Etudes de Concert 
No.I inA~major - Il Lamento 
This etude is divided .into ten parts- an i ntroduction which 
is marked "A Capriccio" introduces the theme on which the entire 
piece is based; this is followed b~ a cadenza in double notes and 
chromatics. The other nine parts of the piece are the different 
sectiona which develop the main theme in various ke~a. 
The first section, an Allegro Cantabile, is in I7 measures 
and is written in the original key of Mmajor. The second section, 
a I2-measure part in G major is followed by a longer and more diffi~·.:. 
cult third section which employs mostly double notes, chords, and 
octaves. The theme now appears in B major. The 4th section is a ~ 
short 7-measure phrase in A minor . In the 5th section, a return to 
the original key(A major) is evident. Here the theme is beard onl7 
in fr~gments, and the technical emphasis is on full chords and bro-
ken chord tones. A more technical approach is seen in the sixth se~-
tion in ~major where broken 6ths and 5ths are used; the the~e is 
subtly heard in the upper voices. 
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The following 7th section, in B~major, presents these technical 
aspects - octave skips, octaves, double 6ths, and double 3rds . The 
concluding part, showing a return to A~major, uses broken chor~tones, 
and reiterates the cadenza which appeared in the introduction. 
Irregularity in rhythm is not emphasized but occasional. com-
plex patterns do appear. 
The whole study c~ds on an Abarpeggio figure and a fin&1 
extended R~6hord. 
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No. 2 . kn F minor- La . Leggierezza 
The first s~atement of the theme of this etude appears after 
a ten-m easure introduction; it is written for the right hand and is 
in thre e groups of triplets of single eighth notes. The second ap~ -
pearanc e of the theme, also for the right hand, is in triplets of 
double 6ths. After this,the theme is shifted between the left and 
right h and, in single eighth notes and in double 6ths. 
Un1ike the Concert Etude in D~,the different sections of this 
piece a re not set off by double barlines and changes in key signature . 
The cad enzas, however, lead into various sections, and help to esta-
he new key rntowhich the theme modulates . The following is the blish t 
key sch eme of the whole etude - F minor - A major - F minor - B maj or 
- F min or. 
Chromatic running passages predominate in the right hand while 
broken chord tones are emphasized in the left hand. 
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Double 3rds, double 6ths, and octaves, are also used. The chromatic 
notes s hould be carefully divided between the left hand notes. rrr~ 
gu1ar r hythaic patterns of this type are abundant in this piece. 
The coda, which is extremely pianistic, echoes the intro-
duction, and ends on four solemn F minor chords . 
No.3 in D~major - Un Sospiro 
This is the most frequently played of Liszt's Concert Etudes . 
The whole piece is develpped from a simple motif which is stated 
after a two-bar introduction of ascending and descending arpeggios 
on the D\) chord. 
]1. ........... 
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This melodic line requires special attention as the playing 
of the melody notes and the accompaniment is shifted between the 
hands. 
Though no definite form is discernible in this etude, the 
development of the theme in various keys is clearly outli.ned in 
sections; these are marked by double barlines and changes in ke~ 
signature. The key scheme may be sketched thus: D~major - F# minor -
C# minor - ])tl majorj 
The use of arpeggios, divided between the left and ritht 
hand, is the prevailing technicality in this etude. Octaves, broken 
octaves, and a few chords also appear. The arpeggios, however, are 
not always in the same style as illustrated in the above example. 
In the second section(F# minor part) the arpeggios in the right hand 
parts are written in this manner: 
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To connect the different sections Liszt utiliees cadenzas; 
these add to the feeling of approaching a new section in a new ke~. 
As to the various pianistic touches, he !aYors the "legato• 
and "portamento". The theme is almost always in portiunento, while 
the accompaniment is in legato st~le. 
Like the beginning, the ending of this is quiet and unobtru-
aive. Five measures of hal! an4 whole notes lead to the final D~chord. 
The Two Concert Studies 
-----------------------
No.I - Forest Murmurs 
Like the previous concert etudes, this is also based on one 
theme, the first statement of which is in single notes. 
This theme is developed- ±n several sections which are clearly marked 
by changes in key signature• The key scheme of the whole ·etude is as 
follows: D~major - E major - ~major - E major - F major - A major -
n• maj or - E major - D~major. 
The main technicality in this piece is the playing of triplet 
figures involving broken chord tones and double notes . This appears 
in both left and right hand parts. The theme does not always appear 
in t he same style as its first statement, it is often heard in lega-
to octaves,too. 
Rhythmically, this piece is simple. Its rhythm which is based 
on a 3/4 time signature is regular and flowing. The rhythmic pattern 
of eight groups of triplets which appears alternately in left and 
right hand passages is constantly used throughout. 
No.2 - Dance of the Gnomes 
In this etude Liszt utilizes two themes which appear in al-
n 
ternation in the seven parts of this piece. 
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The technical aspects developed are t he following: Staccato 
eighth notes preceeded by grace notes ar-~ used in the sections which 
develop the first theme; broken chord tones in the right hand as 
a gainst chords in the left hand are emphasized in the sections tha~ 
develop the second theme. 
Like the previous etude, this also presents an interesting 
key scheme - F# minor - A major - F# minor ~ ~major - F# minor -
F# major. 
Though the time signature changes with each new section, the 
rhythm is very regular; complex rhythmic figures are absent in this 
etude. 
General Characteristics of Liszt 's Etudes 
1. From the standpoint of form, Liszt's etudes stand apart from those 
of Chopin's and Schumann 's. Unlike these two composers, who adhered 
closely to the A B A form of the etude , Liszt shows more variety of 
form in his studies. 
Eight of the Transcendental Etu des ( Nos . 2,3,4 , 5,6,10,11,12) are 
based on t h e theme and variation scheme. Etu de . l,a Prelude; has no 
definite form; it is like an introduction to this whole volume. 
Etudes 7 and 8 are patterned after the A B A form, while No~9 , a 
Nocturne-like study in a free form , is evolved from one main theme . 
Among the Paganini Etudes , Nos . 3 and 6 are in a definite theme and 
va riation i orm. Nos . 2 and 4 a re in the usual t hr e e - pa rt form , A & A; 
No . 5 is in a rar e five-part form (ABACA ), a nd No.1 t h ough based 
on one ma i n t h e me, has no well-delinea ted f o r mal pattern . 
With the exce ption of the Concert Study in F# minor ( Danc e of tne 
Gnomes), which utilizes two themes, the c oncert etudes of Liszt ex-
emplify his thematic treatment , each is based on a simple motif which 
is developed in various ways. 
2. In each etude Liszt presents several technical aspects. ff~re again, 
he differs from his predecessors . Chopin was consistent in his 
aim to develop only one technicality in each study; whil~ 
Schumann, differing slightly from Chopin, presented one or more 
technical points in each of his Symphonic Etudes. 
3. Complex rhythmic patterns are found in abundance in the Trans-
cendental Etudes; in the Paganini Etudes and in the Five Concert 
Etudes these are evident,too, but they do not abound as in the 
former volume. In this regard, he has also deviated from the 
traditions of Chopin and Schumann in whose works we find the 
constant recurrence of only one rhythmic pattern in each etude. 
4. As has been mentioned before, Liszt, in following Bach's example 
wrote the Transcend-ental Etudes in a definite succession of major 
and minor keys. This feature, however, is not to be found in the 
Paganini Etudes nor in the Concert Studies. The following is an 
enumeration of the keys used in the Transcendental volume: 
No.I- c major No.5 B~major No.9 - Aomajor 
No.2- A minor No.6 G minor No.IO F minor 
No.3- F major No.? E~major No.II Dtl major 
No.4- D minor No.8 C minor No.I2 B~ minor 
5. As seen in the various key schemes of his etudes, Liszt shows a 
fondness for both closely related keys and remotely relate~ ones. 
This is clearly shown particularly in his concert studies. 
6. Comparatively speaking, the Paganini Etudes are shorter pieces 
than the Transcendental Etudes, but are not less difficult. While 
the former are elegant and pianistic in style, the latter are 
written in a more bravura and heroic manner. The five Concert 
Studies, being likewise pianistic, are programmatic and depic~ 
, 
the more lyrical Lisztian nature . 
The importance of Liszt in the development of the piano · etude 
cannot be minimized nor overemphasized. Since it was his aim to draw 
new and almost orchestral effects from the piano, t hese etudes, like 
many of his major piano works, have widenned its range of expression. 
His lavish dynamics, together with his innovations in the form of the 
etude, the use of a great variety of rhythmic patterns, and the pre-
sentation of several technical points in each piece, form the out-
standing traits of his studies. 
I~ is undeniable, however, that these etudes are extremely 
difficult. The .clever combination of nobility of concept and show-
manship in technique is almost unique in the treatment of this parti-
cular form. 
From both musical and technical viewpoints these are more 
demanding than any of the previous etudes t hat have been analyzed , 
and perhaps more difficult than those that will still be encountered 
in this research. It is interesting to note that Liszt's Etudes , which 
are now considered great concert pieces , were not favorably received 
by other romantic composers. Perhaps his novel transcendental technique 
semmed outrageous during the second quarter of the 19th century. 
Humphrey Searle i.n his book "The Music of Liszt" quotes Berlioz who 
I 
wrot e of these etudes: "Unfortunately one cannot ·hope to hear music of 
this kind often; Liszt created it for himself, .and no one else in the 
world could flatter himself that he could approach being able to per-
/.lf, 
form it.n5 
In the same book Schumann also expressed the thought that the 
musical content of thes e pieces had no relation to the mechanical 
difficulties involved, and Liszt himself would certainly have t o prac-
6 tice before he could play them. 
The 12 Transcendental Etudes , the 6 Paganini Etudes , and the 
5 Concert Studies are considered the most important and well- known of 
Liszt's studies . We ·include , however, in this chapter a complete list 
of his etudes. 
1. Etude en quarante- huit exercices dans tous les tons majeurs 
et mineurs; this is the first version of the Transcendental 
Etudes ; 1827 , only 12 were written; dedicated to Mlle. Lydie 
Gar ella. 
2 . 24 Grandes Etudes ; 1838 , dedicat ed to Czerny, only 12 were 
writ~ en; this is the second version of the Transcendental 
Etudes . 
3 . Transcendental Etudes, 1851 , dedicated to Czerny, this is the 
present day form of this volume . 
4 . Etudes d' execution transcendante d' apres Paganini; 1838, 
they are transcriptions of five of Paganini 's Caprices for 
violin solo, and La Campanella from the B minor Violin Con-
5. Ibid., p.l5. 
6 . Ibid., p.20 
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certo, dedicated to Clara Schumann; this is an old version 
of ~he Paganini Etudes. 
5. Grandee Etudes de Paganini,I85I, dedicated to Clara Schumann, 
this is the present da·y form of the Paganini Etudes. 
6. Morceau de salon, etude de perfectionnement; !840, for Fetis$ 
Methode des methodes; contains the theme of Les Preludes. 
7. Three Etudes de Concert - a) A~ major, b) F minor, c) D~major; 
!848, dedicated to Eduard Liszt. 
8. Two Concert Studies - a) Waldesrauschen, b) Gnomenreigen; 
! 862 or ! 863, for t he Pianoforte School of Lebert and Stark, 
dedicated to Dionys Pruckner. 
7 9. Technical Studies (!2 books) , !868- c.I88o. 
7. Eric Blom, ed., Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
Vol.5, (London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1954), pp. 276-27?. 
Vl The Etudes of Anton Rubinstein 
Though Anton Rubinstein has worked and proven himself capable 
in all fields of music, he is known mainly as a composer for the piano. 
His greatness as a pianist is well reflected in his works , which being 
considered as the legitimat e outcome of Mendelsshon, and s howing the 
familiar Schubertian melody, still a re worthy of study for their techni-
cal skill, fluency, and warm pas sionate nature. 
His etudes, being not his best piano works , are nevertheless 
representative of his pianistic style. He wrote three sets of etudes -
Op ,23 , 0p. 81, and Two Grandes Etudes . Due to the inavailability of the 
score of Op . 81, only two sets of studies are being presented in this 
chapter. 
The only available edition of the Six Etudes Op.23 is published 
with special sug~estions for practic ing regarding fingering, pedalling, 
and division of notes to be played by each hand . These are written by 
Paola Gallico and are to be found at the bottom of th e first page of 
each etude . Other footnotes on various pages may also prove helpful to 
students . 
The Two Grandee Etudes are not published separately but are in-
cluded in a large volume of his other piano works. 
Six Etudes, Op.23 
Etude I 
Based on the A B A form, the theme of this study is first intro-
duced in the left hand in single notes; then it is taken up by the right 
hand in octaves. In the B section, the same theme is extended by the lett 
hand and is written in chords and octaves. The returning A part brings 
in this theme again, now written in the right hand passages in single 
notes and octaves . 
The basic technical point brought out in this etude is the light 
legato touch in the 16th note fi~~res grouped in six, in both left and 
right hand parts. The B section utilizes several chromatic passages, the 
notes of the right hand being twice as fast as those of the left hand. 
The predominant rhythmic pattern or four groups of six 16th notes 
is noticeable. However, irregularity in rhythm and other rhythmic patterns 
are a lso evident. 
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Another interesting feature of this piece is the appearance of 
occasicnal extended chords, and passages where the bands cross. 
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vlritten mainly in key of F, modulations to the relative minor key 
(d minor) and other not too closely related keys (D , B) are evident. 
l The second study is the best kno\m of Rubinsteins Etudes. It is a 
brillant etude, the purpose of which is to develop light staccato touch in 
pl3Jing difficult chords , octaves, and double notes. Though popularly 
known as "Staccato Etude", there are two short sections in this piece that 
are ~~rked legato . It is believed Rubinstein added these to provide brief 
respites from the extreme difficulty of err.ploying the rapid staccato 
touch. The right hand sti.ll plays in double notes \·lhich are now 'Within 
the span o! an octave. In the long staccato section,, the double no~es 
extend to the intervals of 9ths and lOths played by both hands. 
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Occasional big skips are found in the left hand parts. 
The rhythm is regul.J.r throughout, there is no deviation from the 
basic rhythmic pattern of t wo groups of six 16th notes. 
Based on the A B A form, both A sections of this study are writ-
ten in C major and the B part is in F major. 
~t~d~~ 
This is a study in the production of tonal effect using mostly 
chords and broken arpeggios. Unlike the t wo previous etudes, this is based 
on a repeated binar.y form A B A B. These four secti ons are clea rly set off 
by double bar lines and changes in t empo and key signatures. Two rhythmic 
patterns are predominant; one is used in both A parts and the other in 
the two B parts. 
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Quite contrar,y t o the-bravura style of the precccding etude, thia 
is lyrical in character. The theme in the A parts is carried by the right 
hand and written in single legato notes as against characteristic chords· 
in the lett hand in portamento touch. 
The B sections, seenJ.ngly more technical in style_, and more ani-
mated in tempo, have a beautiful melody_, the notes of which are in Cf.Iar-
ters _, while the accompaniment is in groups or six 16th notes. 
Both of the A sections are written in C 1 minor; the first B part 
is in A~ major while the concluding section, the second B part, is in D~ 
major. 
In this etude Rubinstein uses the theme and variation s cheme. The 
theme which is first presented in E P major appears in three other dif~ -
rerent ways: 
(a) the theme, still in E~ 1 and starting on the I chord shows 
the addition or upper voices, 
(b) the theme is now transposed to . the V of Er and is in the same 
style as the first s tatement of the theme_, 
(c ) the t bel:e 
1 
still in the V of E., shows the addition or upper 
voic-es, 
t 
This is basically a study in sonorous chords and fluent arpeggios. 
The first four sections exemplify this tecr~ique, while the last section, 
a brillant coda uses only arpeggios which extend to six octaves. '+be last 
measure, however, is · in extended broken chords and octaves. 
/iJ 
In the first statement of the t~eme and in the second variation l':: : · :. -. ,_·::;: :,r.' :: 
rapid contraction and expansion of the left hand is also emphasized. 
llke Etude I this follows the A B A form and the three parts are 
easilY recognizable. 
Though the rhythm is regular throughout, this is not based on one 
rhythmic pattern. The following are the main rhythmic figures used: 
'~---- -------
nrl.s piece is a rapid study in chords, octaves, and double notes 
which are played alternately by the lett and right hand, 
, 
An interesting f ( ature which is not easily discernible is the fact 
that the inner notes in the alternate chords that appear in the A sections 
have to be played legato. It is difficult to produce this trill-like effect 
with the thumbs of each hand. 
The whole study is mainly written in the key of F major, the B 
section starts in D~ major, while the returning A part starts· on the r7 
of C major and ends in F major. 
The last etude is a virtuosic study in octave skips for both left 
and right hand. The melody notes which are marked legato are accompanied 
by short staccato chords. 
Being in the theme and variation sche:ne, the theme of this study 
is presented in the following three 'WaY'S: 
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In each variation, however, the melody no~es are played by the 
thumb of the right hand. In the third variation, a section appears Where 
the left hand carries the theme but not in the original key. 
---- - -------~ -
Changes in rhythm are clearly marked by different time signatures. 
Triplets in 4/4 time are found almost throughout the study. 
Irregularity in rhythm, though evident is not excessively employed. 
This irregular thythmic figure is used. 
'J- 1 / , 
No. 1 - Etude in D minor 
---- -------
. 
This etude which is a stuqy in octaves for the left hand presents 
mainly chords and single notes in the right hand parts. 
Following the A B A form, the first A section which is in the ori-
ginal key (D minor), utilizes octaves for the left hand written in three 
groups of triplets in Sth notes; the right hand is in quarter and halt 
notes. The B section, which is in F major, uses chords in the left hand in 
this particular f'o:m: 
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The second A part, showing a return to D minor, also presents oc-
k.ves in the left hand \fflich 2re now in groups of quarter not es. ~e right 
hand maintains the sa.:ne r hythm e.s that of the first A. 
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\'Jritten mainly in the key of G major, modulation to the relative 
minor, E minor, is also e·rident; but the last section returns to the 
original key. 
-
The second Grande Etude is a rapid~ virtuosic study in ascending 
scale patterns~ the melody ~ctes notes of which are written for the lett 
hand. Throughout the etude there is no deviation from this ascending scale 
pattern. 
Like Etude I, this is in the A B A form. The A section utilizes the 
basic pattern of four groups o! 32nd notes. 
In the B secti on, one long scale pattern~ the range of which ex-
tends to four octaves or more, is found. rlhen one hand plays this ascending 
figure~ the other hand plays a long chord which is usual..ly within the mid-
, 
dle of the four octaves. 
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The A section is in the same style and pattJ:.-n as the first A part. 
The coda is particularly interes ting in its presentation of 3rds 
tand 6ths . The following are excerpts from the coda. 
,lc. . 
Qene,ra1 fh~r~c1e.ri1!t1c~ £f_Rgb,1n.:at£i!l'~ lit!!d~s 
1. Rubinstein's approach to the piano etude is reore ·pointedly technical 
than Chopin's or Schunann 1 s . In each of them he presents one or more 
aspects of technique. 
2 . Three of the etudes of Op. 23 (nos. 1#2# & 5) and the two Grandes Etudes 
· are based on the A B A form, the A part returning in an altered and ex-
tended manner 1 and usually transposed to a related key. 
Etude IV and VI are built on the theme and variations scheme. Each etude, 
evolving from a single motif presents three main variations to this 
theme. Rubinstein's use of the variation technique, being not as subtle 
as that of Schumann, is clear and straightforward. The theme is easi.l7 
recognizable in all the variations. 
Etude III is in a repeated two part fona - A B A B 1 the returning B sec-
. ' 
.l •: . -.. 
j/J I 
tion being in the subdominant key of the first B part. 
From this, it can be seen that lb.tbinstein, unlike Chopin and Schumann 
did not adhere strictly to the usual three part form of the etude . He 
gave more importance to content rather than on structural to~. 
J. Irregularity in rhyt~JU is not e~asized. Complex rhythmic patterns ap-
pear in Etudes I, IV 1 and VI1 but definitely not in abundance. 
Unlike the Symphonic Etudes of Schumann where each variation is · based on 
one single rhythmic figure, Rubinstein introduces (introduces) two or 100re 
rhythmic patterns in each of his etudes. 
O~casionally, the rhythm changes within one section but this is clearly 
marked by change or time signature. 
4. Regarding tempo, he has evenly divided the six etudes Op. 2.3 into two 
. ., 
groups - three are marked moderato but only one (Etude .3) is lyrical 
in character. The other three are virtuosic piece:J, particul.ar).y Etude 
IT, and are in the brillant bravura style. 
5. Cynamics abound in these studies .. Though they may look and sound more 
technical than etudes of other composers 11 interesting climaxes play an 
important role in each. He shows his preponderance fbr using the gra-
dUal. crescendo rising to "ft" or "sf"", and the subito sign -p-t, or 
~p. 
6-.In general. though chromatic more tham diatonic harmony is eviden~ 1n 
these etudes, preference tor crlosely related keys is shown rcr.ther than 
remotely related ones. 
Vll The Etudes of Alexander Scriabin·~ 
Scriabin was one of the few Russian composers who evinced that 
intensely mystical vein so common in Russian literature. It has been 
stated t hat), however, that his musical capacity was hardly equal to 
such a task, and that his most lasting creations were in the field of 
the miniature. His piano sonatas constitute a bridge between the real 
miniatures and the five symphonies (or symphonic poems) for orchestra, 
blending the subtlety of the former with toe latter's breadth and out-
war,drr·quality. 1 
His 26 etudes were written during different periods in his life. 
To a certain extent be was akin to Chopin in his preference for minia-
ture forms and the fine pianistic sense of his writing. Though many d 
these studies are Chopinesque in nature, they nevertheless, possess a 
strangely individual character. 
Etude No.1, Op.2 
Thi s etude which a ppears i n a volume of Scriabin's selected piano 
works, is written in a two-part repeat ed form. The two A sections are 
in the key of C# minor; the first B is in E major while t he second B 
part returns to the original C# minor key. 
The melodic line, heard in the upper voices, is mainly in chords 
and double notes; the left hand usually plays a s imple accompaniment in 
repeated octaves, chords, and single notes. 
1. Eric Blom, ed., Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol.?, 
(London: Macmillan and Co.,Ltd.,l954), P• 831. 
In certain passages the tenor voice brings in a subtle melo~ 
which is derived from the main theme. 
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Though rhythmically simple, the left hand passages which involve 
long-value bass notes, require particular attention • 
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This is one of the ffM studies wherein Scriabine almost total.l¥ omits 
rhythmic irregularity; with the exception of the 3rd measure ot the B 
sections wherein a 11 3 against 2 11 pattern is found, a slow and steady 
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3/4 meter is maintained throughout. 
In the last few measures of the coda it is interesting to note 
how the theme is counteracted by the important inner voices. 
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Twelve Etudes, Op. 8 
The 12 Etudes , Op. 8 are products of Scriabine's " Student Period "• 
Written between 1893 to 1897, these studies a r e said to have been drawn 
particularly from Nature. During these 4 years he was preoccupied with 
concert tours, holiday-travels, and composition. 
Etude I 
Form: ABA 
Time signature: 4/4 
Key signature: C# major 
Main technical aspect: the playing of four groups of triplets in the 
right hand involving double 3rds• 4ths• 5ths. 
and single notes against quarter· and eighth 
notes in the left hand. 
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This figure is predominant in both A sections. 
In the B section, the left hand plays octaves 
and double notes, and there is an interchan-
ging of the left and right hand figures. 
Outstanding features: The 3 parts of this piece display an irregu-
lari ty in rhythm - the playing of 2 against 3 
eighth notes. 
Etude II 
Form: ABA 
Time signature: 4/4 
Key signature: F# minor 
Main technical aspect: the playing of broken chord tones in both -lett 
and right hand parts. Though technical.ly simple, 
precision and clarity is demanded as accidentals 
abound throughout the piece. 
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Outstanding features: In the A sections., a characteristic contrast in ~ :-- · "!<·i~ · _..:; 
prolonged legato and staccato notes is s.een. · 
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The B section presents this prominent figure -
The whole etude is mainly based on 2 irregular rhythmic figures 
5 sixteenth against 4 sixteenth notes., and 5 sixteenth against 3 
eighth notes. 
Etude ill 
Form: A B A 
Time signature: 6/8 
Key signature: B minor 
Hain teclmical aspect: the alternation of octaves and single notes in 
both hands . 
This figure is predominant in the first A part; the left hand 
pattern is used throughout the B part, while the right hand uti-
lizes chords. In the second ~ part, the l eft hand pattern is evi-
dent only in. a few measures. The main figure used is the following: 
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The coda utilizes the same figure found in the first part. 
Outstanding features: Though not dominant, the rhythmic irregularit7 
of 2 against 3 ( ,r) ) is evident throughout this study. 
U1 
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Etude IV 
Form: A B A 
Time signa.ture: 4/4 
Key signature: B major 
l·!ain technical aspect: Finger extension in the left and right hand is 
emphasized in the tiio A parts. The B part which is marked 11 legato 
c antabile " presents a new melo~ in single notes ~Titten for the 
right hand. The left hand plays an accompa.."'liment rihich also aims 
at tinge~ extension. 
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Outstanding features: This etude is a study in rhythmic irregularity. 
In the first and third section; the right hand maintains a steady 
, 
pattern of 4 groups of 5 sixteenth notes while the left hand plt~s 
2 groups of 4 sixteenth notes and 2 groups of triplets, 3 groups 
of 4 sixteenth notes, and a group of triplets, 3 groups of triplets . 
and 1 group of sixteenth notes, or 4 groups of triplets . 
The B part, th~ second section, presents the .opposite version 
o~ the other 2 sections. The left hand now keeps the steady pat-
tern of 5 groups of sixteenth notes while the right hand presents 
the irregular grouping of notes; 
Etude V 
Form: ABA 
Time signature: 4/4 . 
Key signature: E major 
~~in technical aspect: Chords and octaves predominate in both left and 
right hand parts . 
Outstanding features: With the exception of the coda, wherein the irre-
gularity of 2 against .3 eighth notes is evident , the three parts 
of this piece exhibit a smooth and regular rhythmic flow. The se-
cond A section, slightly different from the first A presents the 
main theme in eighth notes grouped in triplets. 
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The coda which echoes the main theme follows a certain charact~ ;_.--, . ,; 
ristic melodic movement which may be outlined in this way: 
/ / / / / /------------/ 
The meloqy notes seem to build up a series of climaxes each time 
the highest note is being approached. 
Etude VI 
Form: A B A 
Time signature: )/4 
Key signature: A major 
}~in technical aspect: This is a study in double 6ths for the right 
hand. The left hand is written mainly in single notes and octave.s. 
Unlike the Chopin etude , in double 6ths, this does not present 
double 6ths in ver,y close succession. One double 6th often leaps 
up or leaps down to another double 6th. 
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Outstanding features: \'lritten in regular 3/4 meter, there are only a 
few measures where irregular rhythmic figures are found. This 
slight but still discernible irregularity provides color to the 
regular, almost monotonous triplet groupings of the double 6ths. 
Etude VII 
Form: A B A 
Time signature: 4/4 against 12/8 
Key signature: B ~ minor · 
Main technical aspect: Full chords are emphasized in the right hand 
while the left hand is in single broken chord tones and occasional 
double 6ths. This is the main technicality in the A parts which 
• • 
are marked Presto, tenebroso, agitato. The B part takes up a slower 
tempo, utilizes octaves in triplet groupings but retains the chords 
in the right hand parts. 
Outstanding features: The meter, which involves a superimposition o! 
4/4 over 12/8, makes this etude one of the most interesting o! the 
set. The dominant rhythmic pattern in the A sections is the fPUo~in3 : · 
The B section written in 4/4 meter utilizes this particular 
irregular pattern. #.I J 
Etude VIII 
Form: ABA 
Time signature: 3/4 
Key signature: Ab major 
Main technical aspect: The A sections develop this technical point -
chords in legato and portamento touch in the right hand; the left 
hand utilizes single chord tones in arpeggio form. The B part uses 
the reverse of this - the legato and portamento chords are now in 
the left hand while the right ~and initiates a new meloqy in sin-
gle notes. 
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Outstanding features: In this etude, Scriabine's preponderance for 
using the irregular rhythm-and figure of 2 against 3 eighth notes 
is again evident. This appears in the 2nd and 3rd sections; the 
3rd section being actu~ a variation of the first A. The first 
part presents no rhythmic irregularity. 
--/)3 
Etude IX 
Form: ABA 
Time sugnature: 4/4 
Key signature: C# minor 
!-lain technical aspect: In this study, emphasis is placed on the pla:ytng 
of octaves and chords in both hands. 
Outstanding features: The different . sections of this study are clearly 
marked by double barl.ines and changes in key and time signature. 
This feature has not appeared in any of the preceeding etudes. The 
various parts of the etudes, though discernible, are not well marked 
as the three parts of this piece. 
Etude X 
The first A section which is long and extended is well developed 
while the second A part is altered and abbreviated. The B part, a 
short " cantabile " section, presents a contrasting mood to ·the 
other two sections. Here the octaves are mostly in syncopated 
style whereas in the other parts, the octaves are written in stac-
cato and portamento style, and always rise to climaxes. 
' . 
Form: A B A 
Time signature: 3/8 
Key signature: D~ major 
~l.ain technical aspect: In this study, Scriabine aims at two technical 
aspects - legato and staccato double 3rds for the right hand; and 
legato and staccato broken chord tones;or the left which involve 
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wide skips. 
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Outstanding features: This piece which is actually a " mo~o perpetuo n 
in chromatic 3rds rnaintains an " Allegro 11 tempo throughout. Unlike 
t he other etudes wherein a change in tempo is indicated for the B 
part, this has no other t erJpo markings aside from the " Allegro " 
sign at the beginning . The 3/8 meter is kept steady and only one 
rhythmic pattern i s used in the various parts - 6 sixteenth notes 
in a measure; 
Etude XI 
Form: A B A 
Time signature: 3/4 
Key signature: B ~ minor 
H.ain technical aspect: Nocturne - like in style, this is a study in slow 
octaves and chords. Aside from octaves and chords the lett hand 
also uses double notes and extended broken chord .tones. 
Outstanding features: This is one of the most melodious etudes in this 
volume ; the melodic line which is always heard in the topmost voice 
makes use of several rhythmic patterns some of which are irregular. 
Various rhythmic patterns and dynamics abound in this piece. 
Etude XII 
Form: A B A 
Time signature : 4/4 
Key signature : D# minor 
Main t echnical aspect: Chords and octaves predoKinate in the right 
hand while octaves and \ofide octave skips are emphasized in the 
left hand. 
Outstanding features: Soulful y et brillant, the last study is one o! 
the most often played of Scriabine1 e Etudes. Written in 4/4 meter, 
the left hand maintains a steady pattern of 4 groups o! triplets 
of eighth notes. The right hand, however, utilizes variou s rbytb-: · 
mic patterns many o! which are irregular. The most dominant (ir6 
the following: 
If~ 
The second A section, an altered version of the first A employs. 
mostly full chords ..,.-hich rise to a !! fff " in the last few measures, 
thus creating a well-fitted ending to this virtuosic stu~. 
3ight 3tudes , Op. 42 
The 8 Etudes of Op. 42 were written during his " Free Period " , 
from 1903 a."ld on\oto.rds . 
Etude I 
Form: A .B A 
Time signature: 3/ 4 
Key signature : D~ major 
Main technical aspect: The first etude is primarily a stu~ in finger 
extension for both left and right band. Throughout the whole study, 
tl:e right hand parts are written in triplet groupings. In the ti.rst 
and third sections, the left hand is in a persistent and irregular 
pattern of 5 quarter notes in a measur~, 'A'hi.le in the B part it 
assumes simple patterns as: 1 halt note and a quarter noteJ 2 
lf7 
quarter notes and a rest ; 6 eighth notes; a dotted half note in a 
measure. 
·-
Outstanding features: Rhythmic irregularity i s the dominant characteri s-
s tic of this etude . The 3 main sections, clearly marked by change 
in the key signature have this particular key scheme - ( A secti on: 
D~ major ) ·c B section: B major - B~ major - A major) ( A s ectio n 
-
D~ rr.ajor ) 
Etude II 
Form: A B A 
Time signature: 2/4 
Key signature: F/1 minor 
Main t echnica l aspect: In this study, Scriabine' s conception of elea~ 
ness in form is contrasted with rhythmic irregularity in both le ft 
and right hand parts. Dotted rhythmic figures and eighth notes 
grouped in triplets and 16th notes grouped in quintuplets are pre-
dominant. 
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Outstanding features : The 3 main sections and the coda are each in a 
regular 8 measure period. The return of the A s ection is altered 
and the coda starts on a 2 measure rest. 
An interesting feature which has not yet been encountered in 
any of the pr evious etudes is the. unu~uel. grouping of the left hand 
notes - the last two 16th notes in a measure are always grouped 
with the next three 16th notes in the following measure. 
Etude III . .J -
Form: · no definite form- developed from oha theme 
Time signature : 6/8 
Key signature : F# major 
/f 9 
/~ c 
, 
}lain technical aspect.~crills in triplet form against single 8th notes. 
This technique is played alternate~ by the left and right hand. 
Outstanding features: No fore is discernible in this etude. It is a 
Czerr.y-like study l.ffierein the notes follow a monotonous up and 
down motion . 'rhis is only relieved by occasional dyna~c signs. 
Etude IV 
Fo~: T'•o parts ( one section which is repeated ) 
Time signature: 3/4 
Key signature: F# major 
}iain tecr~cal aspect : Finger extension for the left hand is the main 
technicality in this etude. The single notes which are grouped in 
triplets usually exceed the range of an octave. 
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The right band is in .single notes, double notes, and chords . 
Outstanding features: Quite contrasting to the "Prestissimo" tempo 
of the third etude, this s tudy is marked "Andante" and has a 
pervading "cantabile'' melody . Consisting of 2 sections ( 1 main 
part which is repeated), the predomina nt r hythmic irregularity 
here is 2 a gainst 3 eighth notes. This feature appear~d in· ma~ 
of the etudes of Op.8. It is also to be noticed that throughout 
t h e etude the inner voices are o! longer time value tha n the upper 
and ·lower voices . 
Etude V 
Form: a free monothematic form 
Time signature:· 12/8 
Key signature: C# minor 
Main technical aspect: A technical but brillant study involving ex-
tended a r peggiation , extended chords a nd octaves, s k ips in the 
left hand parts, and octaves , chords, double notes in specific 
phrasings in the right hand parts. 
Outstanding features: Phrasings in the left hand are clearly marked -
the notes are in groups of 6 sixteenth notes. The right . hand 
parts, though clearly phrased, too, occasionally involve 2 or 
more levels of pianistic touches at the same time . 
I . . ~ .;:., 
Certain passages emphasize slurs in the r ight hand as a gainst 
full chords and octaves in the left hand written in groups of 
quarter notes. 
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Etude VI 
Form: no definite form - developed !rom 1 theme 
Time signature: 3/4 
Key signature : OVmajor 
/~i 
Hain technical aspect: A si'Ilple melody i'lhich is heard in the soprano 
voice is developed in a complex fas~on - the inner voices in the 
right hand part utilize: a : double 4th, intervals of a second, a 7th 
and a second; while the left hand part in triplets emphasize fin-
ger extension. Its notes usually go beyond the range of an octave. 
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Outstanding features: As in most of Scriabine's etudes, this also shoWB 
evidence of r hythmic irregularity - 3 eighth notes against 5 six-
teenth notes, and 4 sixteenth against 5 sixteenth notes . Throughout 
the study, it is worthwhile to observe the different motions used 
in each measure. The right hand is consistently in a-descending 
motion; the left hand goes both parallel and contrary to this 
downward motion. In a few measures, both hands move in parallel 
·motion. 
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Etude VII 
Form: developed from 1 theme 
Time signature: 2/4 
Key signature: F minor 
Hain technical aspect : the playing of double notes and single notes 
usually beyond an octave's range, and \\Tit ten in triplets, as 
against extended arpeggio notes in groups of 4 sixteenth. 
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Outstanding features: This etude is divided into 5 eight measure periods 
and a 7 measure coda, all based on the simple motif illustrated 
above . The left hand is in a stereotyped style o! accompaniment~ 
the motion of which goes downwards and upwards. Scriabine does not 
fail to inject his irregularity in rhythm - here the pattern o! J 
eighth notes against 4 sixteenth predominates~ 
Etude VIU 
Form: A B A. 
Time signature: 4/4 
, 
Key signature: ~~ major 
Hain technical aspect: · the first and third sections emphasize broken 
chord tones in both hands . In the right hand part the intervals 
involved in each group of 5 notes are within t he range of an oc-
tave while the l eft hand, in triplet form, involve wider intervals 
which go beyond an octave. 
The short B section moves in long valued notes - chords and oc-
t aves in whole, half, quarter, and a few eighth note~ . 
I 
Outstanding features : Irregular rhythm is a{;ain the dominant characte-
ristic . Certain passages, wherein a shifting of note groupings is 
evident, demand accuracy in counting time. 
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Here the subtlety of rhyth!n in the left hand r equires particular 
attention. The las t group of notes in the right hand is also to be 
observed. This particular pattern appears frequently in the lst 
and third sections. 
The second section does not utilize any irregular patterns, and 
therefore affords a short relief from the i rregularity of the 
other two sections. 
Trois Etudes, Op. 65 
These etudes are included among Scriabine 1s later piano works, and 
were composed during an e>.."tensive Russian tour in the winter of 1911-1912. 
Etude I 
The first etude of this volw:~e is a virtuosic study ,.,hich emphasizes 
chromatic 9ths in the right hand and chords anc extended chords in the 
left hand. 
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Written on an unusual 6 part pattern, the 3 R sections of this 
etude marked 11 Allegro Fantastico 11 are based on compound meters - .12/&t-. 
and 6/16. The 9ths in the right hand parts are in 4 "gl"9ups -~or 3 sixteenth 
notes while the left hand is mostly in dotted eighth notes . 
The three B parts, of quite contrasting character from the A sec-
tions, are also slower in tempo and utilize different rhythm patterns. Here 
the 8th notes are grouped into fours and threes and the left hand is in ex-
tended broken chord tones. 
;Jamica: and dynamic contrasts bring in a beautiful and relieving 
I 
effect from the extremely technical 9ths. In passages where repeated 9ths 
predc~ate Scriabine puts in decrescendo signs which are difficult to 
follow against an ascending bass line. In certain measures he builds up 
climaxes which are immediately followed by 11 pianissimos n. 
It is note\iorthy to obs erve the component intervals of the e.xten-
ded chords t~t appear ir. the left hand . Y~y of these chords consist of 
perfect and augmented fourths; in the more extended chords the prevailing 
intervals are augmented 4ths and minor 7ths. 
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The short coda echoes the B. theme and brings the etude to a 
close, quiet and unobtrusive, almost lik e its beginning. 
Etude II 
This short etude which is based on a repeated two-part form 
aims at finger extension for the left hand and 7ths for the right hand. 
In the two A sections the 7ths are written in whole, half and quarter 
notes and in triplet form; in the B parts the 7ths appear in interes-
ting chromatic sequence. 
·-
~; 
Throughout the study, the left hand parts are mainly in exten-
ded br oken chord tone patterns which involve the intervals of a 7th and 
a 4th. The occa sional chords and broken chords also show the use of these 
two interYals. 
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As in the most of the studies of Op. 8 and 42, Scriabine uses the 
irregular rhythmic pattern - 2 against 3 eighth notes. Though the whole 
piece is based on 4/4 meter, te.l!lpO markings chc.nge within the short sec-
tions - from " Allegretto 11 to 11 ll.olto Accelera.ndo " to n Presto Vo1ando "• 
Etude III 
Like the previous etude, this is based on a r epeated b ro part tom. ., 
The sections are, however, more extended than those of the second etude. 
The A sections show a predominant use ot double 5ths in the right 
hand passages and broken chord tones in the left hand parts. Here Sariabine 
superimposes triplets in eighth notes over triplets in ·sixteenth notes. 
/ 1 _<. 
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In the B· parts both lett and right hands use chards. 'l'he lett hand 
utilizes a stereotyped accompaniment, the pattern of which consists ot an 
ocrt.ave and repeated chords; while the right hand carries the melod7 in 1'ull 
chords. 
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Triplets ~ eighth notes predominate fn the left hand while the right hand i3 
is mostly in quarter and eighth notes and occasional triplet groupings. 
'L'he A p3.rts
1 
though based on a fast 11Molto Vivace" tempo. aim at a. 
soft- pianissimo tone, while the B parts, in a slower tempo, demand more sono-
rit;y. 'mle coda is particularly interesting in its gradual builkling up of a 
crashing climactic end wherein the full chromatic chords in the right hand 
after reaching the D minor chord bring the piece to a close with two bars 
of repeated chords. 
, ~ude Op. 49 
This etude , included in 11 '1Xois Marceaux Pour Piano",Op. 49'~~: was 
written ini907 at Bl':attenberg, Geneva. 
It is not based on any formal scheme, but its developnent ca.ii. be 
clearly traced !rom one theme. 
An interesting technical aspect is prese~ed - in the right hand t:,~· 
parts the slurring o! a chord to the nearest ]owe~~ semitone is emphasized; 
the left hand uses the same phras~as the right hand but the intervals which 
are written in po.."'~lr.l:: motion to the. right hand inwlve 7ths; or a double 
/70 
4th, 5th or 6th going down to a 7th. 
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T,iritten in 2/4 meter, one main rhythmic pattern prev.:ails - 2 groups 
of triplets in a measure. In the short coda a few measures deviate from this 
pattern, the second group of triplets is replaced by two regular eighth notes . 
Etude Op. 56 
During his sojourn in Brus sels around I90S, Scriabine Wl'Ote the 
albwn 11Quatre }fore eaux Polir· Piano" 1, Op • .S6 \-lhich included one short etude 
in 3I ceasures. 
Uo kef signature is evident in this studr. The form is free being 
dev·eloped · !rom' a simple rhythmic figure which raml:Tles from one key to 
another. 
Extended chords involving 7tths and 4ths are particular-ly dominant 
in lett hand passages; these neccesitates much pract~cing to acquire proper 
facility and exactness in execution. 'L'he !dght hand utilizes single brokem 
chord tones grouped in triplets. Only two rhythmic patterns are predominant. 
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Though short and unimpressive, this study is quite different from :: · ·)M: )! ·Jn 
those of the previous sets Op.S and Op. 42. The prevailing use of 7ths and 
4ths is to be observed, . it seems to foretell his novel hannonic system which 
is best exemplified by his later works . 
~neral Characteristics of Scriabine's Etudes 
I. Variety of fonn is exe:nplified in Scriabine 's etudes .. In the earlier 
studi es, aside from r evealing his ChopL,esque nature~ he al!o discloses 
his preference for Chopin's A B A form in his etudes. 'Ihe I2 etudes of 
Op.S and No8.I,2,and 8 of Op. ~2 are bas ed on this scheme. 'mle Etude Op. 
21 No.I and the second and third etudes of Op .. 65 are built on a repeated 
two-part fonn. Four of those included in Op.42 (Nos.31 5,6, 7) and Etudes 
Op.49 and 56 are each dev~ped .from one main theme. N"o.4 of Op. 42 i s 
the only stuQy written in two parts ( one section which is repeated) ; No. 
I of Op.65 shows an unusual 6 part pattern - A B A B A B. 
2 . In each of his studies Scriabine presents two or more teclmicalities, 
usu.all,y one for each hand. In this sense he was not akin to Chopin or.d 
17 5 
Debussy showed preference for the Schumann, Liszt, a nd Rubinstein 
aim in developing more than one technical aspect in each etude. ~e is, 
however, unique in being the only composer who treated the extremely 
difficult chromatic ninth technique. 
3. A distinctive quality of Scriabin's etudes is his unusual interest 
in rhythmic irregularity. Practically all of these etudes are based 
on irregular patterns as 2 a gainst 3, 3 against 4, 4 against 5, and 
the like. This necessitates more than mere gestures to facilitate the 
automatic rendition of the varied irregular patterns . A great deal of 
practice coupled with a sense of evenness is well in place here. It_ 
may not be wrong to assume that Scriabin himself may have had diffL-
culty in playing such irregular rhythmic figures, and to eradicate this, 
and help other pianists avoid this pianistic flaw he wrote these 
studies with a specific rhythmic aim. 
~e does not base each etude on a single r hy t hmic pattern as did Chopin 
and Schumann , but like Liszt, Rubinstei n , and Debus sy , _he utilizes two 
or more patterns in each. 
4. Though wide dynamic r a nges are not evident in these works , he , neverthe-
less, colors them with sensitive nuances. This is especially true of 
the later etudes. 
5. These etudes exhibit varied tempo marks which range from slow "Lento" 
and "Andante" (the studies marked "Andante" are nocturne-like) to fast. 
"Vivace" and "Prestissimo". Certain etudes, particularly those of Op.8 
and 42 show unusual tempo markings as Esaltato, Affanato, Tempesto, 
Piacevole, Presto tenebroso agitato, Alla ballata, Brioso, and Patetieo. 
The difficult etude in chromatic ninths is appropriately marked 
, 
"Allegro fantastico" . 
6. Since the various etudes were written at different periods of 
Scriabin's life , they could well be used to trace his development 
as a composer . The earlier studies are a reflection of his imitative 
,../ 
stage, Chopin being his specific model. Form , style , and ha rmony are 
the three aspects which he unhesitatingly borrowed from his prede-
cessor . These are clearly discerned in the etudes of Op . 8 and in 
some of those of Op . 42. Each of thes e is written in a certain keY', 
and in those whos e constructions are patterned after the A B A form, 
clear modulations to the relative major or minor keys are evident . 
171 
The later studies of Op .49,56 , a n d especially the three etudes of Op. 
65 foretell the novel harmonic system he devised which is actually 
based upon a synthetic chord (a 13th, minor 7th, augmented 9th). rn 
these he uses mostly 4ths , augmented 4ths , ma jor 7t hs 1 and major 9ths . 
None is bas e d on a particular key. No definite tonalities a re a rrived 
a t t hough c ertain ones are suggested as the thematic development takes 
place. 
From a combined technical and musical point of view , the Scri abin 
etudes are not inferior to those previously considered. They are 
c ertainly not t he composer' s most outsta nding piano works , but they 
are admirably written for his most f a vored instrument.- They possess 
a certain individuality , the unusua lnes s of which lies in the curious 
but interesting a pproach to Thythm and harmon~. 
VIIr The Etudes of Claude Debussy 
In I9I5 Debussy wrote his last wor~s for piano solo - the 
Twelve Etudes. They were completed in August, at Pourville, near Dieppe, 
where he remained for three months, striving to clarify his own mind 
as to what he should do while seeking incentive for actual work.r 
These compositions which were inscribed to the memory of Cho-
pin were conceived either as explorations in sonorities or to set forth 
some uncommon problems for the fingers. Not one was designed to delight 
pianists, but rather to torment them. 
Concerning his general purpose in writing them Debussy said~ 
You will agree with me that there is no need of making technique 
any sadder than it is, that it may seem more serious; and that 
a little charm has never spoiled anything . Chopi.n proved that, . 
and makes this desire of mine very rash, I realize. And I am not 
dead enough yet not to know the comparisons that my contempora-
ries, co~freres, and others, will not fail to make to my disad-
vantage. 
The first etude which is dedicated to Czerny shows the trans-
formation of a five-finger exercise into a fanciful gigue. It starts 
with a very simple exercise for the left band which is subsequen~1y 
followed by several interesting patterns showing clearly the develop-
ment of the initial figure. 
I. Oscar Thompson, Debussy, Man and Artj.st, (New York: Tudor 
Publishing Co.,I94o), p.22 • 
2. ~· ,p.228. 
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These examples are taken from the three main parts of this study. The 
4th and 5th parts show a combination of the three preceeding sections. 
/l7 
Basically this etude is diatonic but with a very rapid and 
constant friction of succes sive polytonality, or of superimposed bi•·; 
tonality. C maj or is the majn key upon which Debussy juxtaposes other 
scales as F#major, Cb major, Dbmajor, E~major, Apmajor, and F major. 
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Aside from the principal problem concerning the five-finger 
exercise in its various forms and extensions, and the appropriate 
fingerings for thes e patterns, a second problem is that of tempo. The 
rapid fluctuat ions of the tempo within very short sections is to be 
careful ly calcula ted in their relatiocships to each other • . I n many 
passages short fragments are marked "rubato" or "rit." and immediately 
followed by " mouvement" or "tempo". 
Another interesting feature of this piece is the dynamic ranfe 
from ppp to ff or sff and vice versa - sff to p, pp or PPP• Hardly 
any measure will be found without a dynamic sign. 
Etude 2 "Pour lee Tierces" 
-------------------------~ 
The problem of double thirds in legato phrasing is the main 
concern in this etude. The double thirds are written for the right hand 
Ill 
while the left hand plays accompaniment in single notes, trill-like 
figures, broken chord tones, octaves and a few chords. 
As in the Chopin etude in double thirds, where an interesting 
middle section is found, the B portion of this Debussy etude presents 
a subtle contrast in its voices. Parallelism or contrary motion in a 
third voice reproduces and tenses the movement of the two upper v~ices 
in thirds. 
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This etude is written mainly in the key of Dl7major . Though t. ·' 
there is no obvious superimposition of keys, there are frequent modu-
lations to C major, F#minor , and F minor. 
It is to be noted again that there are rapid fluctuations in 
rubato,accelerando, and ritardando, and the dynamic and interpretative 
palette is al.so wide-ranged , from "pp murmurando" to" f'ff con fuoco"'• 
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Since this study aims at Sfu~othness in tonal legato, an ade-
quate use of the pedal may be considered to supplement the finger work 
in achieving the desired interpretation~ 
~his is an interesting study in double fourths wherein the set 
of two voices in the right hand, and those in the left hand have a com-
lementary and cooperative relationship. Their curves coincide o r come 
in imitation, or in partial inversion, or the activity in one hand is 
suspended to the staticism of a pedal point or rhythmic figure • 
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Though the whole etude i s sectionalized into several small 
parts, the free form calls little attention to itself. The unassuming 
little figure that appears at the beginning returns in most of the 
sections in various ways and . figurations. 
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There are certain interesting passages that demand particular 
attention for proper execution. In the following example three levels 
of interpretation will be noticed' 
a' the sustained longer-note values in the inner voices 
b) the detached bass notes 
c) the upper double fourths in clear legato style • 
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In a few passages contrast in sonority is evident (p -f, or 
f - p ), but the predominating interpretative element is the gradual 
building up of climaxes, a "p" slowl;y rising to a "ft."·. 
I l l 
Etude 4 "Pour l es Sixtes" 
This study in double sixths is consider ed as a complement 
to Chopin's etude in double sixths . Whereas Chopin's etude is a tur-
bulent "moto perpetuo", Debussy's study commences with a simple, ex-
pressive, and legato melody which gradually develops into a restless 
middle section, but recedes again in the - last part . 
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In t he middle portion some intervals are slurred together in 
appogiatura-resolution f ashion while others are lightly detached. 
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The last section, a brief one, echoes the expressive theme 
introduced in the beginning. 
?~inly written in the key of D~major, the several short 
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sections in this etude show modulations to F major and Ebmajor. 
Like Etude I frequent changes in tempo are evident. Short 
fragments are usually marked "rubato" , followed by· a · "ritardando", 
and :immediately succeeded by "mouvement". 
The interpretative quality demanded in this piece , being quite 
subtle , is difficult . No great contrasts in sonority are found . There 
are but a couple of bars wherein a "p" rises to an "f". Throughout the 
work the dominating dynamic sign is that of a crescendo and deerescen-
do within a few notes in a measure. 
This is a bravura study in octaves which involves three sec-
tions. The first and third sections employ patterns with -syncopated 
accents , rests on the first beat and swelling upward surges; the mid-
dle section present s the octaves in a clean , precise, almost military 
style . 
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In tempo and dynamic range the first and third sections also 
differ from the second part. Rapid changes in tempo and climaxes 
gradually built up from a "p" to a "ff" or "sff" are frequent in the 
former;the latter portion, being quite technical in approach is quiet 
and rhythmically even. 
As in the other etudes the original key modulates into other 
keys within the several short sections of this etude - from E major 
to C major to E~major to ~major ; the final cadence is in E major. 
The sixth etude is actually an extension of the range and .: 
design of the .first etude,"Pour les Cinq Doigts". It is both comple-
mentary and supplementary in its harmonic considerations and i~ita 
general technical requirements. 
The five-finger concept is extendedto an eight-finger range. 
The musical patterns are largely divided into groups of four notes -
four ascending and four descending notes. Harmonically, however, the 
1!1 
, 
ct. .w '~; 
tonal ~*~~occur by groups of eight notes, later by fours and 
also by twos. 
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As seen in the above example,the harmony which is basically 
diatonic is colored by rapid frictions of polytonali.ty and juxtaposed 
bitonality. In this etude,Giimajor, which is the main key,has a majori-
ty of black keys, whel.•eas in the first etude C major was used. This 
seems to be the only difference of departure in the two etudes. In 
both, Debussy shows his use of superimposition or alternation of all-
!If' 
white key patterns and all-black key patterns. 
This study is based on the A B A form; in the first section 
and in its return there are free changes in meter and these are indi-
cated above the staff within the measure where the change occurs. A 
steady 2/4 meter is maintained -throughout the second section. 
This is like a perpetual motion study written in the chroma-
tic scale to which is added, contrapuntally by fragments, a diatonic 
melody; each follows its own line without concern for the other or 
subservience to the other. 
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The chromatic passages which are written particularly for the 
right hand are in ascending, descending, and sequential patterns. The 
left hand employs mostly chords, single notes, and some chromatic 
passages. 
Unlike many of the previous etudes, this maintains a steady 
2/4 meter throughout its three main ee~tions. Irregularity in rhytha 
is totally absent; the predominant rhythmic figure is the following: 
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Though this etude is marked as nUmber 8, it was composed. lasi~ 
and is mentioned by Debussy: "It borrows the form of a barcarolle on 
a somewhat Italian sea".3 
Several forms of ornamentation are found in this piece, the 
most important of which are the following: arpeggiation terminating 
in a mordent, arpeggiation converging straight to t he note without a 
mordent, fermatas, upper and lower changing. notes around a chord:, and 
around notes, cadenza passage work in mixed conjunct and disjunct 
mot ion , appoggiaturae, grace notes, broken chords, runs and turning 
notes in triads, a great variety of passing notes, upper and lower 
auxliaries. 
Because of the various ornaments in.· this etude, rhythm is a 
big problem. The minute differentiation in note durations from half 
3. E. Robert Schmitz, The Piano Works of Claude Debussy,(New 
York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce Publishers, 1950), p. 209. 
/Jb 
notes to sixty-fourth notes, with triplets, sextuplets inter~ening, 
must retain their exactness of timing in relation to each other and 
to the general tempo. The free changes in tempo which Debussy brough~ 
out in Etude 6 are also evident here, and are likewise indicated 
above the staff within the measure involving the change. 
The whole etude is divided into three large sections, each 
consisting of several short parts marked by changes in key signature• 
The ninth etude, a brillant toccata, is based on the repeated 
note technique. Both hands alternate in playing the repeated notes, 
or one hand plays repetitions which are either slurred, staccato, 
portam·ento, acc~-~-e~ in groups of ~~o, _!our, or gradually over a 
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The whole study is divided into three main parts - the first 
A section returns after a well-developed middle part, but this return 
is short and altered. Only the first four measures resemble the A 
section, the rest is developed from the main theme and leads to a 
rapid and brisk ending. 
Two contrasting themes are found in the first and second 
sections. 
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The main per~ormance problem in this work is the playing of 
rapidly repeated notes in a clea r and precise manner within varying 
dynamics and with varying accents, slurs and groupings. This d.iffi-
culty can be minimized with carefully planned fingerings and well-
calculate& lifts and drops in playing repetitions. 
Though the dynamic range is from "piu 1pp" to "sff", a res-
trained use of the pedal is advisable. Several passages require no 
pedalling to produce the clean repeated notes. The B section is more 
compatible to pedalling , but this, too, has to be of a precise nature. 
JIJ 
The purpose of this study is the differentiation and simul-
taneous usages of timbres in relation to different coloring effect•~ 
The oppositions of sonority emphasized here may b~ divided 
into three groups : 
a) difference in timbre is achieved by playing long-sustained 
notes against a single plucked note or octave . The tied notes 
may be held either by the fingers or by the sustaining pedal. 
b) different types of toucpes is seen in Debussy's simultaneous 
use of legato chords a gainst portamento chromatic passages . 
~) the dynamic range within a few measures produces differen~ 
timbres and color shades• 
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Three main sections are 'discernible in this etude, each see-
tion consisting of several parts marked by double barlines and changes 
in tempo and rhythm. ·The two A sections, marked "calm and slow"'• make 
a good contrast against the "animated and passionate" middle portion. 
From the technical standpoint Debussy's develpoment of the 
arpeggio technique in this study is based on an enlargement of the 
five-finger exercise. This is particularly evident in the right hand 
passages of the first and third sections. 
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The middle part presents strong contrasts within itself, ape-
eifically in dynamic contrasts, and to the smoothness and fluidity o! 
the other two sections. It is a humorous seherzandn section which uti-
lizes various irregular rhythmic patterns. Staccato chords and broken 
chords are predominant. Unlike the !irst and third sections which are 
written in the key of A~major, a constant change in key signature is 
seen in the middle portion. Practically each measure is in a different 
key. 
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The return of the first part, though- altered and abbreviated, 
still maintains the arpeggio patterns extending beyond the range of 
an octave. 
Etude !2 "Pour les Accords" 
---------------------------
The concluding etude is a decided and buoyant study in chords 
for both hands, which are characteristically phrased in twos. This 
technique is emphasized in the first and third sections. 
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The middle portion presents an aesthetic contrast in tempo, 
dynamics, and in texture, from the driving force of the first part. 
Here the emphasis is on ornaments in chordal form which brings about 
the problem of playing the ornaments in correct tempo so as not to 
destroy the melodic continuity of this section. 
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Contrary to the straightforward character of the first part, 
this ha s an array of dynamics and subtle nuances. 
The return of t he first section is brief and altered but brings 
out the s ame decided character of the first part. It will be noticed 
tha t the last few measures of the first A section which recede to a 
"pianissimo" are contrasted with the last few bars o~ the second A 
which start on· a "pianissimo11 gradually rising to a crashing climax 
on the A major chord. 
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1. Though Debussy has writ t en etudes based on certain technical prob-
lems that have been treated by other composers, like double thirds, 
double sixths, octaves, and chords, he completely re-evaluates 
these and presents the studies in his unique style. He has also 
I~ 5 
added studies dealing with such uncommon problems as ornaments, double 
fourths, opposed sonorities, repeated notes, and those that seek to 
expand the instrumental capa cities of the piano. 
Each of his studies deals with one particular technicality and each 
is entitled accordingly. In this regard Debussy was lik e Chopin who 
was clear and explicit in his aim to develop only one technical as-
pect in each study. 
2. From the standpoint of form Debussy also shows a close adherence to 
the scheme that Chopin introduced in his etudes, the A B A form. 
Numbers 2 , 4 , 5, 6 ,?, 8 ,9,10,11,12 follow this pattern. Number 1 consists 
of five parts , the first three are t he main sections and each pre-
~ents new ~teria1. The fourth and fifth parts are co~binations of 
the preceding sections. The third etude, though evolved from one theme, 
s h ows no well delineated formal pattern. 
3. An interesting feature which has not appeared in the etudes of other 
composers is the occurrence of rapid changes in t empo within short 
sections of the studies. This creates the problem· of careful calcu-
lation in the relationships of the short fragments which frequently 
are marked "rubato" or "ritardando" followed by "mouvement" or "tempo", 
or rubato-accelerando-ritardando. 
Debus sy is unique, too, in his manner of indicating changes in time 
signature . The usual indication of a change in mete r beside the key 
signature is replaced by his writing this new ti~e signature above 
the staff. 
The etudes are of va ried c haracter , t h e tempo marking s for each 
range from "Andant ino" or "Lento" to "Scherzando" and "Vivamente". 
4. Unlike Chopin and Schumann wh o showed the preference for using one 
r hythmic pattern in each study, Debussy like Lis zt , Rubinstein , and 
Scriabin , makes u s e of two or .more r hy t hmic patterns in each piece. 
While c omplexity in r hythm is not emphasized, it is , however , evident 
in moderation. 
5. As in most of his piano works where a wide dynamic r ange is particu-
larly noticeable, Debussy also e xhibits this quality in his etudes . 
The dynamic s i gns u sually rise from a " ppp" to a "ff" or "sff", and 
vice vers a- "sff" to "p" or " pp" . It is not unusual, too , to see 
subito signs - " p '' - ."ff" , or " f f" - " p". 
6. Th e s e etudes , though not considered a s his greates t piano works , ty-
pify a ll of Debussy' s process e s , his rhythmic and pianistic devices, 
and pa rticularly his treatment of harmony . The basis of his harmonic 
revolt was in reality a deeire to e scape from the accepted use of 
chord combinations within a given key . As has been seen in these works, 
he writes each etude in a specific key, y et in almost every measure 
he introduces chords that a re foreign to that k ey signature. Unre-
lated triads move in succession or are played simultaneously by both 
hands . Since he rega rded dissonance as an end in itself , his a im 
was not to destroy the key he set up at the start of each etude, 
but to produce a v~ueness of tonality, a sense of hesitation be~ 
tween major and minor keys. 
7. An outstanding characteristic of this set of studies is the total 
absence of fingering and pedal markings . It was Debussy-t·s own con-
viction that the same fingering could not suit differently shaped 
hands. Ire said,"The absence of fingerings is an excellent exercise, 
suppresses t he spirit of contradiction which induces us to choose 
to i gnore the fingerings of the composer, and proves those eternal 
words - One is never better served than by oneself. Let us seek our 
fingerings." 4 
The technical value of these etudes is not to be underestima-
ted for Debus sy conceived of almost every possible pianistic techni-
cality. Vfuile the technical aspects were of great i mportance to him1 
it is to obs erved tha t t he pr ecis e el ements t hat have brought these 
works t o t heir present level in the piano etude literat ure a re the 
s pecia l problems i n touch a nd f inger ing , the di f ficulties of which 
have not robbed t hese studies of their imaginative nature. 
4. Ibid., p. 193. 
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lX Conclusion 
With the exception of the Debussy Etudes, composed in 1915, 
and the l ater Scriabin Etudes , written from 1903-1912, the studies 
that have been analyzed in this documen t rightfully belong to the 19th 
century, a keyboard-dominated period which saw the development of s e-
veral forms and ~he expansion of the capacities of the piano as an J 
instrument. 
The great number of etudes of six maj or composers within a 
period of 80 years have afforded the writer the opportunity to study 
and determine what alterations revisions , improvements , developments , 
and innovations have t aken place in the piano etude. What exactly has 
each composer done in this specific field of keyboard music? Can each 
claim a contribution , an innovation, or were they all profound tradi-
tionalists who i gnored t he progressive possibilities in a small form 
as the "etude"? 
The following are the findings and conclusions that have been 
arrived at from a study of 113 etudes of Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, 
Rubinstein , Scriabin, and Debussy:· 
1. Carl Czerny's piano studies, which are basically finger exercises 
designed to help students in mastering special technical problems, 
gave great impetus to later composers who treated this particular 
musical form. 
rn Chopin's etudes we immediately find a tremendous leap from 
mere finger exercises to complete poetical pieces. In each of these, 
however, Czerny's basic principle of developing one specific type 
of technicality is retained. Debussy also adopted this feature and 
entitled his studies according to the s pecific problem involved. 
The Schumann, Liszt, Rubinstein, and Scriabin etudes do not possess 
t h is consistency of purpos e in presenting a single problem but 
present two or several pianistic technicalities in each . 
2. Form is an aspect that has been approached in various interesting 
ways by the different composers . Czerny's studies , though showing 
a mar k ed evolution from a very s mall ger m presented at the beginning 
of each piece , make little or no use of the repetitive forms, and 
therefore set no precedent for other composers to follow. 
Ch opin introduced the A B A form and s o closely did h e adhere to 
this pattern that we find no deviation from it in all his 27 etudes . 
In most of them the form is easily traceable, in a few it is less 
clear but still discernible. 
Schu mann , likewise, f a vored the t ripartitie form, and on this he 
based all o f his Symphonic Etudes . Th e 9th etude , while still built 
within t his form, shows the introduction o f a new third part or a 
C par t , instead of a re t u rning A section. As a unified c omposition, 
however , the Symphonic Etudes, based on a long theme which had been 
suggested to Schumann, follow the theme and variation scheme. Since 
this composition was written a year after Chopin published his first 
set of etudes, it is highly proba ble that Schumann intended to make 
an innovation and it was in the line of form that he accomplished 
this. 
With the creation of Liszt•s studies, additional formal schemes 
emerge. To him variety was uniqueness in itself. Aside froa the A B 
A and theme and variation forms which are evident in most ot his 
etudes, he also makes use of a rare five-part form (ABACA), and 
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ex\hibits his thematic pr ocesses in several studies by bas~/g each on a 
single theme. 
Rubinstein, emphasizing content more than structural form, utilizes 
3 schemes in his 8 studies - the now traditional A B A and theme and 
variation forms, and the repeated two-part form, A B A B , which he 
added. 
Like Liszt, Scriabin exemplifies his preference for variety of form . 
The great bulk of his etude s are patterned after the A B A form; a few 
follow the repeated two-part form, while some show their evolutionary 
development from a single theme. Having no interest in the theme and 
variation form he introduced two new patterns - an unusual six-part 
form based on t wo themes, and a unique two-part form wherein one main 
section is repeated. · 
Debus sy, once a gain, shows h is closeness to Chopin - of t he 12 etudes 
h e wrote 10 a re based on t h e A B A f o r m; on e i s developed fron a s ingle 
theme; and the other consis t s o f 5 parts , the fir s t t h r e e o f which p re-
s e n t different materia l while t h e f ourth and f i f t h parts are combina - · 
tions of t h e preceding sections. 
In the line of form , one clearly observes a g r a dual deviation from 
t h e introductory A B A form that Chopin ~eligiously used in his etudes . 
Though the composers after him respected this traditional form, they 
each a dded one or more schemes. By the time Debus sy completed his etudes, 
an array of forms could be ennumerated - A B A , A B C, theme and varia-
tions, ABA B (repea ted binary form), ABA C A, -A B ABA B, .two-part 
form (one section is repeated), development from a single theme. 
It is important to notice tha t most of thes e studies , particu-
larly those which a re traceable from a single theme and through-
compo~ed, and those patterned after the theme and va riation scheme 
have a l l been based on Czerny 's principal idea of evolving a whole 
study from a small germ . In many of t hose written in the .A B A form, 
especially the Chopin and Scriabin etu des , the middle sections are 
a c tually extensions of the A parts . Debussy's aim, however , in utili-
zing B p ortions was to create definite contrast and relief from the 
A sections . · 
It is also worth pointing out that the composers who used the 
theme and varia tion form have treated this with certain individuati-
t i es. Schumann ' s subtlety in employing t his va riation technique makes 
it diffic ult for one to trace the theme , the appearance of which is 
almost always fragmentary. ~hereas Rubinstein was clea r and straight -
forwa rd in his use o f the variation form , Lisz t, thoug h not a s subtle 
as Schu mann , showed ingenuity in va rying a theme technically, rhyth-
m~cally , melodically , and harmonically . 
3 . The treatment of rhythm has contributed to understanding · ea¢h c~mpo-
ser~s style. As in the matter of form, Czerny disclosed only a simpl~ 
. rhythmic ~gacy in his studies . Each exercise maintained a single pa~~ 
tern throughout. Chopin and Schumann revealed profound respect for 
Czerny~s rhythmic principle. It. is only in the more aesthetic Chopin 
studies ( lik e Etudes no . 3 , Op .lO and no.7, Op.25 ) and in ~our of 
Schumann's Symphonic Etudes that we find a deviation from this. 
In the Liszt studies one notices a sudden upheaval in rhythmic tra-
dition. He abolished the constant recurrence of only one pattern in 
each etude, and substituted the use of several complex rhythmic 
figures. 
Rubinstein, though not emphasizung irregularity in rhythm, has 
nevertheless used it ·in moderation. In ea ch of his studies he employs 
two or more rhythmic patterns. 
rrregularity in rhythm proved to be the major interest in 
Scriabin's etudes, each of which is based on two or more patterns 
involving the use of 2 notes against 3, 3 against 4, 4 against 5, 
and similar figures. 
Like Liszt, Rubinstein, and Scriabin, Debussy showed the prefe• 
renee for using several patterns in each of his studies . Moreover, 
he is distinctly unique in introducing an interesting rhythmic fea-
ture. In his studies one finds the occurrence of rapid changes in 
tempo within short sections of the pieces, the s ections being fre-
quently marke d "rubato" or "rita rdando" followed by " mouvement"· or 
"tempo", or rubato-accelera ndo- rita rdando . He i s interesting,too, in 
his manner of indica ting cha nge s in time signature. The usual indi-
tion of a change in meter beside the key signature is replaced by his 
writing the new time signature above the staff. 
The careful writine of tempo markings for each study was a gene-
ral trend among the six composers. This has come down from Czerny, 
who, in demanding a precise speed for each exercise indicated tempo 
by metronome marks . Both old and modern editions of the etudes invol-
ved in this research show tempo and metronome markings. 
4. The use of dynamics which is traceable from Czerny's exercises 
has become a general characteristic of the etude. The Chopin studies 
J 
marking a great stride in the development of this form, set a 
precedent in the use of more dynamic signs, phrasings , indications 
of different pianistic touches, v a rious tempi within the main sec-
tions, clear pedal marks and fingerings. 
In the Schumann, Liszt , Debussy, a nd in a few of the Scriabin 
studies, interesting climaxes are evident; a wider palette ranging 
from a "ppp" to a "ff" or "sff", and vice versa - "sff" to "p" or 
"pp" is clearly noticeable . Subito signs ( p-ff, or ff-p) are 
also not unusual in these works . 
The Debussy etude s alone claim a total absence of fingerings and 
pedal signs . The rest of the studies show clear evidence of this. 
5 . Liszt's Transcendental Etudes (except Nos.2 and 10), the 3rd 
Paganini etude, and his 5 Concert Studies stand unique among the 
113 studies as the only titled ones . They speak clearly of his 
sig nifica nce in mu s ic history. More t han any other, Liszt establish-
ed the poetic ba sis of program mu s ic a nd s ho wed h~w thematic deve-
l opment in this style could be ca rrie d ou t. He turned away as 
Beet hoven and Berlioz had done before him from the conception of 
art for art's sake to the theory of art as an interpretation of 
art. And this is what be tried to make his etudes. 
6 . The harmonic treatment revealed in these etudes s tudied relates 
itself to the trends in harmony in the 19th and early 20th centur~es. 
I _n Chopin, Schumann, Liszt , Rubinstein, and Scriabin we find not 
only a generally profound respect for tonic and dominant but also 
a keen appreciation of the importance of closely and remotely re-
lated keys. Conventional as well as rare cadences are employed. 
.l t l 
Schumann, in his Symphonic Etudes, presents a n unusually clear 
example of key relationships that do not extend beyond the tonic-
dominant harmony; this may be sketched thus: A section ( I ••• V ) 1 
B section ( V ••• v ), A section ( r .•• I ). 
The Liszt studies , showing the use of more chromaticism, 7th and 
9th chords, are counteracted by the later Scriabin etudes which 
break away from the c onventional harmony found in his early works . 
In these one starts to get more familiar with 4ths and augmented 4ths , 
and becomes well adjusted with major and minor 7ths and . major . 9ths. 
These pieces prophesy t he harmonic system he is now known for - this 
is ba sed upon a synthetic chord consisting of a 13th, minor 7th and 
augmented 9th . 
Contrary to Scriabin who did not base his later etudes on speci-
fic keys , Debussy writes each study in a certain key but avoids the 
accepted use of chord combinations within the given key . rn almost 
every measure he writes chords that a re foreign to the k ey signature 
a nd makes unrelated triads move i n succession or simultaneously . Dis-
sonance being his harmonic aim , he did not ex~mpt his etudes from 
accomplishing this end. 
It is interesting to note that among the various sets of etudes 
of the six composers , it is only in the Liszt Transcendental Etudes 
that we find a definite succession of major and minor keys . Follo-
wing Bach's exampl~ in his Preludes and Fugues, he conceived these 
etude s in an orderly manner . It is incidental that Chopin revealed 
the relation of major and m~nor keys in his first four studies of 
Op.lO for this abruptly disappears in the subsequent etudes . 
, 
7. The performance problems inherent / ' ·n each set of etudes is a sub-
ject that can be discussed inexhaustively . While it is not entirely 
wrong ·to ass ume that all thes e etudes are proportionately balanced 
in technical and musical value , prudence requires that the indivi-
dual style revealed by e~ch comp oser in h is works be met with a cer~ 
tain approach in performance . It is not t o be overlooked that the c om-
posers wh o trea ted the same technicalities a s did Chopin have com-
pletely re-evaluat e d these and presented the s tudies with certain 
mar ke d traits which belong also t o their other compositions. The 
availability of several etudes based on the same technical aspect 
affords variety and interest to the student. ~enselt has pointed 
out the principle that pianists g row weary of playing a piece in the 
same ma nner, that the fing ers become i ndolent from the fatal faci-
lity which follows upon many perforoances of a composition. 1 
The etudes could t h erefore be studied from va rious points of views . 
It is to be stressed furth er t hat some comp os ers had a more techni-
c a l approach t han others while the rest had a well- balanced techni-
cal- musical approa ch. In a study on octaves and chords , for instance, 
it is wise to have a comparative knowledge of the composers' manners 
of treatment. Chopin , Schumann, Liszt and Scriabin generally show an 
equally technical , poetic. and dramatic conception; while Debussy and 
Rubinstein, being of a more technical style, are concerned with pro-
blems in touch, fingering , and phrasing rather than in expressing a 
1. James Huneker, Mezzotints i n Modern Music, ( New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1906), p.282 . 
certain musical sentiment. ' . 
It is also to be observed that in performing the Chopin, Debussy 
and Schumann studies (taken individually), a pianist has to deal with 
a single technical aspect. The Schumann etudes (as a unified composi-
tion), and the Liszt studies, on the other hand, require a more advan-
ced technique to cope with the several difficult technicalities found 
in each. 
Notwithstanding its simple beginning, the "piano etude" coming a 
long way from Czerny's time, has become a major form in the f ield of 
k eyboard music. From a mere finger exercise it has developed into an 
attractive and meaningful composition. The six major composers involved 
in this study can each claim his place in tradit i on and at the same 
time proclaim his contributions to and innovations in the "etude". It 
can well be said, however, that in the Liszt studies the peak in the 
development of t his form wa s r eached . He had the dual purpose of im-
proving the etude as a musical form, and expanding the technical re-
sources of the piano as an instrument. 
It is essential to remember t hat though difficult studies undoubted-
ly lead to virtuosity, it is in the technically-musically blended 
pieces that one ge~s utmost satisfaction. Perhaps it was this little 
clue which stimulated composers to raise the piano etude to its pre-
sent level. 
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LECTURE 
Tonight's lectur e on the Development of the Piano Etude from 
Chopin to Debussy will be divided into eight parts . First I would 
lik e to g ive a short introduction on the history and origin of the p~~no 
etude as a musical type or body . The next six parts will be a discussion 
of the piano etudes of the six 19th century composers that I have dealt 
with in my document - Chopin, Schumann, Liszt , Rubinstein, Scriabin 1 
and Debussy. The concluding part will be a brief comparison of the va-
rious sets of etudes of t hese composers, as to form , technical aspects, 
har mony , r hythm, dyna~ics, and performance problems; a nd a s ummary of 
each compos er's contributions to and innovations in the piano etude . 
In orde r to distinguish an etude from other musical forms it 
is proper to point out its most cha r a c teristic fea ture at the start 
of this lecture. 
An "etude" or a " s t udy" is designed to exercise the player on 
so~e technical or musical problem.It is evolved from a single 
phrase or mo t ive which may b e of harmonic or melodious charac-
ter 
Th e origin of the etude as a ~~sical type or bqdy goes back to 
t h e first half of t h e 1 8 th century, the period of the harpsichord. 
During those years musicians wh o took pupils compos ed tech nical studies 
for t he m as a matter of course. As a consequence many simple pieces 
were written by great compos ers. Among the e a rliest of those which have 
been pres erved a re the following: 
a) two little collect ions of pieces, mostly in dance forms , composed 
by J . S . Bach for his second wife , Anna Magdalena , and his eldest 
son , '.'l ilhelm Friedema nn 
b) a set of toccatas by Al essandreo Scarlatt i 
c ) a tiny five - finger exercise preceding a Menuet en Ronde au in 
Rameau 's "Pieces de Cl av ecin" (1724) 
d) a supplement of Si gh t Preludes included by Francois Coup erin 
in his textbook " L' Ar t d e Toucher le Clavecin" (1716) involves 
exercises for loosening the player's fingers before performing 
the composer 's Ordres. 
Some of the works which were written primarily a s studies have 
become concert pieces . Outstanding examples of these a re: J.S.Bach's 
Clavier Ubung (Keyboard Practice) which, written in four volumes, in-
cludes his Six Partitas , the Italian Concerto , the French Overture , the 
Goldberg Variations, and several compositions for the organ; Domenico 
Scarlatti's set of 30 sonatas were originally issued as "Exercises" in 
1738; Handel's Suites, which he wrote for his royal pupils , were pub- · 
1ished as "Lessons". 
Apart from their great importance as music, al1 t hese pieces 
demonstrate the types of keyboard technique current in the first ha1! 
of the 18th century. 
\'lith the advent of the piano i n the 19th century, the harpsichord 
was displaced. Th e piano became the ruost i mportant keyboard instrument 
for both concer t and domestic purposes. The individual labours of a 
group of pianists, Clementi, Cramer, Hummel , Moscheles, and Czerny, 
opened up vari ous possibilities in the way of execution and expression 
and laid a foundation on which future pianists could develop their 
playing . They compiled exercises which would ena b l e the player to ac-
quire manual skill. 
Muzio Clementi (1752-1832), the first among the early pioneers 
of the piano study , wor ked on the extension of the sphere of the etude 
and this evidenced in his "Gradus ad Parnassum" (1817) wherein he in-
troduced fugues, toccatas, and canons, as well as etudes in a more ty-
pical form. 
John Baptist Cr amer (1771-18 58) was a pupil of Clementi . ffis con-
tribution to the etude l a y in the direction of makin g studies less me-
c hanical a nd more musica l. Hi s repres entative work ," 84 Studies", writ-
ten in two parts of 42 studies each, coobines s ignificant musical ideas 
with i nstructive mechanical passages . It is a known f a ct that Beethoven 
t hought very highly of Cramer's 84 Studies. He selected the 21 which he 
considered t h e most suitable for players of his own compositions and an-
notated them in ac cordance with his individual views on interpretation. 
These a re now known as the Beethoven- Cramer Studies. 
Johann Nepomuka Hummel (1778 - 1837) c ompiled a collection of more 
t han 2000 exercises which included more than a hundred exercises of the 
five - finger t ype. He advoca ted a system of fingering , stressing t hat the 
same shap ed passage or figure should be fingered in the same way wherever 
it occurre d . This typifies the modern method of using the same fingering 
in all k eys. 
Ignaz Mosche l e s (1794- 1870) published 24 Etudes , Cp . 70 in 1 825 
and 1 826 . This work has b een classified under Classic Pianoforte Litera-
ture . In his book " Nethode des l·!ethodes" (published in collabor ation with 
F etis) a discussion on the use of th e thumb on black keys is found i n the 
preface. 
Carl Czerny (1791-1857) , a prolific Austrian composer, a fine 
pianist and teacher, is b e s t known for his pedagogical wor k s - his P iano 
Studies . Most of these studies have bee n published under t he title "Com-
plete Theoretical and P r a ctica l Pianoforte School" . Th ey are basically 
finger exercis es; each is designed to help the student in mastering some 
special technical problem as scal e passages, arpeggios , broken chords, 
double thirds, running figures , r hythmic patterns , staccato, legato and 
t h e like. They are g enerally short, the length of each etude varying fro~ 
one to three or four pages . The s h or t motives are usually worked out by 
means of repetition , u s e of sequence, or ascending and descending arpe-
ggio patterns. 
I The Etudes o f Frederic Chopin 
Chopin composed 27 etudes for the piano . They are divided into 
three groups: 12 in Opus 10 , published in 1833; another 12 in Opus 25, 
published in 1 837; and 3 o thers which appeared in the " Methode des Methodes" 
for the piano , by Moscheles and Fetis in 1840, and which were subsequentl~ 
republished separately as "Trois Nouvelles Et11des" without opus number. 
With the exception of No.l2 of Opus 10, the Revolutionary Etude, 
which was written when Warsaw was taken by the Russians in September, 
1 831, the exact date of the composition of any of these etudes is un-
known . It is probable that they were written from his 19th to his 24th 
years , that is between 1 829 to 1834 . He brought the first volume , Op. 
10 to Par is in 1831 and played these etudes first in public in 1834. 
a) Chopin's approach to the piano etude is unusual and original . A 
g reat diversity of character is evident in his studies. Some of them 
emphasize technique (Op . 10 no . l - a study in extended arpeggios ; Op . 
25 no . 8 - a study in double 6ths), while others lean more towards 
the aesthetic point of view (Op.lO no.3 - a melodious piece , typical 
of a cradle song; Op . 24 no.l - a progr ammatic piece , imita tive of a n 
Aeolian harp; Op . 25 no . ? - a nocturne-like etude) . In many of them the 
t wo are evenly balanced (Op . 10 no.6,9,11,12; Op .25 no . 5,11) 
b) The three part form A B A is u s ed consistently . In most of the etudes 
the form is well marked particularly in Etude no.4 , op . l0 where the 
first A part is separated from the second a nd third sections by double 
barlines and change in key signature, and in Etudes no.6 & 10 , Op . 25 
where each section is clea rly marked by double bars and changes in 
key signature . In a few of these studies the form is less clear but 
still discernible . This is true in Etudes no . ? , Op .lO , no.9 & 12 , Op . 
25 . 
The B section in each of the 27 etudes (except no . lO,Op . 25) is a de-
velopment or working- out section of the main the~e p resented in the 
first A. In Etude no . lO , Op .25 the slow , songful middle section is in 
contrast to the fast and furious A part . 
The A section g enerally returns with the main the~e slightly altered 
a nd ornamented . · 
c) It is easy but quite interesting to follow the thematic development 
evident in his etudes. In many studies one finds a rema rkable evolu-
tion from a small ger m, i.e. two notes and a res t, or a g roup of 4 
descending 16th notes . Cther s t udies a re evolved from simple one-
measur~ motives . 
d) In each etude he aims to present one main technical aspect - embel-
lished octaves, c hromatic octaves, extended arpeggios, double notes 
mingled with scale fragments, chromatic figures with leaps, double 3rds, 
double 6ths , characteristic phrasings and irregular grouping of notes. 
Chopin ' s pianistic invention was closely related to the improvement s 
in the instrument itself - the wider ranges of tone, extension of the 
keyboard, refinements in action. Much of his novelty in the stylistic 
treatment of his etudes is really an elaboration of the simpler art 
of his predecessors , Cramer , Hummel and others . . 1 
e) His preference for using only one basic rhythmic pattern throughout 
each etude is predominant . In the more aesthetic studies, particularly 
Etude no . 3,0p. l0 and Etude no . ?,Op. 25 a variety of rhythmic patterns 
is noticeabl e . 
f) Regarding harmony , from a study of his etudes , Chopin showed not only 
profound respect for tonic and dominant but also a keen appreciation 
of the relative importanc e of the related and affiliated keys . 
In Etudes Op.lO no.l,ll,l2; Cp . 25 no.1 , 2 , 7 , 11 , the B sections are in 
the respective relative major or minor of the original key of each 
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etude. 
In some studies as in Etudes Op.lO,No.ll, _Op.25,No.5 & 10 the B 
sections are written in the parallel major or minor of the original 
key. 
g) In his cadences, Chopin remains for the most part true to the tradi-
tions of the song form. The cadences of the first part usually mark 
the key, but he also frequently closes on scale degrees seldom emplo-
yed. When more conventional cadences are used, he creates variety 
by beginning the second part in a relatively different key. 
h) There is no particular order in the keys tha t Chopin used in these 
etudes. In the first four etudes of Cp.lO the relation of major and 
minor keys is evident - Etude I is in C major , Etude 2 is in A minor , 
Etude 3 is in E major, and Etude 4 is in C# minor. 
From an analysis of his 27 etudes it can be concluded that Chopin 
kept technical problems in mind while composing these studies. H~wever , 
he also sought to do more than this so that ea ch one at least to some 
degree g ives expression either to a poetical idea , a musical sentiment 
or a dramatic situation. Thus they serve a dual purpose for the piano 
student: studies in technique and style. 
Musical example to be played : Etude in Abmajor , Op.lO ,No.l (see p . 35-38) 
11 The Symphonic Etudes of Robert Schumann 
Among the three s ets of etudes that Schumann wrote,the last set, 
known as the Symphonic Etudes, is considered the most important. He wrote 
this work in 1 834 after having examined a theme with variations for flute 
c omposed by Baron von Fricken, an a mateur . Schumann took this same theme 
a nd wrote a number of variat i ons on it h ims elf. Of the 12 divisions of 
t he work only 9 are s p ecifica lly desig na ted a s Va riat i ons. Stud es 3 and 
9 are not mar k ed as Va r i at i ons and Etude 12 is t h e Finale. 
Th e Fina le, a n e n tirely d iffe rent p iece, ech oes t h e beg inning of 
t h e orig ina l theme, but its main theme is tak en from ~!arschner's opera 
"Der Templar u nd die Judin ." In making u s e of t h i s new materia l, Schumann 
intended a compliment to the English composer, William Sterndale Bennett , 
to whom he dedica ted the work. 
Five more etudes publishe d posthumously were in reality a part 
of the original scheme but were omitted when the work was submitted for 
publication. In 1893 Brahms had them printed in t he Supplementary Volume 
of Schumann's Complete Works and they have been inr· ~ded in most of the 
standard performing editions of the works. Each c r Five Posthumous 
Variations is marked "Variation". 
It is a known fact that Schumann never though~ of naming his work 
simply "Variations" . Though he may not have realized at the time that he 
was paving a new path for the variation form, the work is actually a uni-
fied composition based on the theme and variation scheme; each etude, 
however, being an independent piec·e. 
a) The fact that Schumann based his composition on the theme and varia-
tion scheme makes his approach to the piano etude quite different from 
t~at of Chopin who regarded each study as a separate and independent 
piece. 
In both sets of etude s, however, one can trace the thematic develop--
ment used by both compos ers. ~hile Chopin evolved each etude from a 
small motive, Schumann created a set of etudes each based on a longer 
single theme. 
b) All of these e tudes {except no.9) are based on the A B A form, the 
regularity of periods and phrases within each part being quite c harac-
teristic and uistinct. Since he was somewhat bound by the structure 
of his t heme , he adhered closely to the s trict four-measure phrase 
and the eight-measure period. Thus Schumann 's clearness in structural 
form is more evident than that of the Chopin Etudes. 
c) Though Schumann 's Etudes are bas ed on one main theme, either harmoni-
cally, melodically, or rhythmically, each study is of mar kedly indivi-
dual c haracter. Strong contrasts in mo od a nd tempo are evident through-
out the work. Each etude has its own tempo mark . Etudes 2 and 11, and 
Posthumous Variation No.1 are t h e only slow pieces of the set. 
d) In most of t he etudes the theme seems to play a minor part. This is 
due to Sc humann's ingenuity in employing the technique of v a riation. 
The appearance of the theme is almost always fragmentary. Among the 
purely technical devices utilized in va rying the theme are: its employ-
ment a s the bass or the tenor part ( Etude 11); its treatment by canon 
in c hor ds ( Etud e lV); and its decoration by one persistent metrical 
f igure (Etude Vl) . 
e) The th~me i ncluding Etudes l,ll,lll,lV,V,Vl,Vlll,lX,X, a~d the first 
Posthumous Variation~ are in t he k ey of CF. minor. Etude Vll is in E 
major; Etude Xl is i n G# minor; Etude Xll is mainly in the key of D~ 
ma jor but also modul a tes to Ar ma j or and G~major . The last. Posthumou s 
Variation is in D~ maj or. 
~ith a few exceptions t he key rela tionships between the three parts 
of ea c h of the etudes may be sketched t hus: 
A section (I ••• V) , B section (V ••• V) , A s e ction (I ••• I) 
f) · As regards the na ture of his c adences, Schumann shows in this work 
his preference for t h e a uthentic and plagal c adences . I t is , however, 
interesting to note tha t t h e main theme ends with a hal f cadence -
C# minor: lV - Vb . 
g) An outs tan ding characteristic of this work is the fact that ea c h etude , 
with th e exception of Nos. Xl and Xll and P osthumou s Variations 2 and 
4, is based on only one rhythmic pattern which is used consistently 
throughout the piece. In this aspect , Schumann and Chopin were alike . 
h) Be ing a unified continuous c omposition of some length, the Symphonic 
Etudes present more difficulties to the pianist than any single Chopin 
Etude. While one would have to be concerned with a single technical 
point in the playing of a Chopin study, o ne would have to cope with 
Sch umann's whole piano technique in his Symphonic Etudes, for in each 
study h e aims to develop two or more technical aspects. 
It is said that since Schumann composed this work a yea r after Chopin 
published h is first set of etudes , Schumann knew and was doubtless 
inspired by their expressive and pianistic possibilities. It. is probable 
tha t by using t h e form "theme and variations" h e intended to make an 
innovation in the field of the piano etu.de 1 thus presenting a composi-
tion which partak es of the character of both etude and variation. 
~----------------------------------------
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Example to be played: Theme and Etude 11 ( s ee p •. 73-75) 
111 The Etudes of Franz LiszL 
The 1 2 Transcendenta l Etudes, the 6 Paganini Etudes, and the 5 
Concert Studies a re considered the most important and well-known of 
Liszt's studies . 
The present form of the Transcendental Etudes is a result of 
s everal revisions of the original version which dates back to Liszt's 
16th year. He had then entitled the work " Etude on 48 Exercises", but 
only 1 2 were written. This first version was writt en more or les s in 
the style of Czerny. 
In 1 839 this work was published under the name "12 Grandee 
Etudes''• The pieces o f the first v ersion were now transformed a nd en-
larged a s a result of his new transcendental technique~ 
I n both the 1 826 and 1 839 versions the individual p ieces bear 
no titles. However, in 1 852, Liszt revised his work for the t hird time 
and called it " Etudes d' Execution Transc~ndente". This is the present 
day form . Aside f r om the addition of titles for each piece, a certain 
amount of smoothing out of difficulties is evident in this l a st version. 
The Paganini Et udes are said to have been composed during Liszt's 
early p eriod (1822 - 1 839), the exact date is not known . The first ver-
sion of this s et was published in 1 830 . Twelve studies were announced 
for publica tion but only 6 were complet ed . Of t hese, five are transcrip-
tions of some of Paganini ' s Capr ices for violin which were also publi- · 
shed about 1 830 . One etude is based on the "Campanella" theme from 
Paganini ' s Violin Concerto in B minor. A revised a nd simplified version 
a ppeared in 1 851 and this is the present day form. 
The 5 Concert Studies which Liszt composed are divided into two 
g roups with the following specific titles: 
1. Three Etudes de Concert- No . 1 in A~ maj or, "Il Lamento"; No . 2 in 
F minor , " La Leggierezza"; No .3 in D"major , "Un Sospiro". These 
were writ t en in 1 84 8 
2 . Two Concert Studies - No . 1 " '.".alde srausc hen" (Forest f'.urmu.rs) ; 
No . 2 "Gnomenreig en" (Dance of the Gnomes) . These were writt en 
in 1 862 and 1 863 . 
a) From the standpoint of form, Liszt's etudes stand apar t from those of 
Chopin's and Schumann 's. Unlike these two composers, who adhered 
closely to the A B A form of th e etude, Liszt shows more variety of 
form in his studies . 
Eight o f the Transcendental Etudes (Nos . 2 , 3 ,4,5, 6 ,10,11,12) are 
based on the theme and variation scheme . Etude 1, a Prelude, is an 
introduction to this whole volume . Etudes 7 and 8 a.re patterned afte.r 
the A B A form; while No.9, a Nocturne- like study in a free form, is 
evolved from one theme. ·I 
Among the Paganini Etudes, Nos.3 and 6 are in a definite theme and 
variation form. Nos.2 and 4 are in the usual three-part form, A B A; 
No.5 is in a rare five part form (ABACA), and No.1 though based 
on one theme has no well-delinea ted formal pattern. 
With the exception of the Concert Study in F# minor (Dance of the 
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Gnomes) which utilizes 2 themes, the concert etudes of Liszt exemplify 
his thematic trea t ment, each is based on a simple motif which is deve-
loped in various ways • . 
b) In each etude Liszt presents several technical aspects. Here again,, he 
differs from his predecessors . Chopin was consistent in his aim to deve-
lop only one technicality in each etude; while Schumann, differing. 
slightly from Chopin , presented one or more technical points in each. 
of his Symphonic Etudes. 
c) Complex rhythmic patterns are found in abundance in the Transcendental 
Etudes; in the Paganini Etudes and in the 5 Concert Studies these are 
evident, too , but they do not abound as in the former volume. In this 
regard , he has also deviated from the traditions of Chopin and Schumann 
in whose works we find t h e constant recurrence of only one rhythmic 
pattern in each etude. 
d) Liszt wrot e the Transcendental Etudes in a definite succession of major 
and minor keys . This feature, however, is not to be found in the Paganini 
Etudes nor in the Concert Studies . The following is an enumeration of 
t h e keys used in the Transcendental volume: 
No.1- C ma jor No . 5 - B~major No .9- Atcajor 
No .2- A minor No . 6- G minor No .lO- F minor 
No. 3 - F maj or No .7- E~major No.ll- D~major 
No.4- D minor No.8- C minor No .l2- BPminor . 
e) Liszt shows a fondness for both closely related and remotely related 
keys . This is evident particularly in his Concert Studies. 
f) Comparatively speak ing , the Paganini Etudes are shorter pieces than 
the Transcendental Etudes, but ar e not less difficult. \'/lii.le the f'or-
mer are elegant and pianist ic in style, t h e latter are written in a 
more bravura and heroic manner . The 5 Concert Studies , being likewise 
pianistic , a re progra~~atic and d epict t h e more lyrical Lisztian nature. 
The i~portance of Liszt in the develop~ent of the piano etude can-
not be minimized nor overemphasized . Since it was his aim to draw new 
and almost orchestral effects froo the piano, these etudes,like many of 
his major piano works , have wide ned its range of expression . His lavish 
dynamics , together with his innovations in the form of the etude , the use 
of a grea t variety of rhythmic patterns , and the presentation of several 
technical problems in each piece, form the outstanding traits of his studies. 
It is u ndeniable that Liszt's etudes are extremely difficult . The 
clever combination of nobility of concept and showmanship in technique 
is almost unique in the treatment of this form. 
From both musical and technical viewpoints these are more demanding 
than any of the previous etudes (the Chopin and Schumann Etudes) and the 
succeeding etudes I shall talk about. It is quite interesting to note that 
Liszt's etudes, which are now considered great concert pieces, were not 
favorably received by other romantic composers. Perhaps his novel transcen-
dental technique, the idea of re-interpreting Paganini's brillance on the 
violin in terms of the keyboard, seemed outrageous during the second quar-
ter of the 19th century. 
Example to be played: Etude in G# minor (La Gampanella) - Paganini-Lisz~ 
(see p.lll-113) 
'-----------
lV The Etudes of Anton Rubinstein 
Though Anton Rubinstein has worked and proven himself capable 
in all fields of music, he is known mainly a s a composer for the piano. 
His greatness as a pianist is well reflected in his works, which being 
considered as the legitimate outcome of Mendelssohn, · and showing the 
familiar Schubertian melody, still are worthy of study for their tech-
nical ski ll , fluency and warm pa~sionate nature. 
His etudes, being not his best piano works, a re nevertheless 
representative of his pianistic style. He wrote three sets of etudes -
Op.23, Op.81 , and Two Grarides Etudes. Due t o t h e inavailability of the 
score of Op . 81, I have made a study of only 8 etudes - 6 in Op.23, and 
the Two Grandes Etudes which are not published separa tely but included 
in a large volume of his other piano works. 
a) Rubinstein's approach to the piano etude is definitely more pointedly 
technical than Chopin's or Schumann's. I n each of them he presents 
one or more aspects of technique. 
b) Thre e of the etudes of Op•23 (nos . l,2 & 5) and the Two Grandes Etudes 
are based on the A B A form, the A part returning in an altered and 
extended manner, and usually trnsposed to a rela~ed key. 
Et ud e 4 and 6 are built o n the theme a nd va riation scheme. Each etude, 
evolving from a single motif presents three main variations to this 
theme 
Etude 3 is in a repea ted t wo-part form - A B A B, the returning &. 
section being in. the subdominant key of the first B part·. 
From this, it c an be seen that Rubinstein, unlike Chopin and Schumann 
did not adhere strictly to the usual three-part form of the etude. 
c) Irregularity in r hythm is not emphasized. Complex rhythmic patterns 
appear in Etudes l,lV, and Vl, but definitely not in abundance. 
Unlik e the Symphonic Etudes of Schumann where each va~ation is based 
on o ne s ingle rhythmic figure, Rubinstein introduces t wo or more 
r hythmic patterns in each of his etudes. 
Occasionally , the rhythm changes with in one section but this is clear-
ly marked by c hange of time signature. 
d) Re garding tempo, he has evenly divide d the Six Etudes ,Op.23 into two 
groups -- three are marked "moderato" but only one (Etude 3) is lyri-
cal ~n character. The other three a re virtuosic pieces, particularly 
Etude 11, and are in the brillant bra vura style. 
e) Dynamics abound in these studies. Though they may look and sound more 
technical than the etudes of other composers, interesting climaxes plar 
an important role in each. He shows his preference for using the gra-
dual crescendo rising to "ff" or "sf", and the subito sign -- p - f, 
or f--p. 1 
f) In general , though chromatic more than diatonic harmony is evident in 
these etudes, preference for closely related keys is shown rather than 
remotely related ones . 
. 
.. 
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V The Etudes of Alexander Scriabin 
Scriabin's 26 etudes were written during different periodd in 
his life. The earliest one (Etude No.l,Op .2) is published in a volume 
of Scriabin's selected piano works. The 12 Etudes,Op . 8 are products of 
his "student period" . Written between 1893 to 1897, these studies are 
said to have been drawn particularly from nature. During t hese four years 
he was preoccupied with concert tours, holiday-travels , and composition. 
The 8 Etudes of Op . 42 were written from 1903 and onwards~ The 
Trois Etudes, Op.65 are included among his later piano works, and were 
composed during an extensive Russian tour in the winter of 1911-1912. 
An etude, included in "Trois Morceaux Pour Piano", Op .49, was 
writt en in 1907 at Beattenberg, Geneva. 
During his sojourn in Brussels around 1908, Scriabin wrote the 
album " Quartre Morceaux Pour Piano", Op . 56 which included one s hort etude 
in 31 measures. 
a) Variety of form is exemplified in Scriabin's etudes. In the earlier 
studies, aside from revealing his Chopinesque nature, he also discloses 
his preference for Chopin's A B A form in his etudes . Tre 12 ~tudes of 
Op.B and Nos. 1,2,and 8 of Op.42 are based on this scheme . The Etude 
Op .2,No.l and the 2nd and 3rd etudes of Op.65 are built on a repeated 
two-part form. Four of those included in Op .42 ( Nos.3,5,6,7) and 
Etudes Op.49 and 56 are each developed from one main ·theme. No.4 of .Op. 
42 is the only study written in two parts (one section which is re-
peated); No.1 of Op . 65 shows an unusual 6 part pattern- ABA BA~. 
b) In each of his etudes Scriabin pres ents two or more technicalities, 
usually one for each hand. In this s ense he was not akin to Chopi~ 
but showed pref erence for the Schumann , Liszt, and Rubinstein aim in 
developing mere than one technica l a spect in each etude. He is , however, 
unique in being the only composer who treated t he extremely difficult 
chromatic 9th technique . (Et ude l,Op .65) 
c ) A distinctive quality of Scriabin's etudes is his unusual interest in 
r hythmic irregularity . Practically a ll of t he s e etudes are based on 
irregular patterns as 2 notes against 3 , 3 agains t 4, 4 a gainst 5, and, 
t he like. · · · · 
He does not base each etude on a single r hythmic pattern a s did Chopin 
and Schumann, but like Liszt, Rubinstein, and Debussy, he utilizes 
t wo or more patterns in each. 
d) Though wide dynamic ranges are not evident in these works , he.never-
theless, color's them with sensitive nuances. This is especially true 
of the later etudes. 
e) These e t udes exhibit varied tempo marks which range from slow "Lento"' 
and "Andante" (th e studies marked "Andante" are nocturne-like) to 
fast "Vivace" and "Prestissimo" . 
f) Since the various etudes were written at different periods of Scriabin's 
life, they could well be used to trace his development as a c.omposer. 
Th e earlier studies are a reflection of his imitative stage, Chopin 
being his specific model . Form, style, and harmony are the three as-
pects which he unhesitatingly borrowed from his predecessor. These 
are clearly discerned in the etudes of Op.B and in some of those of 
Op.42. Each of these is written in a certain key, and in those whose 
constructions are patterned after the A B A form, clear modulations to 
the relative major or minor keys are evident. 
The later studies of Op.49,56, and especially the three etudes of Op.65 
foretell the novel harmonic system he devised which is actually based 
upon a synthetic chord (a 13th, minor 7th, augmented 9th). In these he 
uses mostly 4ths, augmented 4ths, major 7ths, minor 7ths, and major 9ths. 
None is based on a particular key. Thus no definite tonalities are 
arrived at though certain ones are suggested as the thematic development 
takes place. · 
From a combined technical and musical point of view, the Scriabin · 
etudes are not inferior to those previously considered. They are certain-
ly not the composer's most outstanding piano works, but they are admi-
rably written for his most favored instrument. ~hey possess a certain 
individuality , the unusualness of which lies in the curious but interes-
ting approach to rhythm and harmon~ • 
. 
Example to be played: Etude in C#.minor No.l,Op .2 (see p.l43-145) 
Vl The Etudes of Claude Debussy 
In 1915 Debussy wrqte his l as t works for piano solo - the Twelve 
Etudes . Thes e compositions which were inscribed to the memory of Chopin 
were conceived either as explorations in sonorities or to set forth some 
uncommon problems for the fingers. 
a) Though Debussy has written etudes based on certain technical problems 
that have been treated by other composers, like double 3rds, double 6ths, 
octa ves, and chords, he completely re-evaluates these and presents the 
studies in his unique style . He has also ado ed studies dealing with · 
such uncommon problems as ornaments, double 4ths, opposed sonorities, 
repeated notes, and those that seek to expand the instrumental capaci-
ties of the piano . 
Each of his etudes deals with one particular tec~nicality and each is 
entitled accordingly . In this regard Jebussy was lik e Chop in who was 
clear and explicit in his aim to develop only one technical · aspec~ in 
each study . 
b) From the standpcin~ of form Debussy also shows a clos e adherence to 
t h e scheme that Chopin introduced in his etudes, the A B A form. Nos . 
2,4,5,6 ,7, 8 , 9 , 10 ,11~12 follow this pattern . No.1 consists of five parts , 
the first three are the main sections and each presents new material. 
The fourth and fifth a re combinations of the preceding sections. The 
3rd etude, being evolved from one theme, is in a free form. 
c) An interesting feature which has not appeared in the etudes of other 
composers is the occurrence of rapid changes in tempo within short sec-
tions of the studies. This creates the probl•m of careful calculation 
in the relationships of the short fragments which frequ~ntly are marked 
"rubato" or "ritardando'' followed by " mouvement" or "tempo", . or rubato -
accelarando - ritardando. 
Debussy is unique, too, in his manner of indicating changes·· in time 
signature. The usual indication of a change in mete~ beside the key 
signature is relpaced by his writing this new time signature above the 
staff. 
The etudes are of varied character, the tempo markings for each rang~ 
from "Andantino" or "Lento" to "Scherzando" and "Vivamentett. 
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d) Debussy like Liszt , Rubinstein, and Scriabin makes use of two or more 
rhythmic patterns in each piece. While complexity in rhythm is not em-
phasized, it is, however, evident in moderation. 
e) As in most of his piano works where a wide dynamic range is particular• 
ly noticeable, Debussy also exhibits this quality in his etudes~ The 
dynamic signs usually rise from a "ppp" to a "ff" or " sff", and vice 
versa - "sff11 to "p" or "pp". It is not unusual, too, to see subito 
signs- "p" - 11 ff", or "ff" - "p". 
f) These etudes, though not considered as his greatest piano works, typifr 
all of Debussy 's processes , his rhythmic and pianistic devices, and 
particularly his treatment of harmony . The basis of his harmonic revolt 
was in a reality a desire to escape from the accepted use of chord com-
bination within a g iven key . He writes each etude in a specific key, 
yet in almost every measure he introduces chords that are foreign to 
that key signature. Unrelated triads move in succession or are played 
simultaneously by both hands . Since he regarded dissonance as an end in 
itself , his aim was not to destroy the key he set up at the start of 
each etude, but to produce a vagueness of tonality, a sense of hesita-
tion between major and minor keys. 
g) An outstanding characteristic of this set of studies is the total ab-
sence of fingering and pedal marks . It was Debussy's own conviction 
that the same fingering could not suit differently shaped hands. 
The technical value of these etudes is not to be underestimated for 
Debussy conceived of almost every possible pianistic technicality. 
While the technical aspects were of great tmportance to him, it has been 
observed that the precise elements that have brought these works to 
their present level in the piano etude literature are the special pro-
blems in touch and fingering , the difficulties of which have not robbed 
these studies of their imaginative nature. 
I I f 
Example to be played: Etude No.9 (Pour les Notes Repetees) - see p .l87-188 . 
Conclusion 
With t he exception of the Debussy Etudes , composed in 1915, and the 
later Scriabin Etudes, written from 1903-1912, the studies that r talked 
about in this lecture rightfully belong to the 19th century, a keyboard-
dominated period which saw the development of several forms and the expan-
sion of the capacities of the piano as an instrument. 
A summary of the findings and conclusions that have been arrived 
at from a study of 113 etudes of Chopin , Schumann , Liszt, Rubinstein , 
Scriabin, and Debussy are the following: · 
1. Czerny's piano studies, which are basically finger exercises designed 
to help students in mastering special technical problems , gave great 
impetus to later composers who treated this particular form. 
In Chopin's etudes we i mmediately find a tremendous leap from mere fin-
ger exercises to complete poetical pieces. In each of these, however, 
Czerny's basic principle of developing one specific type of technicali-
ty is retained. Debussy also adopted this feature and entitled his 
studies according to the specific problem involved. 
The Schumann, Liszt, Rubinstein, and Scriabin etudes do not possess this 
consistency of pUrpose in presenting a single problem but present two 
or several pianistic technicalities in each. 
2. In the line of form, one clearly observes a gradual deviation from 
the introductory A S A form that Chopin used in his etudes. Though 
the composers after him respected this traditional form, they each 
added one or more schemes . By the time Debussy completed his etudes 
an arr ay of forms could be e nnumerated - A B A , A B c, theme and 
variations , ABA B {repeated binary form), ABACA, ABABA B, 
t wo-part form (one section is repeated), development from a single 
theme. 
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It is important to notice that most of these etudes, particularly 
those which are traceable from a single theme and through-composed, 
and those patterned after the theme and variation scheme have all 
been based on Czerny's principal idea of evolving a whole study from 
a s mall germ. In many of those writt en in the A B A form , especially 
t h e Chopin and Scriabin etudes , the mi ddle sections are actually ex-
tensions of the A parts . Debussy's aim , however, in utilizing B- por-
tions was to creat e definite contrast and relief from the A sections. 
It is also worth pointing out that the composers who used the theme 
and variat i on form have treated this with certain individualities. · 
Schumann 's subtlety in e mploying this va riation technique makes it 
difficult for one to trace the t h eme, the appearance of which is al-
most always fragmentary. Whereas Rubinstein was clear and straigh~­
forwa rd in his use of the va ria tion form, Liszt, though not as subtle 
as Schumann, showed ing enuity in varying a theme technically, rhythmi-
c a lly, melodically, and harmonically. 
3 . The treatment of r hythm has cont ributed to understanding each composer's 
style. 
Chopin and Schu~ann favored Czerny's i dea of presenting only one r hythmic 
uattern in e a c h et ude. It is onlv in the more aest he tic Chopin studies 
(Et ude s ~o . 3 ,0p.l0 , no . ? , Op. 25)wand i n four o f Schumann 's etudes that 
we find a devia tion from this . 
Lis z t , howeve r, discarded the idea of using only one r hy thmic pattern 
in each etude, and substit uted the u s e of several complex rhythmic fi-
gures. 
Rubinstein and Scriabin employed 2 or's everal r hythmic patterns in each 
I 
of their etudes. 
Debus sy, aside from showing the preference for using several patterns 
in each of his studies, is also unique in introducing an interesting 
rhythmic feature. In his studies one finds the occurrence of rapid 
c hanges in tempo within short sections of the pieces, the sections , being 
frequ ent ly marked "rubato" or "ritardando" followed by " mouvement" or 
"tempo", or rubato- accelerando- ritardando. He is interesting, too, 
in his manner of indicating changes in time sig nature. The usual indi-
cation of a change in meter beside the key signature is replaced by his 
writing the new time signature above the staff. 
The careful writing of tempo markings for each study was a general 
trend among the 6 composers. This has come down from Czerny, who, in 
demanding a precise speed for each exercise indicated tempo by metron~me 
marks. Both old and modern editions of these etudes show tempo and me-
tronome marks. 
4. The use of dynamics which is traceable from Czerny's exercises has be-
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come a general cha racteris tic of the etude . All 6 composers indica-
ted dynamic signs , phrasings, different pianistic touches and various 
tempi within the main sections. 
With the exception of the Debussy etudes, fingerings and pedal marks 
are also evident in these etudes. 
5 • . Liszt 's Transcendental Etudes (except no . 2 & 10), the 3rd Paganini 
Etude , and his 5 Concert Studies stand unique a mong the 113 studies as 
the only titled ones . They s peak clea rly of his significance in music 
history, for more than any other c omposer, Liszt established the poetic 
b a sis of program music and s howe d how thematic development in this style 
could be carried out. 
6. The harmonic treatment revealed in t h es e etudes studied relates itself 
to the tr ends in harmony in t h e 1 9th and early 20th centuries. 
In Chopin , Schumann , Liszt , Rubinstein, and Scriabin we find not only 
a respect for tonic and dominant but also a keen appreciation of the 
i mportance of closel y a nd remotely rela ted keys . Conventional a s well 
as r a re cadences are u sed. 
The Liszt studies , showing the use of more chromaticism , 7th and 9th 
c hor ds , a re counteracted by the l ater Scriabin etude~ which break away 
from the c onventiona l harmony found in his early works . In these later 
etudes Scriabin begins to show the harmonic systen he is now known for -
his use of a synthetic chord made up of a 13th, minor 7th and augmented 
9th. 
Contra ry t o Scriabin wh o did not base his later etudes on specific k eys, 
Debussy writes ea c h s t udy in a certain key but avoids the accepted use 
of c hord combinations within the given key . 
It is interesting to note t ha t among th e various s ets of etudes of 
t h e 6 composers , it is only in the Lis z t ~ranscendental Etudes that we 
find a definite succes sion of ~ajor and minor keys . Following Bach 's 
e xample in his Fr~ludes a n d ~ugues , he c onceived these etudes in a s i-
~ilarly orderly man ner . It is incidental tha t Chopin revealed the rela-
tion of major a nd minor k eys in his first four studies of Op . l O for this 
abr uptly disappea rs in the subsequent etudes. 
7 . Th e perfor~ance p roblems i nherent in each set of etudes is a subject that 
c ould be discusse d inexhaustively . The individual style revealed by each 
c omposer shou l d be met with a certa in approach in performance. It is not 
t o be overlooked that the composers who treated the same technicalities 
as did Chopin have completely re-evaluated these and presented the s tudies 
wit h certain mar k ed traits which belong also to their other compositions. 
The availability of several etudes based on the same technical aspect 
affords v a r iety and interest to the student . The etudes could therefore 
be studied from various points of v iews . It is to be stressed further 
that some c omposers had a more technical approach than others while the 
rest had a well- balanced technical-musical approach . In a study on oc-
t aves and ch ords , for instance, it is wise t o have a comparative know-
ledge of the composers' manners of treatment . Chopin , Schumann, Liszt , 
and Scriabin g e nerally show an equally t echnic a l, poetic and dramatic 
c onception; while Debussy and Rubinstein, being of a more technical style, 
are concerned with problems in touch , fingering , and phrasing rather than 
i n expressing certa in musical sentiments. 
, 
Notwithstanding its simple beginning , the piano etude coming 
a long way from Czerny~s time, has becooe a major form in the field of 
keyboard music . From a mere technical exercise it has developed into an 
attractive and meaningful composition . The 6 major c omposers involved 
in t his study can each claim his place in tradition and at the same 
time proclaim his contributions to and innovations in the 11 etude". rt 
can well be said, however, that in the !..iszt studies the peak in the 
development of this form was rea ched. He had the dual purpose of im-
proving the etude as a musical form, and expanding the technical re-
sources of the piano as an instrument . 
_ __ 4 __ _ _ _ 
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